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GALLERY O

Sky Gardenl|969l
by Robert Rauschenberg

ITINETEEN SIXTY-NINE WAS A
lllrno-.r,,ous \-ear in the annals of
space exploration. Erght years after
Presrdent |ohn F. Kennedy declared
the goal of sending a man to the
Moon and returnrng him safely be-
f ore tb e decade \\:as out, Neil
Armstrong stepped si1ent1,v onto the
barren lunar sorl.

In the same year I Robert
Rauschenberg (b. 1925) planted his
"sky garden," a dynamic pastiche of
images: the Apollo rocket at rest on
the launch pad and during blastoff, a

cutaway technical drawing with la-
be1s, ground controllers tracking the
spacecraft's progress through the
heavens, and a long-legged, long-
beaked Cape Canaveral resident
watching it all, no doubt rr-ith some
bemusement. The color scheme is
something to pu;:1e or-er: rr,hy is
most oi the prcture erclusively red?
This questron leads to the overall
problem oi the rr.ork's structure. Are
the bluish areas at the top meant to
be "peta1s " f rom some cosmic
flower? The red, white, and blue
symbolism is rather obvious, but we
should keep in mind that, according
to the technical description, this is a
six-color "lithograph (stone and a1u-

minum) and screen print" (sounds
complicated-rather like a Moon
shot).
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When the ancients gazed up at the
starry vault, they saw shapes. They
noticed they were constant/ and they
gave them names: Ram, Archer, Wa-
ter Carrier, and so on-the signs of
the zodiac. (The modern eye is hard-
pressed to see the same shapes-a
failure of the modern imaginationil
Thel- also notr.ced that thel- mor.ed m
a regular and predictable u-a,v. Not
only rvere the heavens an obiect of
contemplation, the patterns and
cycles there proved useful to the
mariners and farmers o{ antiquity.

Powerful, omnipresent street
lights have dimmed the heavens for
modern city dwellers. Some of the
major constellations can barely be
seen, if at all. So a trip to the coun-
tryside can offer an astonishing view
to the jaded cosmopolite. And on a
clear night, far from the bright lights
and commotion, you may feel a pull
from above/ may even see the mes-
sage on our coYer. . .

C over art by Leonid Tishkov

It all depends on youl' atlitude
by Bernice Kastner

l0 Orbital Law and Order

T[e lnuits ol flellen'$ $tt'ru[lB

by Minoru Oda

44 Adding a Dimension

0ll inlo $[rcg
by Vladimir Dubrovsky and lgor Sharygin

il Near-Earth Phenomena

llature's linetunl'ks
by A. K Kikoyin
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GUEST PAGE

Welcome Io lnlel'national SHce Yeal'!

A celebration of discovery and teamwork

measurements of their local environ-
ment to serve as "ground truth" to
support and verify some of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space
Administration's "Mission to P1anet
Earth" satellite data. During ISY
Australia will host "Space Enough to
Learn." At this special conference,
teachers and administrators from sci-
ence centers and museums world-
wide will exchange knowledge,
skills, and accomplishments and in-
vestigate ways to overcome obstacles
in teaching space science and tech-
nology to students at all levels. Liter-
ally hundreds of other student and
teacher activities, con{erences, pub-
lications, seminars, films, exhibi-

tions, television specials, and the like
are being planned fior \992.

Although ISY is a public celebra-
tion of space/ space agencies world-
wide are also involved in the com-
memoration of ISY. Under the aegis
of the Space Agency Forum for Inter-
national Space Year {SAIISY), space
agencies in different countries have
organized dozens of international ac-
tivities for 1992. Established in 1988
to coordinate ISY effons throughout
the world, SA.FISY now consists of 29
space agencies and 10 afffiated inter-
national organizations. Three panels
o{ experts assembled under SAFISY
coordinate ISY activities.

The panel on Earth Scrence and
Technology has organized projects
that celebrate "Mission to Planet
Earth," one of the key themes of ISY.
For example, the Global Change En-
cyclopedia Project, led by the Cana-
dian Space Agency, will develop an
electronic encyclopedia for monitor-
rng and analyzing environmental
phenomena on a global scale. The
enn'cloped:.a rrill use spacecraft data
rron a num'rer oi countnes.

The panel on Education and Ap-
phcatrons rs supporting projects that
demonstrate a strong interaction be-
r\\'een education and space activities,
the imponance of space applications
in meeting a growing set of eco-
nomic, cu1tura1, and social needs,
and a commitment to training profes-
sionals. One of the many creative
projects on this panel is the prime-
time television series "Space Age,"
which will investigate how space
science and exploration reflect, and
perhaps also shape, the cultural, po-

HE NEW YEAR, 1992, IS JUST
a few weeks old, but it's already
a busy one for the international
community. The Olympic

games will soon be underway in
Barcelona, Spain, and all eyes are on
the European Community during
this much-awaited year of integra-
tion. Nineteen ninety-two is also
devoted to a year-long worldwide cel-
ebration of space.

International Space Year (ISY)
commemorates the themes o{ discov-
ery, exploration, education, and inter-
national cooperation on the 500th
anniversary of Columbus's first voy-
age to the New World and the 35th
anniversary of International Geo-
physical Year, which launched the
world's first artificial satellites. ISY
will hightight the achievements of
space programs across the globe by
emphasizing the cooperation be-
tween developed and developing
countries.

ISY is a celebration of all nations
and peoples. Worldwide there has
been tremendous "grass roots" en-
dorsement of ISY and growing excite-
ment. In this country, the US ISY
Association (US-ISY) was created to
serve as a public clearinghouse for
information on ISY. To respond to
similar public support/ a European
ISY Association (EURISY) and a )apa-
nese ISY Association have also been
established.

Many hundreds of exciting activi-
ties have been organized to celebrate
ISY. For example, in a project orga-
nizedby the Aspen Global Change
Institute, students in grades kinder-
garten through 12 will collect field

>
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Litical, and economic environment of
mankind. Produced jointly by WQED
in Pittsburgh and NHK in lapan, it
embofies the intemational vision of
ISY. Another key project, led by
France, is to train developing coun-
tries in the use of remote sensing
data.

The projects of the third SAFISY
panel, the panel on Space Science,
celebrate another major ISY theme:
"Perspectives from Space." By ven-
turing out into space/ we gain a per-
spective on many things here at
home-for example, on the Earth as

both a complex, interactive system
and as one planet among many in the
solar system; on the Sun as a stari on
our place in the cosmos; and so on.
One project, led by Arizona State
University and NASA, is compiling
results of planetary mapping to pro-
duce a high-quality atlas of the solar
system.

This ground sweli of activity
serves to underscore the inherent fas-
cination space holds for humankind
and the chailenges and opportunities
it provides. Space is the frontier that
rs best explored through global coop-
eration and scientiiic research. This
year, International Space Year, is
dedicated to this fascination, collabo-
ration, and quest for knowledge. I
believe that the intemational coop-
eration/ enthusiasm, and emphasis
on excellence in education celebrated
during ISY will continue long beyond
1992.

-L. A. Fisk,
Associate Administrator for

Space Science and Applications,
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
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A uniuel'se ol qtle$liolt$

And a healthy dose of answers

by Yakov Zeldovich

S)MEYEARS AGo the colleagues of y. B. Zeldouich encountercd an almost
insoluble problem: how to select, ftom his vast scientific legacy, papers for
a two-volume edition of hisworks. The physicists managed somehowio make
the selection, but they also fudged a bit and appended to each vorume a long
list of monographs, textbooks, and papers in virtually every branch of moi
ern chemical physics and hydrodynamics, elementary particle physics and
nuclear physics, asftophysics, astronomy, and cosmology.

It's hard to understand how Zeldovich managed to leave his mark in all
these fields. The story goes that the prominent English physicist and math-
ematician Stephen Hawking vvrote after meeting him, " Now I know that you
arc an actual percon and not a group of scholars, like Bourbaki."l Zeldouich
was one of the rare physicist-universalists of our age. His scientific meilts
arc widely acknowledged, and not only in the Soviet [_Inion, where he was
elected a member of the Academy of Sciences. He was a member of many
scienffic societies and academies in different countries, including the Royal
society in Great Britain and the National Academy of sciences in the us.
International recognition of Zeldovich's merits in cosmological science was
also evident in his election as the first president of the cosmologicaT com-

OW IS THE UNIVERSE
constructedl What does its past,
present, and future hold?

These questions have natu-
ral1y arisen after lve came to under-
stand in general terrns the design of
the parts nearest to us: the Earth,
Sun, solar system/ other stars and
galaxies. Cosmology is the science
that investigates the universe as a
whole, and it is the most difficult
branch of astronomy. The last sev-
eral decades have seen substantial
progress in our comprehension of the
cuffent state of the universe and its
evolutionary stages. This success is
the result of the hard work of many
people-the joint efforts of astrono-
mers and physicists.

Nowadays we know a lot about
the universe, and our knowledge is
rather well founded. Here are the
main facts.

UnilormiU
The un:r'e rse rs unriorm. This

1T]e ars lt : qui:a the same evely-
rr']:;:i rur r;= unriormity," its
saireness. should be understood in

a cenarn static state. For example: air
rn a vessel is uniform. There is the
same number of oxygen molecules
and the same number of nitrogen
molecules in each cubic centimeter.
But if we take tiny volumes-for ex-
ample, cubes with edge 3 . 10 7 cm,
whose volume is approximately 10 m

cm3-then they contain only one
molecule of oxygen or nitrogen on
average. So at any given moment

I
I

I

mission of the Interuational Astronomical [Jnion.
Eru dition, extr aor dlnary erticiency. the ability

to dig down to the qLuntessence of a problem, a
nontrivial approach to solutions-all these qualt
ties ;formed the basis of the talent oi yakov
Bortsovich Zeldovich: theoretician. r e markable
teacher, popularizer of :cience

On the eve of his seventieth brthd u- Aced en,-
cian Zeldovichtwote an article for high.cloor'sr::-
dents about the univerce-about horr he sluilcc'
it over the course of a quafier-century and triei rc
construct a theory of its evolution. In it he dts.
cussed the most prcssing questions of cosmdogl.-
the science Zeldovich loved so much and under-
stood so deeply. The article first appeared in Russian rn Kvant ,i 9gi. -\o. -3,.

The author of this article was always most interested in the ftnal result,
in the physical truth. He said, "Would that I had strength enough to under-
stand this truth." Reading "A [Jniverse of euestions," perhaps you, too, will
touch the truth and find joy in it.

I"Nicolas Bourbaki" is the collective pseudonym of a group of
predominar-rtly French mathematicians engaged in writin! what they
consider a definitive survey of all mathemitiis. since 193"9 ,,Bourbai.i,, hr.
pubiished more than 35 volumes in this massive project.-Ed.
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there isn't a single molecule in this
cube or several cubes, while other
cubes can contain one molecule of

\ or one of O, or, perhaps, two or
three molecules (of the same or dif-
ferent elements).

We can see uniformity only when
we consider rather large volumes. In
the universe uniformity occurs in
volumes (cubes) with edges greater
than 300 megaparsecs (1 megaparsec
(Mps)= 106parsecs (ps)=3. 106. 1018

cm:3 . 10% cm). We'lltake into ac-
count that I year =3 . 107 seconds
and the speed of light c : 3 . l01o
cm/s. This means that in one year
light covers 3 . 1010. 3 . 10'/ cm= 10rs
cm. This unit is called a light-year; I
parsec = 3 light-years. These units are
often used in theoretical physics as
well as cosmology.

The uni{ormity of the universe on
the scale of 300 Mps and greater
means that if a cube of such an edge
is "located" anywhere in the uni-
verse, it will contain approximately
the same number of gaiactic clusters.
These clusters of galaxies are the
largest structural units in the uni-
verse and maybe likened to the mo1-
ecules of gas in the example above.
The universe is not uniform on
scales of the order of 30 Mps. Notice
that distances -300 Mps are much
shorter than the distance that can be
investigated with modem telescopes.

ffalacliu cluster$
As I mentioned, the greatest struc-

tural unit in the universe is the galac-
tic cluster. There are thousands of
galaxies in vast clusters, whose linear
dimensions are several megaparsecs.
The galactic clusters comprise hun-
dreds of billions of stars. The stars
consist of hot gas formed by atomic
nuclei and electrons. A small portion
of the gas is in outer space, between

the stars. If we take a rather large
volume of the universe and divide all
its matter by the volumg we'll get an
average density. The average density
of the matter in the universe is in the
range l0ro to 10rt g/cmr. A vast vol-
ume has to be taken so that one
doesn't happen to get into an area
where the matter is much more (or
less) prevalent than the average.

As we know, atomic nuclei con-
sist of protons and neutrons (which,
in turn, consist o{ quarks, but that's
of no importance to us for now).
There are mostly free protons (that is,
hydrogen nuclei) in the universe.
They constitt*e -70"/" of the entire
number o{ nucleons (protons and
neutrons). About 15% of the protons
are in other nuclei, mainly the nuclei
of helium. And finally, -l|Yo are
neutrons/ which are in nuclei, too.
Overall 25-28% of the matter in the
universeishelium; onlyabout 2% ol
nucleons are in the nuclei of heavy
elements. The density of electrons
(in one cubic centimeter) is equal to
the density of protons, so that their
electrical charges put them in equi-
librium with each other.

On average the universe is electri-
cally neutral. Protons and neutrons
have an approximately equal mass:
1.57 . lO-24 g; the mass of an electron
is much less: 9.1 . 10-28 g. It's clear
now that an average qrxmtity (forvast
volumes) of neutrons and protons can
be calculated i{ we divide 1ff0-1031
g/cm' by 1.67 . lO14 g. It turns out
that on average5 . 1F-10+ nucleons
exist in 1 cm3 of the universe. That
is, one nucleon (proton or neutron),
on averagq exists in several cubic
meters!

I'd like to emphasize onoe more
that the matter is distributed ex-
tremely disproportionately within
the vast volumes I've been talking
about. For examplq the density in
the center of the Sun is about 100
g/cm3-that is, it's lff -1033 times
$eaterthanthe mean density. There
are stars whose density is much
grcate 

' 
the density in the centers of

neutron stars is -101a g/cm3. And at
the same time the density of matter
between galaxies is less than the av-
erage.

Radiaflior

The universe is filled with pri-
mary radiation with wavelengths
from I meter to I millimeter. This
radiation is called "relict" because it
goes back to the very beginning of the
universe. The radiation isn't con-
nected with any source-for ex-
ample, stars or radio galaxies.

Quantum readers surely know
that radiation can be considered a
flux of particles, quanta of an electro-
magnetic field-that is, photons. So
not only can we speak about flux and
radiation energy density, we can now
calculate the number of photons in a
volume.

This photon number proves to be
large-500 photons per cubic centi-
meter. The average photon energy is
1.6 . 10-1'erg = 1.6 10I joule. The
total energr- oi all photons per unit
volume i.s about 8 . 10-r ergicmr = 8
. 10 ta joule/m:. Let's express photon
energy in terms of mass to compare
it with the average density of matter
in the universe. We'Il take Einstein's
formula E : mcz. Then the corre-
sponding "photon mass density" is 8
. 10 '3 erg/cm3 divided by {3 . 1010

cm/s)'z= B ' 1&3a g/cmt. So the photon
mass density is of the order of 10-33

g/cm'.
An interesting picture is develop-

ing: the numbu of photons is much
greater than that of protons, neu-
trons, and electrons. But if we calcu-
late the density-that is, the mass
per unit volume-then protons and
neutrons are 100 or 1,000 times more
prevalent rhan photons iradiation).

I i con:a:e this situation with
e lephar:rs r-i a iorest rvhere there are
nar-!- anrs: :he number of elephants
r. iess rhar ihat of the ants, but
the r- re n-a\-1er and therr total mass is
much gre aier rhan that of the ants.
Oi course , th:s comparison isn't ex-
act. Photons aren'r ants-they don't
sta1. around anthills; they fly at the
speed of light in all directions, and
they don't gather in heaps or groups
because they're "light." Protons and
neutrons are "heavy," so the forces of
gravity pack them together in dense
heaps-planets/ stars/ galaxies.

JIIillARY/IIBRUANY 1 gS2



Calculations of the number of re1-

ict photons are made by means of
radio telescopes. The task is compli-
cated from the technical point of
view since there are many photons
on Earth of local (terrestrial and solar)
origin. Having overcome all these
difficulties, radio astronomers have
measured the total flux of photons of
relict radiation. It tumed out to be 1.3
. 1012 (cm2 . s . steradian) 1. And so the
concentration of relict photons in the
universe was estimated.

There are grounds to suppose that,
besides photons, the universe is per-
meated by other particles-in par-
ticular, by various kinds of neutrinos
and antineutrinos. if the rest mass of
a neutrino iszero, the contnbution of
these particles to the total density is
approximately the same as the con-
tribution due to the radiation. But
even a very small rest mass for one
kind of neutrino (smaller than the
electron mass by a factor of 25,000)
would rafically change our ideas of
the average density of matter in the
universe. Modern physics ca{r ac-
commodate a small rest mass for
neutrinos though it doesn't give a

definite value. Astronomers advance
reasons for the fact that the masses of
galaxies and galactic clusters are
greater than the mass of visible mat-
ter. It's supposed that "dark matter"
exists; it can be revealed only by the
force oi gravity, which it creates it-
self.

Euoluilion

The universe doesn't remain
static-it's constantly evolving. We
can guess that by measuring the
motion of remote galaxies. Observa-
tions have shown that remote galax-
ies are receding from us at a speed u
proportional to the distance r (the dis-
tance between our solar systern and
the galaxy). The formula u = Hr pre-
sents Hubble's well-known law. The
proportionality coefficient H is called
Hubble's constant and is approxi-
mately 50 {km/s)/Mps. Notice that
the word "constant" indicates only
the independence of H with respect
to the vector r, while H does depend
on time.

To state this law one had to leam
how to measure the velocities of gal-
axies and the distances between
them. The procedure for determining
velocity is as follows.

Galactic radiation includes the
spectral lines of some chemical ele-
ments (no doubt you're famfiar with
the "yellow 1ine" of sodium when
NaCl is put in the ilame oi a bunsen
burner). The laws of phl,sics are the
same everywhere. The u,avelength o{
a definite line at the moment it's ra-
diated-)..,0-is one and the same on
Earth and rn an), remote galaxy. I{ the
source is receding, then according to
the Doppler efiect an observer at rest
rr.r1l perceive the radiation as dis-
placed tou'ard the red end of the spec-

trum-that is, the wavelength will
appear to be a little longer: \0". In
cosmology the relative value of dis-
placement is denoted by z and de-
fined by the formula

--Xob"-I.rd
rrrd

When the velocity u is much less
than the speed of light c, z=ulc.B:ut
when the velocity u approaches g the
formula connecting u andzbecomes
more complicated (we won't use it).

It's clear now that, by measuring
the fisplacement of lines in the spec-
tra of celestial bodies and galaxies,
one can compute their recession ve-
locity (that is, the component of the
velocity at which they recede along
the "line of sight").

The Doppler effect not only offers
an opportunity to measure the veloc-
ity of receding galaxies, it's also put
to work on the street. Police cars are
equipped with radar that can mea-
sure the speed of approaching and re-
ceding cars. Unlike cosmic bodies,
cars don't radiate, they reflect elec-
tromagnetic radiation from the radar
device. How does this affect the mag-
nitude of the Doppler effect? Take a
guess!

How can we determine how far
away the galaxies are? This is one of
the most important and most diffi-
cultproblems in cosmology. It's said
we need to have a "standard meter"
and a "standard candle." What does
thatrnean?

If there is a remote object with
known dimension d la " meter'/-14rs
mustn't identify it with a unit of
length in the Intemational System o{
Units), and if we're able to measure
the angle 0 the object subtends, then
d = fii this means r: dl|.

Imagine another situation. Sup-
pose we know the luminosity of a
remote object (a "candle" ). Let the
object radiate I units of energy per
second; then the flux o{ energy per
unit area from this object detected by
receivers on the ground isThis figwe illustrates Hubble's law: (a) shows the distribution of the velocities

of receding galaxies fuom the point of view of an obsewer in our galaxy (0), (b)
is the velocity distribution of the same galaxies but from the point of view of an
observer in galaxy 3. The aftows denoting veTocities in both (a) and (b) are
dfuected away from the obseweL but their lengths arc proportional to the
distancb fuom the obsewu to the corresponding galaxy.
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from which we get

Studying and ciassifying objects
that are relatively close to us, as-
tronomers have found some whose
luminosity and dimensions are ap-
proximately known. It helped them
estimate distances to analogous re-
mote obiects. Comparing the dis-
tances with the displacements of
spectral lines, the astronomers estab-
lished Hubble's law and determined
the constant H. On the other hand,
once Hubble's constant ,FI was
known, measuring the distances
could be reduced to determining the
velocity u (or displacement zl.

Of course, we don't have any rea-
son to believe that our planet occu-
pies a special place in the universe.
It's quite natural to suppose that an
observer can watch receding remote
galaxies from any other galaxy. The
relative velocity of any two galaxies
is proportional to the distance be-
tween them. This is a statement of
Hubble's law. (Check it yourself!)

The lig haltu

The fact that galaxies recede
means that the distances between
them are increasing. The question
naturally arises: "When did that pro-
cess begin?" The moment at which
all matter in the universe began to
expand is called the "big bang. "
When did the big bang go ori

To determine when ali the galax-
ies were in one and the same place
("at a point") is very simple ii rve
suppose that the recession velocit,v u
of each galaxy remains constant over
time. It's sufficient to divide the dis-
tarrce r by the velocity u and we get

, = | = + = += 2o billion years.uHrH

The supposition that u is constant
doesn't contradict Hubble's law; al-
though the distance r increases over
time, H also depends on time, as I've
aheady mentioned. More accurate
considerations show that the reces-

sion velocity of each galaxy decreases
over time because of the braking ef-
fect of gravity from other galaxies. So
the time from the beginning of galac-
tic recession (that is, the age of the
universe) proves to be closer to

h =++= 13 billion years." 3H

(Calculating the age, we now substi-
tute this new value of Hubble's con-
stant into the formula. The constant
was larger before.)

So it has been firmly established
that the big bang occurred about 13
billion years ago. The sequence of
events that began with the expansion
of very dense matter has also been
studied. This matter was very hot, so
the theory of a "hot" universe was
proposed. Expansion was followed
not only by a decrease in density but
also by a decrease in temperature.
Obeying well-known iaws of physics,
\\.e can reliably follow the processes
that occurred in the universe from
the time u-hen the temperature of
marter rras -10rr degrees, its densrtr-
rtas -10 S Jm' anJ:r.lri:S-1rc \r'd:
-10 ' finc :m: = .r'l' \ i:: = --' 

'

atm. Under these con"t.rlor:s tlre sui-
stance rcsemblcJ a souf ..i vr-r.-LS
particles and antiparcrcles. ' Hean''
particles and antipanrcles are gener-
ally annihilared, rvhereas quanta oi
electromagnetic radiation lphotons )

and neutrinos "survive. " The
amount of matter in the soup wasn't
much greater than the amount of
antimatter.

So some sma1l (compared to pho-
tons and neutrinos) quantity of pro-

tons/ neutrons, and electrons sur-
vived. The neutrons that survived
and some of the protons combined in
helium nuclei. Much later (in
300,000 years) protons and helium
nuclei combined with electrons to
become neutral atoms. The calcu-
lated amount of helium formed coin-
cides well with the observed va1ue. It
bolsters our confidence in the fact
that the theory of a hot universe is
correct. Meanwhile the universe as a
whole continues to expand.

Photons remained uniformly dis-
tributed in space. It is the photons
that make up the cosmic background
radiation-that is, relict radiation.
But atoms, along with the total ex-
pansion, formed local "condensa-
tions/'-stars/ quasars/ galaxies, and
galactic clusters. Heavy elements
were born later in the processes of
nuclear combustion in stars. When
stars burst, heavy elements were
thrown out and began their travels
within galaxies; a portion of them
became a part of second-generation
stars (the Sunl) and planets (the
Earthl). However, the total number of
atoms of heavy elements isn't large
(as I mentioned earlier).

Proilems
This is avery short rough draft of

the evolution of the universe. We're
quite sure that our theory is correct
as a whole, yet hard work on it will
continue, and new discoveries and
mistakes are possible.

It's necessary, for example, to ex-
amine the last stage of this evolution,
connecred rtith the formatron ot cc-
lestial bodies and galixres a:rd ther-r

f C:1:1.':S r. ::i-.. O::- ..i rhe majOr
::L-,1-e::-rs ]r1 :,:snoioS- today is the
::l:-e:: c,i rhe umr-erse's structure
ari :orrnarron.

Some problems concerning the
origrn oi galactic clusters and super-
clusters are important as well. Set-
tLrng these questions depends on the
initial minor nonuniformity of the
density, which was later increased by
gravitation. The increase in the
nonuniformity of the density devel-
ops during condensation and com-
pression of gaseous matter. In three-
dimensional space a "gaseous cloud"
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could be compressed in each of the
three perpendicular directions. How-
ever, strong simultaneous compres-
sion along two or three axes doesn't
often occur. As a rule, the compres-
sion of each cioud takes place in one
speci{ic direction. The process results
in the formation of thin layers, or
"pancakes." The more these layers
are compressed, the greater the den-
sity of the matter. When new por-
tions of the gas get into the pancakes
they become hotter and enlarge in
the direction of their plane. Later the
pancakes start crossing one other.
This results in a complex cell struc-
ture like honeycombs. In this struc-
ture the layers of compressed gas are
surrounded by areas practically de-

void of gas. Some cells are hundreds
of megaparsecs in size, and their
"walls" are formed of greatly flat-
tened superclusters. It's in these pan-

cakes that stars, galaxies, and galac-
tic clusters are bom.

The problem of structure is closeh
Iinked with the fact that other par-
ticles (besides atomic nuclei, elec-
trons/ and photons) are in the uni-
verse and determine its average
density. The problem of "dark mat-
ter" mentioned above, along with the
problem of the universe's structure/
keeps astronomers working hard. It's
necessar). for physicists studying el-
emenrary particles to complete a

thorough catalog of particles, specify-
ing their mass and other properties.

There's another part to the prob-
1em: what is the universe as a whole?
Einstein's general theory of relativity
states that the geometry of space
doesn't obey Euclid's laws. Space can
be closed; it can have a limited vol-
ume but at the same time not have
boundaries. In speaking of this fea-
ture of space we use a two-dimen-
sional analogy: the surface of a sphere
has a definite areal4nRzl, it's closed,
but it has no boundaries, and all its
points are equivalent. At the same
time, a small portion of a sphere pos-
sesses geometrical properties very
close to those of a smail portion of a
flat plane. The answer to the ques-
tion "Is the universe closed?" is con-
nected with the question "How
much'dark matter' is there?"

I'd like to emphasize that the so-

Iution to all these problems won't
alter the expansion scenario men-
tioned above.

There are more profound and dif-
ficult probiems. What is the initial
state with high temperature and den-
sity? How did it originate? Why is the
universe receding?

We've spoken about the big bang.
But the big bang of the universe
doesn't resemble the explosion of
even the largest bomb. The charge of
an ordinary explosive tums into gas

with a pressure of the order of hun-
dreds of thousands of atmospheres as

a result of a chemical reaction. This
gas is surrounded by air with a pres-

sure of 1 atm = 10'Pa. The pressure
difference between the gas and the
atmosphere is the very force that pro-
vokes the motion of gas and air, gas

expiration, and a whole set of phe-
nomena that goes by the name "ex-
plosion."

During the big bang in the uni-
verse/ on the other hand, the density,
temperature, and pressure are the
same at all points in space at the
same time. The big bang results from
a certain original distribution of ve-
locities in the hot matter. The par-
ticles continue to fly off because of
inertia. High pressure, hcwever,
doesn't accelerate their expulsion,
and the forces of gravity even slow it
down. From the very beginning the
relative velocity at which any two
small particles fly ofi is proportional
to the distance between them-that
is, Hubble's law is operative kom the
very start.

The big bang theory needs very
specific initial conditions to explain
everything that happens 1ater. Only
recently have we succeeded in figur-
ing out how these initial conditions
arose. The modern theory supposes
the existence of a state with negative
pressure/ when gravitational forces
make particles repel rather than at-
tract. Those who don't believe this
statement and are eager to verify it
wlll have to study the general theory
of relativity.

In this article I've touched only a

few of the problems concerning the
history and evolution of the universe.

A complete theory of the origin of the
universe hasn't been devised yet;
though it has made some progress/
cosmology isn't complete either.
Some definite, perfectly outlined
problems remain to be investigated
and solved. More thorough observa-
tions, progress in theoretical physics,
and some scientific boldness are nec-
essary to deveiop cosmology further.

According to my approximate cal-
culations you, my readers/ are a quar-
ter or a fi{th my age. Speaking in the
language of cosmology you are " at
another stage of evolution." Can I
give you a few pieces of advice?

(1) Learn how to pose problems.
Do it always andeverywhere. Almost
any phenomenon in li{e, in nature,
can be a source of "problems," a

source of meditation. The way a drop
of water falls, the process of waiting
for a bus, the trajectory of a thrown
stick, the shimmering pattern when
two {ences line up, the color of a
greasy film . . . As Kozma Prutkov2
once said, "When you throw stones
in the watert pay attention to the
rings produced; otherwise this habit
would be a mere waste of time."

Exams and olympiads are for solv-
ing problerns other people have
posed. As a rule, to discover some-
thing-big or small-means posing
problems.

(2) Physics and mathematics are
inseparable. The laws of physics can
be stated only by means of math-
ematics.

(3) Study independently! Look for
problems and solve them yourself-
or even better, with somebody else. If
your fellow problem solver is wiser
than you ate, yorL'te sure to learn a

lot. If your partner is weaker, you'll
garn a deeper understanding of the
problem while helping your friend
comprehend it.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 17

2"Kozna Prutkov" is another
collective pseudonym, this one of
nineteenth-century vintage. Several
Russian writers banded together under
this name to publish maxims and
musings that had the flavor o{ folk
wisdom.-Ed.
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ll all depends olt yout'

atlilude
Getting your bearings in outer space

by Bernice Kastner

ERE ON EARTH, GRAVITY
keeps our feet pointed down-
ward. We can also locate our
position conveniently with ref-

erence to nearby objects fixed on
Earth's surface. Once we leave Earth,
we can no longer take advantage of
our built-in gravity-dependent orien-
tation mechanism. There is no up or
down; everything, including our-
selves, is moving relative to every-
thing else; and the motion often in-
volves spinning around an axis
(rotation)as well as movement along
atrajectory (translation|. How do we
cope with these new conditions,
which come with exploration of the
(nearby) universe?

The key is to use our inteiligence
in place of our instincts. We make
use of our painstakingly acquired
store of mathematical knowledge. In
this article, we'll focus on one of the
most useful mathematical toois-
angles and their properties.

It's almost impossible to overstate
the importance of angles in space
travel. To send a spacecraft where we
want it to go, and to have it do its job
when it gets there, control of how
the spacecraft is pointed, technically
known as its attitude, is paramount.
It's necessary to both describe and
make desired changes in the
spacecraft's attitude/ relative to sev-
eral reference systems: that of the
spacecraft itself; those at monitoring

stations on Earth; and possibly a ref-
erence system based on the Sun, one
of the planets, or even the back-
ground "fixed" stars/ depending on
the spacecraft's mission.

It would take several books to re-
ally cover the mathematical back-
ground, and a few more to deal with
the instrumentation that has been
designed for attitude determination
and control, so we'll confine our-
selves here to some of the fundamen-
tal underlying ideas. Let's begin by
considering (1) how we describe
where we are here on Earth and
(2)how we aim an Earth-based tele-
scope at a star or a planet.

T[u geocemic syslem
No doubt you're familiar with the

first of these: society has devised a
coordinate system for Earth, shown
on most globes and maps, consisting
of circles that we call latitudes and
longitudes. There's a difference in the
nature of these
two systems of
circles. Longi-
tudes are all
halves ol great
citcles, whereas
latitudes, ex-
cept for the
equator/ are
small circles.Il
a sphere is
sliced by a plane

that passes through its center, the
plane meets rhe s:h.:c 1t a gr€4t
circle. Since the eQLZiJr :s rhe only
latitude rghose cenrer rs coLncident
with the center c: r:r. srhere, all
other latitudes are s::l:-r circles. A
given latitude is :je::-:red rvith the
angle subtendei ;: :::= center of
Earth bv an arc :: a -::+:r:de circle
with one sI:.]: ::.: -- :ltr equator
and the oihe: ,::: ::r:.: -a:r;ude. Simi-
larly, 1on:r:*;.s ar. named b1' the
angle su5:.-;ei ai the center of
Eanh br- a:r ;:; .-,i the equator, with
one endncr: on the prtme mefidian
(0' 1on!::;ie and the other on that
longrruie . See hgure 1.)

In rrts coordinate system/ the
equarcr i' as chosen as the zero of lati-
tude a:rc latitude angles are stated in
terrns cf the number of degrees {up to
90' nonr or south of the equator. The
zero oi longitude was chosen to be
the halr oi the great circle passing
through Greenwich, England, and
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longitudes are stated in terms of the
number of degrees (up to 180) east or
west of this longitude. For example,
to the nearest degree, the city of
Washington is at 39" north latitude,
77'west longitude; Moscow is at 56.
north latitude, 38o east longitude; and
Quito, Ecuador, is almost on the
equator/ at 0" latitude, 78. west lon-
gitude.

We note that although a sphere is
three-dimensional, its surface is only
two-dimensional, so two coordinates
are sufficient to locate a point. Also,
the numbers used as coordinates are
actually angle measures rather than
distance ffreasures; this works be-
cause all distances are thought of as
arcs of great circles that are no greater
than half of such a circle, and there
is a natural correspondence between
the length of such afl arc of a great
circle and the measure of the angle
this arc subtends at the center of the
sphere.

Exercise 1. If the radius of Earth is
R, express the distance from 0" lati-
tude, 0o longitude, to K" north lati-
tude, 0o longitude, in terms of R and
K,

T[e cele$tifll$yslsln
Astronomers have developed a

simiiar system to locate objects such
as planets and stars by imagining that
Earth is at the center of an imaginary
celestial sphere whose radius is infi-
nite, and all the stars are "on" this
sphere. A coordinate system analo-
gous to latitude and longitude can
then be imposed on the celestial
sphere by projecting Earth's axis of
rotation on the sphere to identify the
north celestial pole (NCP) and south
celestial poie (SCP) as shown in fig-
ure 2. (Since the radius of the celes-

Figure 2

l4

SCP
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tial sphere is assumed to be in_finite-
which, of course, can't be shown in
the diagram-all parallel lines point
to the same spot on the spherg defin-
ing a dfuection in the three-dimen-
sional space inside the sphere, and so
every line parallel to Earth's rotation
axis points to the north and south ce-
lestiai poles.)

The extension of Earth's equato-
rial plane then intersects the celestial
sphere in a great circle called the ce-
lestial equator. Now a system of
small circles of declination (6), com-
parable to latitude circles on Earth,
can be imagined on the celestial
sphere, and a system of great circles
called right ascension circles (a),
comparable to longitude, passing
through the two poles, completes the
coordinate system. The half of the
great circle containing the poles and
the vernal equinoxl has been desig-
nated as right ascension 0o, as shown
in figure 3. Every star or celestial ob-
ject can now have its position-really
a particular direction in space-iden-
tified by the ordered pair (cr, 6). Dif{er-
ences in the positions of two objects
on the celestial sphere can then be
expressed in tems of the angle sub-
tended at Earth by the arc of a great
circle joining the positions of the ob-
jects.

Because Earth rotates with respect
to the celestial sphere, you can see
that an Earth-based observer needs to
know the time of observation in us-
ing the celestial coordinate system to
locate a star. To understand how the
celestial coordinate system is used,
we must consider the implications of
Earth's rotation on its axis as well as
its orbit around the Sun. Aiong the
same lines, to track an orbiting space-
craft, we must account for the fact
that Earth is rotating on its axis
while the spacecraft is moving
around Earth. To see the nature of the
reasoning, try the following exer-
cises.

rThe vemal equinox is one of the
two points on the celestial sphere
where the projection of Earth's
equatorial plane intersects the
projection of the plane of its elliptical
path around the Sun (the "ecliptic,,).

north celestial pole
6 = +90'

6 = +10'

5 = +20'

celestial eqltator:
6= 0'

vernal equinox

Figure 3
Exercise 2. How many minutes

elapse between successive align-
ments of the hands of a clock?

Exercise 3. Suppose an observer at
NASA's tracking station in Quito (re-
member, it's virtually on the equa-
tor) sees a satellite pass directly over-
head moving from west to east. If the
satellite takes 8 hours to make one
complete orbit of Earth, how long
will it be before the satellite is again
directly overhead at Quito?

The time required for an orbiting
satellite to make one complete revo-
lution of Earth is called its period.
The length o{ the period depends on
the location of the observer making
the measurement.

Suppose the observeris locatedfar
out in space and views the satellite
against the background of the fixed
stars. The period measured in this
manner is called the sidereal period
of revolution-that is, the period in
relation to the stars. Notice that the
rotation of Earth doesn't affect the
sidereal period.

If you did exercise 3, you saw that
when the satellite has made one
complete transit of its orbit in the
same direction that Earth rotates, it
won't yet be overhead for the ob-
server, because the rotation of Earth
will have carried the observer away
from the spot in the satellite's orbit
that was over the observer's head in
the previous pass. The satellite must
travel an additional distance to again
be over the observer's head. The ob-
server measures the period of the sat-
ellite as the time elapsing between
successive passes directly overhead.
This period is called ttle synodic pe-
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riod of revolution, and it takes into
account the rotation of Earth.

When the satellite is orbiting in
the same direction as Earth's rota-
tion, it is said to be in a posigrade
orbit. In this case, the synodic period
is greater than the sidereal period. I{
the direction of orbiting is opposite to
Earth's rotation, the orbit is said to be
retrograde. In this case, an Earth ob-
server would meet the satellite before
it made one complete revolution
around Earth, and the synodic period
would be less than the sidereal pe-
riod.

Iime-dependenl altule$

We have two natural units of time
here on Earth: the tropicalyear,based
on the length of time it takes Earth
to complete one trip around the Sun;
and the solar day, based on the
length of time it takes Earth to com-
plete one rotation on its axis with
respect to the Sun. The month was at
one time also a natural unit, based on
the length of time it takes the Moon
to complete one orbit of Earth. The
definition of the months has since
changed, and the months are now
only loosely related to the lunar pe-
riod. Society has also found it neces-
sary to redefine the calendar from
time to time, since the day and the
.vear are lundamentally incompatible
umts-lt takes about 365.2-122 solar
days to complete a tropi.cal .vear-and
this is why we have leap years.

The situation is further compli-
cated when we want to locate objects
represented on the celestial sphere.
From the point of view of an Earth-
based observer, the celestial sphere
appears to rotate while the observer
appears fixed. The sidereal day is
defined as the length of time it takes
for a given point (say, a certain star)
on the celestial sphere to make one
complete revolution with respect to
the observer. This differs from the
solar day, since Earth's revolution
around the Sun results in the Sun's
being in a slightly different position
(about 1" eastward) on the celestial
sphere after one solar day (just as the
hands of a clock aren't together at
successive hours, as you saw in exer-
cise 2). We can find the number of

sidereal days in ayearby asking how
many sidereal days elapse between
successive alignments of the Sun
with our chosen point on the celes-
tial sphere.

Suppose we start when the Sun is
at the first point in the constellation
Aries (which corresponds to the ver-
nal ecluinox). We'll call this point V.
After one sidereal day, V will have
returned to the same position with
respect to the viewer, but the Sun
will not quite have reached it. Let D
be the number of degrees between
the positions of Vand the Sun, and let
Tbe the number of sidereal days in a
year-that is, between successive
alignments of Vand the Sun. Then D
= 35017, and the Sun moves through
1360 - D) degrees each sidereal day. In
one yearl the Sun has moved through
11360 - Dl = 7[360 - t360lr)] =

360(T- 1) degrees. In this same year,
expressed in terms of solar days, the
Sun has moved through (360 x
365.2422) degrees. So we have 7 - 1

= 365.2422, and T = 366.2422.\n
other words t a year has 365.2422 so-
lar days b:ut 365.2422 sidereal days,
and the sidereal day is about four
minutes shorter than the solar day.

The conventions for rveeks, hours,
minutes, and seconds grew out of
other social needs. Our practice of
subdividing both hours and degrees
i:rto 60 mrnutes rs due to our heritage
irom Bab-vlonian astronomy. The
Babl.lonran number system used a
base oi 60; rr.hile the decrmal (base

101 numeral 54.32 means 5 x l0 + 4
+ 3 x 1/10 + 2 x lfl02, the base 50
numeral 54.32 means 5 x 60 + 4 + 3 x
| 160 + 2 x I l6U. In fact, the word
"minute" comes from the Latin ex-
pression for "little parts" 

-partesminutiae-and the word "second"
from the Latin words for "little parts
of little parts"-partes minutiae
secundae.

These societal conventions have
been the source of even more confu-
sion for novice astronomers. While
declination and right ascension are
both angles, it's customary in as-
tronomy to measure declination in
degrees (from 0 to t90) and right as-

cension in hours (from 0 to 24). This
is because a given line of sight from

Earth toward the sky corresponds to
a constant declination but to con-
stantly changing right ascension as

the celestial sphere rotates with re-
spect to the observer. Earth rotates
through 360 degrees in 24 hours, so
I hour of right ascension corresponds
to 15 degrees of rotation; this means
that I minute of right ascension is
l160 of 15 degrees, or ll4 degree. To
prevent confusion between units of
time and angle measurement/ many
astronomers use the terms atc-
minute f.or Il50 of a degree ar;.d arc-
second tor Ll50 of an arc-minute.

Before the advent of the calibrated
equatodal telescope mount and mod-
em computer softwarg anyone mak-
ing observations with a telescope had
to do some complex calculations.
The first step was to convert the
observer's longitude to time units.
You may be interested in trying the
next exercise.

Exercise 4. An amateur astrono-
mer in Cleveland, Ohio, has looked
up her longitude and found it to be
81" 45' W. Express this in units of
time.

The sHcecl'all-lased celestial $phsm
A spacecraft is equipped with sen-

sor instruments that are used to de-
termine its attitude-that is, its ori-
entation relative to the Sun, Earth, or
stars (independent of its distance
from any of these objects). Imagine a
sphere, again with an arbitrarily large
radius, whose center is now at the
spacecraft's center o{ gravity. This is
the spacecraft-centered celestial
sphere. Sun sensors can provide the
direction of the center of the Sun, and
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this points to a particular location S

on the spacecraft-centered celestial
sphere, as shown in figure 4. Notice
that the Sun's location (direction)
will be different on the previously
described Earth-centered celestial
sphere. (Whv?)

The spacecraft's horizon sensors
determine Earth as a circular disk;
the center of this disk is called the
nadfu or subsatellite point, and its
projection on the spacecraft-cen-
tered celestiai sphere is shown as E
in figure 4. The direction of the
spacecraft's major axis provides a
third point A lfor attitude) on this
sphere. These three points define a
spherical triangle, and the estab-
lished techniques of spherical trigo-
nometry are appiied to analyze the
angles and arcs of this triangle. I
won't go into the details of these
techniques here, but interested
readers may refer to standard refer-
ences on this subject.2

$lacemallrolflrliott arc$
Another set of angle measure-

ments is needed to describe the rota-
tions of a spacecraft with respect to a
coordinate system fixed in the space-
craft body. The axes are identified as
R, P, Y lor rcl1, pitch, andyaw-the
names (from nautical terminology)
given to the respective rotations
about these axes, illustrated with
curved alrows in figure 5. A system
such as this one is called an orthogo-
n al, right-handed coordinate system.
The word "orthogonal" means that
the three axes, labele d R, P, Y in the
diagram, are mutually perpendicular.
The term "right-handed" is associ-
ated with the convention that the
positive firection of rotation main-
tains the cyclic order R P Y R. Lr this
case, if the thumb of the right hand
points in the direction established as
positive for the R-axis, and the fingers
of the right hand are closed to make
a fist, the direction of curling of the
fingers shows a positive ro11 angle-
the path that would rotate the posi-

2For example, Carl E. Pearson, ed.,
Handbook of Applied Mathematics,
New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1974 (section 1.10.9).

tive P-axis to the position occupied
by the positive Y-axis. If the right
thumb points in the +P direction the
fingers curl to show a positive pitch
angle, which rotates the +Y-axis to-
ward the +R-axis; and the right
thumb pointing in the +Y direction
produces curled fingers that show a
positive yaw, rotating the +R-axis in
the direction of the +P-axis.

0tserum{iled coordiltaE uo$
It's apparent that the roll, pitch,

and yaw axes rotate along with the
spacecraft. If we want to track the
spacecraft attitude from Earth or
from, say, a space platform, we have
to relate the spacecraft rotations to a
coordinate system that doesn't move
relative to the observer. Suppose such
an observer-based system is initially
coincident with the spacecraft sys-
tem of figure 4, with Xob",Yob", Zub"

aiigned with R, P, Y, respectively, as

shown in figure 5.
If you have studied trigonometry,

you'll be able to do the following ex-
ercises.

Exercise 5. Let (x, y, zl be the co-
ordinates of a point on the spacecra{t,
in the observer's system/ and let the
spacecraft perform a roll through an
angle R. II (r^, yo, zol are the new co-
ordinates (in the obseryer's system)of
this point after the ro11, show that

xp.= x'i

Yo:YcosR+zsinR;
Zn:ZCosR-ysinR.

Exercise 6. What will the coordi-
nates of this point be i{ instead of ro11-

ing through an angle R the spacecraft
performs (a) a pitch through an angle
P; lbl a yaw through angle Y?

Notice that if a spacecraft per-
forms two rotations in succession
with respect to the observer's frame
of reference, the resulting attitude
depends on the order in which these
rotations are performed. The follow-
ing diagrams show how this comes
about. In figure 7 you can see first a
rotation of 90" around X"0,, then a ro-
tation of 90'around {0". (Notice that
an observer inside the spacecraft ex-
periences this rotation as a yaw
rather than a pitch! ) Figure 8 presents
first a rotation of 90" around Yoo,, then
a rotation of 90o around 40,.

The result of performing two mo-
tions in succession is called the com-
position of the motions. As you've
just seen, composition of motions
isn't necessarily commutative, That
is, the order inwlich the motions are
performed can make a difference in
the result. You can try this for your-
self using marching commands.3 For
example, let command A be "For-
ward march five steps!" and let com-
mand B be "Right face!" The compo-
sition of A and B (first do A, then do
Bl can be designated AB; BA then
means the sequence "right face, [or-
ward march five steps." You can
readily see that AB *BA.

Actually calculating the result of
a sequence of rotations of a spacecraft
is made feasible by applying tech-
niques o{ matrix algebra to the ideas
presented here. The expressions in
exercises 5 and 6 are expressed com-
pactly in matrix notation, and the
result of two or more rotations in se-
quence is calculated by multiplying
the appropriate matrices. While the

3This will ring a bell if you read
"Marching Orders" in the last issue of
Quantum.

Figure 6
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Zob"

Figure 7

procedure may be cumbersome if it's
done by hand, it's quite straightfor-
ward to instruct a computer to per-
form such calculations.

We've shown a little of the math-
ematics used to control and track
spacecraft attitude. There's a lot
more that could be said, and I haven't
even mentioned the problem of find-

ing the precise location of an object
out in space-its distance as well as

its attitude. It's a tribute to human
imagination and ingenuity that
we've deveiopedboth the mathemat-
ics and the machines to send men to
the Moon, change the crew of the
space station Mir, and explore the
outer planets with Voyager, to men-

tion only three of our many achieve-
ments in space travel. O

Bernice Kastner is the author o/ Space
Mathematics, published by NASA (EP-

L75), from which some of the material
in this afiicle was drawn.

ANSWERS ON PAGE 82

Yro"/

Figure 8 Zob"

"A UNIVERSE OF QUEST/ONS"
CONTINUED FROM PACE 11

(4) Alternate acquiring knowledge
with putting it into action by solving
problems that interest you. Not only
that, try to bring a sense of research
and discovery to your studying. You
can open your textbook to a chapter
and start reading page after page, step
by step, formula after formula in or-
der to understand the material. But
you can choose another way: you can
glance through the chapter very
quickly to get a rough idea of what's
going on, what kind of problems are
posed and solved in that chapter.
Then put the textbook aside and try
to think of the solutions yourself or
reconstruct the line of reasoning.

Atter strugglng u'ith it for a few days,

take the textbook and look carefully
to see Li the approach you came up
with rs sound, or how the difficulties
you didn't overcome were handled in
the book.

The time you spend searching for
an answer isn't wasted. If you invent
something that's already known, you
won't waste your time either: you'll
know the material better than if you
Iearned it passively. Years will pass

and you'll be able to discover some-
thing new in the same way you dis-
covered something old. Even if you
didn't find the answer/ you've won
because you've gotten a better grip on

the difficulties o{ the problem, and
you're better able to evaluate what's
written in the textbook.

A future physicist (or any scien-
tist) mustn't be satisfied with class
work, with the standard curriculum
and basic textbooks.

As I write all this I'm thinking
back on my own school days. They
weren't without complications, but
they were inspiring nonetheless.

Leam how to create! And all the
best to those who choose to take the
more challenging path. O
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The ll'uil$ ol l(epler'$ $l'uUUlB

"The essence of the universe does not have the power within itself
to withstand the courage of cognition."

by B. E. Belonuchkin

-Georg 
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel

HEN KARL MARX WAS
asked "What's your idea of'
happiness? " he replied:

f f "Struggle." But only a few
people remember his answer to an-
other question: "Who are your great-
est heroes?" His answer: "Spartacus
and Kepler." Now, Spartacus and
struggle: that combination sounds
reasonable. But Kepler and struggle?
It's rather difficult to connect the
image of the person who discovered
the laws of motion of celestial bodies
with that of a slave who battled for
freedom. And yet |ohannes Kepler
was indeed a battler.

It seems Kepler battled with every-
one, even with his teacher and bene-
factor Tycho Brahe. Brahe not only
gave Kepler some priceless mate-
rial-the results of his own astro-
nomical observations-that were
eventually generalized and became
Kepler's laws; he also sheltered
Kepler and provided material support.
And that's what irritated Kepler most
of all. Why wouldn't Brahe pay him
a fixed salary instead of throwing
him scraps? Kepler didn't know that
the mounds of money that the Em-
peror Rudolf gave to Brahe had van-
ished long ago. The funds had been
spent not so much on the construc-
tion of a "temple to astronomy// as
on feasts in honor of famous visitors
to the temple. Brahe arranged these

celebrations not to entertain himself
and his esteemed guests but to keep
the city of Uraniborg safe from pillage
by the local population. And the
great astronomer had good reason to
fear such a fate. No sooner did he die
in exile, far from his native Denmark
(he spent only four years away from
his homeland), than Uraniborg was
left in ruins.

Brahe and Kepler didn't agree on
scientiIic questions either. Brahe was
an adherent of a compromise theory
of the solar system: the Sun orbits
the stationaryEarth, and the planets
orbit the Sun. He didn't approve of
the Copemican heresy. Brahe had a
rather stormy temperament: it's
known that he lost his nose in a duel
precipitated by a scholarly disagree-
ment. So we can just imagine how
the arguments between the fiery
Brahe and the vain and stubborn
Kepler went.

Kepler struggled severely with
himself, with his own views. But at
the beginning everything went so
smoothly! Let's inscribe a cube in a
sphere with Satum's orbit (circular, of
course). Now let's inscribe a sphere
with )upiter's orbit in that cube. In
|upiter's sphere we'll inscribe atetra-
hedron and a sphere inside that,
which will have the orbit of Mars;
and so on until all regular polyhedra
andplanets are exhausted. A "cosmo-

graphic mystery" was uncovered!
(This is the title of one of Kepler's
books.) The harmony of the spheres!
How Pythagoras would envy himl

But , . . eight angular minutes of
fivergence between the predicted and
observed positions of Mars forced
Kepler to reject the concept of the
regular revolution of the planets in
circular orbits-an idea that had been
accepted not for centuries but for
millennia. We mustn't underesti-
mate Tycho Brahe's role: he was the
second (a{ter Ulugbeck) to achieve an
acouracy of two minutes in his mea-
surements, which is practically the
limit for the naked eye. Had his mea-
surements been less accarate by a
factor of three, Kepler wouldn't have
been able to distinguish an ellipse
from a circle.

These eight minutes . . . will give us
the means to ttansfotm astronomy.

-lohannes 
Kepler

The "harmony of the spheres" did
indeed collapse. It was replaced by
the following laws.

Kepler's First Law: The planets
move along ellipses, and the Sun is
one of the foci.

Kepler's Second Law: A kne con-
necting the Sun and a planet sweeps

l
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out equal arcas over equal intewals
of time.

Kepler published these two iaws in
1509. But his work, entitled The New
Astronomy, saw the light of day only
by a lucky accident. Strictly speak-
ing, the work belonged to Rudolf ,
Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire,
and it was written on his orders. But
the Emperor couldn't pay the printing
costs and the book was left at the
author's disposal. Again Kepler was
left without any means to support
himself-books at that time didn't
bring in any incomg especially when
they propagated the heretical views
of Copernicus. Such books could
only cause problems. As a Protestant,
Kepler was persecutedby the Catho-
lic Church; in Protestant countries
he was persecuted by his "fellow be-
lievers" as a heretical Copernican.

Kepler's Abridgment of Coperni-
can Asftonomy was included in the
Index of Forbidden Books longbefore
it was even published.

The Thirty Years'War, which be-
gan in 1618, nearly prevented the
publication of his Harmony of the
World, which contained

Keple/s Third Law: The squarcs of
the times of revolution of the planets
are prcpofiional to the cubes of thetr
distances from the Sun (to be more
cofiect, proportional to the cubes of
the semimaior axes of the orbits).

So here we have all three of
Kepler's laws. The first law concems
the orbits of all the planets; the sec-

Figure

2t

ond compares different portions of
the orbit of a single planet; the third
gives the correlation between the or-
bits of different planets. Now 1et's try
to use these laws.

Problem 1. Can a satellite be
launched with a gun?

Let's draw a picture o{ such a
launch (fig. 1). A satellite moves
along an ellipse; this means that af-
ter one revolution it must pass the
launchingpoint again with the same
velocity vector. Actually, it's not
important that the orbit be elliptical;
all that matters is that it be a closed
curve. Somewhere such a satellite is
sure to slice into the Earth. And
yet...

Let's look at figure 2. We'lIlaunch
the satellite from a high mountain.
The best place would be Mt.
Kiiimanjaro. Why not Everest? Be-
cause Kilimanjaro is near the equa-
tor, and i{ we take into account the
flattening of the Earth, then the top
of Kilimanjaro is about 6 km farther
from the center of the "sphete" thafi
Everest is. Now the danger that the
satellite will gouge into the Earth can
be avoided, as long as its velocity is
great enough. This is all true, but . . .

we forgot about the air resistance.
Kepler, in principle, wouldn't be
against such a launch, yet all satel-
lites are launched by rockets.

The next two problems will be
devoted to Mars. Tycho Brahe inves-
tigated the motion of this planet in
detail, and it was for Mars that Kepler
established his first two 1aws. Lr gen-
eral, Mars attracts more attention
than any other planet. And at the
time of the great oppositiont in 1887,
when the Italian astronomer
Giovanni Schiaparelli discovered
canali {channels) on Mars, a question
reappeared in earnest that sti11 hasn't
been answered: "'Is there life on
Mars?" The American astronomer
Percival Lowe11 asserted that these
were irr fact artificial structures-ca-
nals--dug by the intelligent inhabit-
ants of Mars. The Soviet astronomer

lWhen a planet is in "opposition,"
it and the Sun are on opposite sides of
the Earth. See problem 3 lor a
description oI a "great opposition."

G. A. Tikhov enthusiastically
searched for proof of life, albeit only
vegetative, on Mars. Photographs
taken by probes sent to Mars have
conclusively shattered the myth of
the existence of canals. Studies of
Martian soil have produced no defi-
nite result: there are no organisms,
but organic substances appear to ex-
ist. And not coincidentally the possi-
bility of a joint Soviet-American ex-
pedition to Mars has been seriously
discussed in recent years.

So 1et's begin our "investigation"
of Mars.

Problem 2. The oppositions of
Mars occur every 780 days. Let Trbe
the period of the planet's orbit around
the Sun. Determine this period ?*.

It takes more than one year to
reach opposition because Mars
moves along its orbit in the same di-
rection as the Earth does. In 7= 780
days the Earth makes a bit more than
two revolutions-more precisely, k =
TlTo = 7801365.25 = 2.1355 revolu-
tions 1Io = 365.25 days is the terres-
tnal year). It's nor difficult to guess
that the opposition can take place
only ii Mars has made not less than
1.1355 revolutions. This means that
the penod sought ir 7L : Tll.I355 =
687 days.

(The attentive reader has probably
noticed a certain "Llliteracy" in my
calculations: excessive precision. I
confess, I gave in to a "dark urge" to
adjust the result to the known value.
I beg your pardon for my weakness,
and I'11 try to avoid it in the future.)

Figure 2
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Problem 3. At the time of great
oppositions the distance between the
Earth and Mars is the shortest and is
equal to r :55 . 106 km. What is the
maximum distance between the
Earth and Mars at opposition?

Note: in problem 2 we silently got
by with circular orbits. Now we
can't. If the orbits are assumed to be
circular, where do we get the great
oppositions? The eccentricity of the
Earth's orbit, however, is relatively
small, so we'll consider it circular, as

before. And so the orbit of Mars, of
course, isn't.

Here are the data at our disposal:
the period of the Earth's revolution f
= 355 days, that of Mars 7, = 687
days, and the radius of the Earth's
orbit Ro = 1.5 ' 108 km = t AU"2 First,
from Kepler's third law we'll find the
large axis of the orbit of Mars:

= 3.05 AIJ = 4.57 .108 km.

Then we need only look at figure 3 to
understand that the distance we're
looking for is

L =Zayr-2Ro-1= ltr km.

(This time the rounding is rather
crude. The exact answer-that is, tle
value you can find in a reference
book-is 97.5 . 106 km.)

In this calculationwe've assumed
that the orbital planes of the Earth
and Mars coincide. This is quite rea-
sonable, since in rcaLity the corre-
sponding angle is less than 2". In gen-
eral, the whole system of planets is
rather flat. The maximum deviation
from the ecliptic (that is, from the
Earth's orbital plane)belongs to Pluto
and is l7'i that of Mercury is only 7';
that of the other planets doesn't ex-
ceed 3.5'. None of this applies to
comets/ though, and it's to comets
that we now turn.

2The astronomical unit (AU) is the
average distance between the Earth
and the Sun.

Along its egglike path
The migfity comet flies.

-Constantine 
Balmont

We can't help but agee that the
trajectory of a comet is shaped like an
egg. But rather than "mightiness" we
might prefer to talk about "nothing-
ness visible." Some three hundred
years ago no one doubted the might
of a comet. Comets brought war,
drought, the death of kings and
queens. True, by the 17th century
there were freethinkers who ridi-
culed these beliefs, but one of the
members of the French royal family
retorted quite reasonably: "It's easy
for you to joke about it, gentlemen-
you are not princes." And in the i5th
century Pope Calixtus III was really
at a loss. A comet appeared in the
early months of 1453, when the
Christians had gotten the upper hand
over the Moslems, so the pope con-
sidered the comet a harbinger of vic-
tory. But that very year the Moslems
seized Constantinople and put an end
to the Eastern Roman Empire. So the
comet was cursed instead. Many
vears later this comet was identified
as one oi the most famous of all:
Haller-'s Comet.

This comet is famous for many
reasons. The main reason is that its
trajectory was the very one used to
define cometary orbits in general.
Even Kepler and Galileo thought that
comets traveled along straight paths.
But in 1580 the English astronomer

EdmondHalley showed that the tra-
iectory of one comet was curved. It
was, of course/ the comet that was
soon named after him. To be more
exact, it was the L582 appearance of
Halley's Comet.

Wait-what is the date of Halley's
Comet: 1680 or 1682? The problem
is, comets often have double dates of
appearance: the first date refers to the
first observation and the second to
the time when it reaches its perihe-
lion. The second system is used more
often for periodic comets, which
Halley's Comet is, so in 1680 Halley
saw the comet of 1682, and in 1453
Pope Calixtus Itr first blessed, then
cursed the comet of 1456.

Fortunately, Haliey didn't conJine
himself to defining the curved trajec-
tory of the comet. He guessed that
the comets o{ 1607 artd l53l were the
same comet as that of 1682, and he
predicted its appearance in 1758.

Problem 4. The period of revolu-
tion of Halley's Comet is T, = 76.7
years. At its perihelion it reaches a
distance of r = 0.59 AU from the Sun.
Whatis the comet's greatest distance
from the Sun?

If you managed problem 3, you'll
be able to solve this problem without
any difficulty. (You can check your
answer at the back of the magazine.)

But what sort of figure ts 75.7
years? If we compute with more pre-
cision the dates of the perihelion of
Halley's Comet h 1455, 1531, 1607,
1582, and, finally, 1759 lnot 1758!),
we get the following set 75.2, 76.2,
7 4.9, 7 6.5 years. The p eiod 7 6.7 years
is longer than any of these intervals.
The question arises: is this comet
absolutely periodic or not? Can we
ultimately be sure that it's the same
comet?

Halley tumed out to be right. We
" on1y" have to take into account per-
turbations in the comet's movement
caused by planets in the solar sys-
tem. This is exactly what the re-
markable French mathematician A.
Clairaut did when the comet arrived
late for its first predicted rendezvous.
According to Clairaut's calculations,
in ivhich he took the influence of
|upiter and Saturn into account, the
comet should pass its perihelion not

2
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in 1758 but in April 1759 (plus or
minus one month). And it passed its
perihelion on March 13, 1759! But
still-why 76.7 yearsz.

AIter Halley discovered the period-
icity of the comet named after him,
people began to vigorously search for
earlier appearances. They eventually
managed to trace its history well back
into antiquity. It was Halley's Comet
that predicted the Mamayev slaugh-
ter in 1378, the Norman conquest of
Britain in 1066, the death of prince
Oleg in 912, thefall of |erusalem and
the destruction of Pompeii in 66; in
989 it marked the introduction of
Christianity to Russia; the great
Giotto painted it in 1301. A clay tab-
let from ancient Babylon relates the
appearance of a bright object in the
heavens in 164 n.c. and constitutes a

"page" from the "biography" of
Halley's Comet.

But it was the Chinese who col-
lected the most data on this comet.
The first reliable information in the
Chinese chronicles is dated May 25,
240 s.c. But there's another date:
March 7, 1057 s.c,! And eight centu-
ries of absolute silence in between.
What's the story?

It's a story of boundless human
vanity. To ease ourselves into it, Iet's
recall an episode from the work of
the nineteenth-centur)' satirist
Saltykov-Shchedrin. A certain
Archstrategius Stratilonius Takitrn-
Rakitin3 rode into Stupidviile on a

white horse, and the first thing he did
was to bum the school and abolish
learning. As a result "history ceased
its normal flow"-apparently only
within the city limits. Now for the
real thing. The Emperor Shih Huang-
ti, founder of the Ch'in dynasty (and
the "ideal governor," in Chairman
Mao's opinion), decided that history
should begin with his reign. So there
would be no doubt about it, he ex-

3Some commentators have
associated this character with the
repressive Tsar Nicholas I, who
reigned from 1825 to 1855. (We have
tried to repro-duce the jingly quality of
the name in Russian: Arkhistratig
Stratilatovich P er el<hv at -Zalikhvatsky.
"Takitin" is pronounced "take it
irr.")-Ed.

ecuted 450 scholars and burned ali
historical books. Because some astro-
nomical chronicles contained refer-
ences to events that took place before
the Ch'in dynasty, these manuscripts
were destroyed as well. A few of
them miraculously escaped the
flames, and the description of the
comet of 1057 B.c. was among these
extracts. The "Great" Ch'in Dlmasty
ruled the Subceiestial Empire for all
of l4years. . . Two thousands years
later, in the center of Europe the
"Thousand-Year Reich" emerged,
and again books were burned and sci-
entists were persecuted. It iasted 12
years . . .

Let/s get back to the comet. If the
period May 25,240 vc., to February
9,1986 e.o., is dividedby the29 revo-
lutions Halley's Comet made during
that time, we'11 get one revolution
every 76.7 years on average. A1l devia-
tions are basically |upiter's little joke.
In general, |upiter, whose mass is
twice that of all the other planets
combined, greatly distorts the orbits
of many comets. It even has its own
family of comets. |upiter's family is
a cometary group whose aphelia lie
not far from its orbit. This giant
caught them and won't iet them go
home to the remotest regions of the
solar system. We'll get acquainted
with one of such comet in the next
problem.

Problem 5. Comet Grigg-
Skrellerup belongs to the iupiter
group; its aphelion is 5.0 AU from
the Sun and its period is 4.9 years.
Might this comet intersect the
Eanh's orbit?

Computatron ,rrhrch rre'11 1et 1'ou
venlyl grr es rhe value or 0 -- \U ior
the shortest distance betrt een rhe
comet and the Sun-thar is, the
Comet passes closer to the Sun than
the Earth does. So rn prtnciple Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup can intersect the
Earth's orbit.

As was aheady mentioned, how-
eYert a comet/s orbit can have a no-
ticeable inclination relative to the
ecliptic plane. In this case the inter-
section of the projections of the
comet's and planet's orbits onto this
plane doesn't guarantee the intersec-
tion of the orbits themselves.

Halley's Comet reaches its perihe-
lion at a distance of 0.59 AU, and the
shortest distance between its orbit
and that of the Earth at present is
approximateLy 0.064 AU-that is,
about 10 million kilometers. The
nearest Halley's Comet passed the
Earth was 0.04 AU (5 million kilo-
meters). That was in 837. There is, of
course/ no direct evidence of this, nor
could there be. Only after Halley was
it possible to imagine the orbits of
comets more or less clearly.

Nowadays (I'm speaking o{ the
rendezvous of 19851 we use
supercomputers to predict the
comet's location with a precision to
several angular seconds. A telescope
with a five-meter mirror was used to
scan the skies. But it wasn't a human
being that peered into the eyepiece-
a supersensitive photoreceptor ca-
pabie of detecting individual quanta
of light was used. Nevertheless, the
comet was detected only about three
years before it passed its perihelion.
Armed to the teeth as we are with
modern technology/ we can follow
this, the most studied comet of all
time, for only one twelfth of its revo-
lution, when it passes nearest the
Sun.

If you solved problem 4, then you
know the orbital parameters of
Halley's Comet. To solve the sixth
and last problem, you just need to
recall Kepler's second law.

Problem 6, How long does
Ha1ley's Comet take to cover the half
of its orbit nearest the Sun? (If you
don't recall offhand the area of an el-
lipse, it's nab, where a andb are the
semimaior and ggrniminor fies, re-
spectively.f

Afteryou ss[yg this problem, you
r-rn mnqxue your result with mine in
theanswersection. O

HINTS AND SOLUTIONS
ON PAGE 83
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HOW DO YOU
FIGURE?

Challeltue$ in physics and lnalh

tlllath
M41
Simpler than it looks. Simplify the
sum

l2n-I
- + -+... +-2l' 3l' nl '

where k! ("k factorial"l denotes the
product t .2. ....k. (V.Proizvolov)

M42
A cube from three squares. Prove
that the sum of squares of three con-
secutive integers can never be the
cube of an integer. 1Y. ioninl

M43
Hexagons and trtangles. A hexagon
A1Az...A(. is inscribed in a regular

hexagon, one vertex of the former
hexagon lying on each side of the lat-
ter (fig. 1). Three nonadjacent sides

AtAz, ABA4, an.d ArAu of the first
hexagon are extended to form a tri-
angle. Prove that if the vertices of this
triangle lie on the lines containing
the diagonals of the regular hexagon,
then the same is true for the vertices
of the triangle formed by the three
other sides AzA3, A1A, AuAr.
(S. Orevkov)

M44
Lost planet. On every planet of some
planetary system sits an astronomer
observing the closest planet. (A11 dis-
tances between planets are diiferent.)
Prove that if the number of planets is
odd. then at least one of them is not
obsen-ed.

M45
Frorr sLir;tise ttll sunset A spherical
piane t revolr-es in a circuiar orbit
around a star and rotates about its
orvn axls, tiited at angle cr to the
plane of its orbrt iior the Earth cr =
66.5'1. Hou- does the length T of the
shortest dar-in rhe 1-ear at a certain
point on the planet depend on the
geographic latitude g of this point?
Write out the formula for the func-
tion T = Tip) and sketch its graph,
assuming the diumal rotation of the
planet to be much slower than its
orbital motion. (A. Savin).

Physics
P41
Receding stazs. Some cosmonauts
who are near one star of a cettain
cluster of stars see that a1l the other

2,000 3,000 t G)

Figure 2

stars in the cluster recede from them
at velocities proportional to the dis-
tances from these stars. What star
motion will the cosmonauts see

when they turn up near another star
from this cluster?

P42
Descent module. The descent mod-
ule of a spacecraft approaches the
surface of a planet aiong the vertical
at a constant velocity, transmitting
data on outside pressure to the space-

craft. The time dependence of pres-

sure (in arbitrary units) is shown in
figure 2. The data transmitted by the
module after landing indicate that
the temperature 7 = 700 K and the
free-{all accelerationg = 10 m/sz. De-
termine (a) the velocity v at which
the module fal1s if the atmosphere of
the planet is known to consist of car-

bon dioxide (COr); and (b) the tem-
perature Tuatanaltitudeh = 15 km
above the surface of the planet.
(A. Buzdin)

CONTINUED ON PAGE 29

Figure 1
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OSMIC SOURCES OF radiation
called quasars were found more
than a quarter of a century

lU ago-in 1963. But the riddle of
their origin has yet to be unraveled
completely. There is no end to the
surprises they continue to throw at
physicists and astronomers. Not so
long ago amazingphenomena were
discovered that had never been seen
in the skybefore: image doubling and
motion at velocities greater than the
speed of light.

This article won't go into the his-
tory of the discovery of quasars or the
hypotheses and theories put forth to
explain their properties. I'1I just bring
in the most basic facts about quasars;
then I'll describe in detail the mirages
and illusions in the quasar world and
how we should interpret them.

The moslrutltsrlttl $ourse$ ol

radialiolt in llm uniuense

Every quasar is a bright "lamp"
that shines not only in the visible
range of electromagnetic wave-
lengths but in all other ranges, from
radio waves to gamma rays. The ex-
tent of the radiating region is most
often comparable to the size of our
solar system. But there's only one
star in the solar system-the Sun; in
the same volume of space a quasar is
an energy generator more powerful
by alactor of thousands than the en-
tire gaiaxy with its hundred billion
stars. How does this generatorwork?

AT THE
BLACKBOARD

0rand illusiolt$

How the universe plays tricks on us

by A. D. Chernin

This is the main question of quasar
physics, and there's still no definite
answer.

The quasars detected are at the f.ar,

far reaches of the universe, where
even with the largest telescopes we
can't discem galaxies, let alone indi-
vidual stars. The furthest known
quasar is 13 billion light-years away.
This means that its light takes 13
billion years to reach us, so we see
this light such as it was 13 billion
years ago. At that time the Earth and
Sun didn't even exist, since the solar
system is about 5 billion years old,
according to the latest estimates.

We can tell how far away q:ua-

sars and other distant bodies areby
their radiation spectra. The emis-
sion lines of ordinary atoms-hy-
drogen, oxygen, carbon, and so on-
are visible in the radiation spectra
of quasars, but all these lines are
shifted to the red end of the spec-
trum-that is, to the region of
longer wavelengths. This shift-
the famous "redshi{t//-ls gsn-
nected with the movement of the
radiation source away from us. This
movement away is itsel{ a mani{es-
tation o{ the overall expansion of
the universe. According to the laws
of cosmology, the further quasars or
galaxies are from us, the greater the
speed at which they're receding.

If a source of light emits waves of
period I and moves at a velocity v
with respect to us/ the waves of vis-
ible light have the period

1- Icosd
T -.rt C
r -arl 0

r-(vlc)2

where c is the speed of light, O is the
angle between the velocity vector and
the line of sight (the line connecting
the source and us-when the source
moves straight at us, O : 0; when it
moves directly away from us, 8: n).
For the most distant quasars/ the pe-
riod Tis 4-5 times the period 70. The
change in the period and, conse-
quently, in the frequency and wave-
length because of the relative move-
ment of the source is calied the
Doppler effect. It induces the redshift
in the spectra of receding galaxies and
quasars.

At present more than 2,500 clua-
sars have been identified. They're
spread out in the sphere of outer
space more or less uniformly. The
average distance between quasars/
measured along the arc of the sky, is
a few degrees (ior comparison, the
angular diameters oi the Moon and
the Sun are about 0.5 degree).

Two quasars that appear to be very
close to each other have been known
for quite some time. In fact, they're
so similar they're called twin qua-
sars. The distance between them is a
mere 6 arc-seconds-that is, one
thousandth the usual mean distance
between quasars. They are practically
equal in brightness; their spectra are
similar as well-corresponfing emis-

(1)

Ell
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sion lines are visible with the same
intensity for both quasars. The red-
shift in their spectra is Tf To: 2.4,
which is a rather significant value. It
means that they're receding at a
speed of 0.7c and that they're 7 bil-
lion light-years away from us.

Astronomers were astonished by
the striking similarity of the twin
quasars. And then they took a guess
that, in reality, there weren't two dif-
ferent objects but two images of a
single one. But how could such a
doubling of a celestial image occur?

The Ut'auitltioltalleffi
As you know, rays propagate in

straight lines in the absenceof.rcfuac-
tion. The medium of outer space is so
rarified that it causes practically no
re{raction. Nevertheless the paths of
light can become distorted. The
gravitational fields of heavenly bod-
ies induce this distortion.

There's nothing so extraordinary
about that. Even in the Newtonian
theory of gravitation it's considered
self-evident that a light ray, seen as a
flow of particles (light "corpuscles")
traveling at the speed of lighg devi-
ates from a straight trajectory when
it passes near a gravitating body. The
particles of lighg like all particles and
bodies in the universe, experience an
attraction to that body.

Considerations about the devia-
tion of a light rayby a gravitational
field remain valid in the relativistic
theory of gravity, which goes by the
name of the general theory of relativ-
ity. According to this theory the
angle of deviation of the ray passing
at a minimum distancerfrom abody
of mass M ({ig.1) is equal to

4GMcr=#. l}lc'r

Albert Einstein had proposed that
the first attempts to observe this ef-
fect be directed at starlight passing

Figure 1

Deviation of a light ray in the field of
a gravitating mass.

a

lr ->

J

near the Sun. Measurements can be
made during a total eclipse of the
Sun, when the Moon obscures the
solar disk. Many observations, begin-
ningwith those of the total eclipse of
1919, have produced results that
agree remarkably well with the pre-
diction based on the general theory of
relativity.

In 1935 Einstein published a short
note in which he predicted a new
phenomenon related to the deviation
of light in a gravitational field-the
so-called gravitational lens. If a gravi-
tating body appears in the path of
light from some distant source to an
observer, under certain conditions
more light reaches the observer than
when this body is absent. The gravi-
tational field is capable of directing
rays to the observer that would oth-
erwise have gone past. The gravitat-
ing body focuses rays like an ordinary
lens.

The gravitational lens is both like
and unlike an ordinary optical lens.
In a convex lens, the nearer a ray is to
the center of the lens, the smaller its
deviation as it passes through. There
is a point along the axis of the lens-
its focus-through which all the rays
entering the lens pass/ not iust the
rays traveling along this axis. In the
field of a center of gravity, the picture
is different. The closer the ray's path
to the center/ the greater the devia-
tion. This is evident from formula (2)

above.
The gravitational lens can not

only intensify the image, it can pro-
duce two images of a single object.
Let's see how.

Figwe 2 shows the traiectories of
rays passing from a source (point S)to
an observer (point O)past a center of
gravity (point Dl. A ray propagating
from the source passes the center of
gravity at a minimum distance r :
DC, devrates by an angle crr, and pro-
ceeds to the point of observation. (For
simplification the line is given a
sharp bend at point C rather than a
rounded one.) The observer sees the
source not at point S (in the direction
OS) but in the direction of ray OC
(on the line OS'). (The angles cr, p, and
q in the figure should be taken to be
very small.)

How are theparameters assigning
the mutual position of the source,
gravitating body, and observer inter-
related? From figure 2 we see that

AS'- AS + SS'.

Since the angles a, p, and q are small
(so that sin u = o, sin p = B, and sin g
= Ql,

AS' : LB, AS = Lq, SS' : Jcr.

Substituting these three expressions
in the first equation we get

Lp= L9 + lo,.

Substituting in formula (21r = DC =
(L - \p and taking this expression
into account, let's rewrite the corre-
lation between the distances and
angles in the following form:

9'-,pF- 
1= 

{,G-!- =o. (31
L c'(L- 1)

This quadratic equation is called the
equation of a gravitational lens pro-
duced by a center of gravity.

Let's consider the possible solu-
tions of this equation. First of all
we'll tum our attention to the case in
which the gravitating body lies
strictly on the line OS (that is, angle
g = 0). Then the solution of the equa-
tion takes the form

The picture obviously has axial sym-
metry, so the observer sees not point
S' but a ring obtained by rotating this
point about the axis of syrnmetry OS
(or OA, which coincides with it

C

r

L-*l L

lGM
17@-t)
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Figure 2
Path of a ray in a gravitational lens,



when q = 0); the angular rafius of the 8.,

ringequalsp:pr. \
If the center of gravity doesn't lie

on the line connecting the source and
observation point, the picture lacks
axial symmetry. Equation (3)has two
solutions when q + 0: \,,

--
Figure 3
Two images of a single source,

ing mass, which determines the de-
viation of the rays, is less for light
passing near the center of the galaxy
and more for light passing near the
edge. The angle of deviation depends
on the distribution of mass in the gal-
axy. The lens equation will now be
more complicated than the quadratic
equation, and this will produce
greatil variety in visualizing this
phenomenon.

We now know of several examples
of double and triple images of cosmic
bodies. In each case they are quasars.
These mirages, without question, are
produced by gravitational lenses.

But why do gravitational lenses
work with quasars and not with light
from stars or galaxres? Because qua-
sars/ as was mentioned above, are
visible from a great distance-from
much greater distances on average
than galaxies, not to speak of stars. So

the likelihood that light irom them
u,ill meet a masslve lbut dim) object
on the \\'av to the observer is cluite
great. In addrtron, the quasar is visu-
a1lv r-en' small-practically a point
SoLrrCe; it can produce several indi-
r-idual images that don't blur and
don't blend together, which isn't the
case rr'irh more extensive sources
such as galaxies.

Fasmr fian liuht?

The very first quasar discovered
was a source o{ radio waves. It was
registered as No. 273 tn the third
Cambridge Catalogue.l This is the
"ideal" quasar/ so to speak. It has all
the typical properties of quasars and
is also convenient to observe. In its

1A mammoth list of celestial
objects compiled by the radio
astronomers at Cambridge University,
England.

very center, where the radiation origi-
nates/ some sort of violent processes
occur that manifest themselves in
changes in brightness. In addition,
luminous clouds and streams of mat-
ter burst out of this inner region from
time to time. Once a stream appeared
that grew "right in front of
everyone's eyes," and the bright spot
at its tip raced away from the quasar's
center. After four years the stream/s
bright iet tail had moved away from
the center to a distance of 20 light-
years. How fast was it moving? Di-
viding distance by time, we get a
speed five times the speed of light.

You c,an imagine how baffled the
astronomers were. According to the
theory of relativity no body can move
at a speed greater than the speed of
light in a vacuum. This is one of the
most important physical laws. After
their initial surprise and even confu-
sion, scientists {ound the solution to
this paradox, atleast inprinciple. The
speed greater than the speed of iight
was a cosmic optical illusion.

Here's the simplest possible ex-
ample of how the illusion of motion
faster than the speed of light can
arise.

Let's imagine a lamp moving to-
ward us at some angle r) relative to
our line of sight (fig.  ). At the outset
our lamp is turned off, then it's
turned on twice at points S, and S,
and sends two light signals to us. In
the time between these two acts of
switching the lamp on, the light
source has traveled along the path
S,S, in the figure. The displacement
visible to us is less: it's the projection
S,S' of this path. (Having fixed the
source at point S,, the observer
projects further motion from point O

S,

Figure 4
Example of illusory motion at a
velocity greater than the speed of
lrght.

0UltlTUil/[T Illt Bl.ICl(B0[n0

0,,, = j,ot 1,14GM
-(D-*--.4' L c'(L-l)

This means the lens produces two
images, in the directions determined
by the angles P, *d 0, (the first posi-
tive, the second negative). The path
of the corresponding rays is shown in
figure 3. The minimum distance
from the center of gravity is different
for the two solutions:

r,=(L-11F,,
rr: lL - ll1,

Obviously the deviation angles are
also different for these two solutions.

The hypothesis that twin quasars
are two images of a single quasar sug-
gests the mutual placement of the
Iight source, the center of gravity, and
the observer given in figure 3. Direct
proof could be provided by discover-
ing the center of gravity itself at the
necessary place in the celestial
sphere: between the two images of
the quasar but not ar equal distances
from them. And that's lvhat hap-
pened. The center oi gravitl'tumed
out to be a dim galaxy situated be-
tween the twin quasars and a little
closer to one than to the other. The
galaxy was about half the distance to
the quasars.

Further observations showed that
the actual picture was a bit more
complicated. It became clear that one
of the twin images was in fact two
extremely close images that merged
on earlier photographs. It's not hard
to guess that a triple image can occur
if the gravitational field responsible
for the deviation is not a point but a
voluminous body situated in the line
of sight. The gaiaxy in question is
just such a body. Light rays from the
quasar can pass not only along its
edge but aiso through it. The gravitat-
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onto the plane perpendicular to the
line of sight OS,.) How did the as-
tronomers obtain their estimations
of the speed? They divided the visible
displacement (the segment S,S') by
the time between detection of the
first and second signals. That's just
it-they used the time between the
moments they detected the signals,
not the time between the moments
they were emitted. These are differ-
ent periods of time! The difference is
caused by the Doppler eflect, as was
mentioned earlier.

Actually, the relation (1)between
the periods T and Toof the light wave
is more general in nature. It can also
be used for processes that aren't pe-
riodic. The period Tl is the time in-
terval between, say/ two adjacent
maxima in an emitted wave; Tis the
time interval between these same
maxima when they are recorded one
after another by an observer. Each of
the maxima can, of coursg be consid-
ered a " signal," so that I is the time
interval between two signal emis-
sions, and T is the interval between
the times they are received.

When a light source moves in our
direction, 7 is less than Tn This
means that in our example with the
lamp the interval between the times
of signal reception is smaller than
the interval between the times of sig-
nal emission. If the object's speed is
close to the speed of light (but, of
course/ not greater), the difference
between these times may be arbi-
trarlly large3

In calculating the visible rate of
displacement we lose, so to speak, in
distance (S,S' is less than S,Sr--see
figure 4)but we may gain a great deal
in time. This is what causes the
frighteningly large ratio of visible dis-
placement to the interval between
signal reception times; this ratio is
what we had considered the velocity
of the light source. A "visible" speed
of this sort can certainly be greater
than the speed of light. But the actual
rate of displacement is the ratio of the

2If you know how to compute
limits, it's not hard to convince
yourself thatTlTo-+ 0 as vlc -s 1.

fistance traveled S,S, to the interval
between signal emission (not recep-
tion!) times. It may be close to the
speed of light, but it can never exceed
it. It works out that we can't calcu-
late the velocity by dividing the dis-
tance traveled "there" by the time
interval measured "here." This is
precisely what the theory o{ relativ-
ity teaches us. And the Doppler ef-
fect, which gave us the solution to
the paradox, is a direct consequence
of the theory of relativity.

Thsliffiolanillusion
The crux o{the theory ofrelativity

is the statement that light in a
vacuum propagates at a definite, fi-
nite velocity that doesn't depend on
whether the light source is moving
or at rest relative to us. We'll use this
fact now to directly obtain formulas
that describe our example of the
moving lamp. (I should add that we'll
be talking about propagation o{ light
in a vacuum with no strong gravita-
tional fields in its path. We've seen
that gravitational fields can bend the
trafectory o{ light, but they can also
change its speed. If there aren't any
massive gravitating bodies between
the source and us, the speed of light
is c; we'll consider this to be the
case.)

Let the first signal be emitted by
the lamp at some moment t : 0,
which we'll select as the beginning of
our time count. The distance from us
(the observer) to the light source at
this moment is R, so the signal wilt
be detected 

^t 
to : Rf c.

Further, let the second signal be
emitted at time t, = sfv, when the
body, moving in a straight line at
speed q has covered the distance s :
S,S, (see figure 4). At time t, the dis-
tance to the source is

-- R- scosr)
R' = i----r-i---" = R- SCOSO.

cos0

(We've taken into account that o is
small, since the distances R and R,
are much greater than s, and so cos cr,

= 1). The second signal will reach us
after the time

& = l1a_ scoso)c c'

and will be recorded at moment

tz=tr+\= t *R-Icosg.cvcc

The interval between the moments
at which our two signals are detected
is

We can express the distance s trav-
eled by the lamp as

v-Lt
1- Icoso

c

The visible displacement 3 of the
body is depicted as the projection of
the segment s perpendicular to the
line of sight:

vsin r)S=SSlfld- At.
1- Icoso

c

(Again we took into account that cr, is
very small.)To find the "visible" ve-
locity i we have to divide the visible
displacement 3 by the time interval
Lt:

vsinO

1-Icoso
L

Let's assume that v = 0.8c and cos t}
: 0.8; then sin O: 0.5 and n = Wl3lc.
When the actual rate of displacement
of the source is high (but still below
the speed of light), the visible speed
exceeds the speed of light!

We can verify (as one does when
finding the extremum of a function|
that at a given velocity v of the
source, the visible velocity has the
maximum value when

cosO=cos6n=I
c

Lt=tz-* =;(t-I*.u)

-s
Lt
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14,
c'

Then

sin Oo =

and the maximum visible speed is

The speed i-o approaches infinity
as the actual speed of travel v ap-
proaches the speed of light c.

To complete our consideration,
all that remains is to compare two
values: the interval between signal
emission times

(At)o=t,=s
v

and the interval between detection
times

Maybe the question will pop up:
why didn't the ratio (at)r/lt coin-
cide with the ratio Tof T fuom f.or-
mula (1)? And where did the factor

t--------------=
,lt-(v1c)' go? The point is, this
{actor (which is called the relativis-
tic root and appears in almost all
formulas in the theory of relativity)
is linked with a subtle effect that
we can't adequately cover in our
simple calculation. After all, we
didn't apply the theory of relativity
in all its glory, we just made use of
the fact that the speed of light is
finite. We might say our calcula-
tions were approximations in
which we ignored all terms in vlc
< I higher than the first. The for-
mula for the Doppler effect, how-
ever, is an exact result of the theory
of relativity.

I hope you've come to under-
stand how illusory motion at
speeds greater than the speed of

light can arise. But the example of
the lamp that we looked at isn't the
only conceivable possibility. Here's
another situation that you can fig-
ure out on your own. Let there be
some band or strip perpendicular to
the line of sight and at some mo-
ment all of it suddenly flashes.
What will the observer see?

You might also consider not a
band but a sphere that flashes. This
could be the shell of a quasar illu-
minated by its inner source. In this
case, the increase in the size of the
flashing spot occurs at velocities
greater than the speed of light. It's
easy to imagine other models of
this sort.

It's much more difficult to ex-
plain the true nature of the power-
ful explosions, flashes, and ejec-
tions that cteate the illusion of
motion at speeds greater than the
speed of light. This is a topic for
further study. o

at=!(t-I"oro).v\ c )

.CHALLENGES"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

P43
Lots of vobmeterc. A11 the voltme-
ters in figure 3 are identical. The emf
of the battery e = 5 V its internal re-
sistance is low. The upper voltmeter
reads V, = 2 V. What are the readings
of the other voltmeters? (A. Zil-
berman)

P44
Lunar r adiolocation. In radiolocating
the Moon rising above the horizon, a
high-frequency radio signal emitter
was coupled with an optical
telescope to guarantee the correct
direction. When there was an optical
image of the Moon, however, no
radio signal was reflected. And when
a reflected radio signal was obtained,
there was no optical image. Can you
explain this phenomenon? lA. Zil-
berman)

Figure 3

P45
Under ligfttpresswe. How does light
pressure orient a spacecraft relative to
the Sun if one half of its surface is
reflective and the other hal{ is black
and absorbs the Sun's radiation com-
pletely? The spacecraft's center of
gravity is at the center of a sphere.
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841
Mystery of the stars. The moons in the accompanying number rebus
denote one and the same digit. This scanty information is enough to
uniquely restore all the figures represented by the stars, which denote
different digits. Try to do it. (V. Denisenko).

843
Enlightening eclipse. A gld watched a solar eclipse with her father.

"Daddy, how much further away from us is the Sun than the Moon?,,
"As far as I remember,387 times further."
"Then I can figure out how much grcatet the Sun is in volume than the

Moo[."
Her father thought a bit and said, "I think maybe you can.,,
So what is the ratio of the volumes of the two heavenly bodies?

(A. Kozlov)

BRAINTEASERS

)tl{ -,*"'}.}
#ert'

842
Look tfuougJt the telescope. Afly has gotten onto the lens of a telescope.
What will an observer looking through the telescope see? (V. Surdin)

I

844
Writing home. Can astronauts use a ballpoint pen on board a spacecraft?
What about a fountain pen? What design would you recommend for a
"space pen"? (A. Buzdin)

/-

Colorcoded number-word. Decipher the word written in colored figures.
(By the way, the painter insists the first color is "crimson,,, not,,ted.,,l
(V. Dubrovsky, A. Shevtsov)

ANSWERS, HINTS & SOLUTIONS ON PAGE 82
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I N PROBLEM 41312 OF THE

I USAMTS, featured in issue 37 of
I Consortium, students were asked
I to "sho* that forn = 3, 4, 5, and 6,
it is possible to arrange n points in
the plane so that any choice of three
of these points forms the set of ver-
tices of an isosceles triangle." You
may wish to resolve this problem
before reading further.

It turns out that for n: 6, the ar-
rangement shown in the illustration
is unique-that is, the points must
be the vertices of a regular pentagon
along with its center. Moreover,
since it is easy to see that one can't
add a seventh point to this configura-
tion and still retain the desued prop-
erty (oi al1 triangles being isosceles),
it {ollows that {or n 7, there is no
such arrangement rn the plane. The
proof of this fact was the obrective oi
problem 36 of the 1967 Russian edr-
tion of volume 2 of Selected Prob-
lems and Theorems in Elementary
Mathematics, which, unfortunatell,
was never translated into English.
Neither was the third volume on

The purpose o{ this column is to direct
the attention of Quantum's readers to
interesting problems in the literature
that deserve to be generalized and could
lead to independent research and/or
science proiects in mathematics. Stu-
dents who succeed in unraveling the
phenomena presented are encouraged
to communicate their results to the au-
thor either directly or through Quan-
tum, which will distribute among
them valuable book prizes ar,dfor hee
subscriptions.

Once again, let's go "off into space"

by George Berzsenyi

solid geometry; arrd while at one
time there were two different ffans-
lations of the first volume (Tfte USSR
fuoblem Book, a translation of the
third Russian edition, and Seiected
Problems and Theorems in Elemen-
tary Mathematics-Atithmetic and
Algebra, a translation published by

MATH
INVESTIGATIONS

Heslrict0d dislances

Ilir Publishers in 1979), at present
both of these are out of print.

En route to solving the original
Russian problem, you may wish to
stan b.v showing that if three of the
points forrn the vertices of an equilat-
eral triangle, then at most one point
can be added so that all the triangles
formed by the points as vertices are
isosceles. This little fact turns out to
be useful in proving the uniqueness
of the arrangement fior n = 6.

The main purpose of this article is
to suggest to the reader the extension
of the above problems to three di-
mensions. Surely, with the extra
freedom given by the third dimen-
sion, it should be possible to arrange

7, B, andmaybe even 9 points so that
each threesome yields an isosceles
triangle!

A somewhat related question,
which was problem 35 in the Rus-
sian source cited above, asks for the
arrangement of n points so that the
distances between pairs of them take
on only two distinct values. This
time one finds that in the plane, n
must be 3,4, or 5. But what happens
if we a1low the points to be in space?

What if we allow three, or even more
generally, k distinct values for the
distances? While some of these ques-
tions have already been considered by
various mathematicians, much more
work is needed to settle them satis-
factorily.

Afientul'es alnoltu P,-sels

I was glad that sdveral of my read-
ers joined me in my "adventures
among P,-sets" (March/April 1991).
My former coauthor, Vamsi Mootha,
found that {5, 12,45}is a {-set for t
: -56,136, and 616, while my most
faithful reader, Brian Platt, went on
to answer most of my challenges. He
also found a set that is a P,-set for
three different values of t and made
an extensive computer search lor Pr-

sets of five elements. Such sets were
also found by Dr. Helmut Muller, a
German mathematician, whose list
consists of 27 quintuples with t in the
range -1,903 < t < I,989. Brian Platt's
Iist is more extensive; it consists of
118 quintuples, but his t's are re-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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PHYSICS
CONTEST

Whal Uoe$tlp...
"Whether this agent [of gravity] be material or immaterial,

I have left to the consideration of my readers."

-lsaac 
Newton

by Arthur Eisenkraft and Lar.ry D. Kirkpatrick

VERY SCHOOL-AGE KID HAS
heard the prediction "What goes

up must come down." Marry
kids chalienge it with a ques-

tion relating to helium balloons.
Some kids, many of whom now read

Quantum, have wondered what
would happen i{ that obiect thrown
up was going terrifically fast. Would
it still come down?

The first step that a physicist will
take in analyzing what happens to an
object thrown straight up at a high
speed is to analyzewhat happens i{ it
is thrown at a low speed. The object
goes up/ reaches a peak, and de-
scends. If we increase the throwing
speed, the object goes higher, stays in
the air longer, and then retums to the
ground.

Now we have to refine this de-
scription. One way to do that is to
quantify it. We owe our ability to
write these motion equations to
Galileo Galilei. Galiieo was the first
person to make measurements of an
object's motion and record them. He
was also the first person to describe
this rising and falling obiect in a

mathematical language. What
Galileo found, and you can also dis-
cover, is that the failing object
changes its speed. When the object
descends it goes faster and faster.
Well, everybody knows that.

But not everybody knows this: if I
look at the object every 2 meters,
does its speed change by the same
amount? Specifically, if the speed

increases to 5 m/s in the first 2
meters, will it increase to 12 m/s in
the next 2 meters? The answer is no.
So, how about this: if I look at the
object every 2 seconds, does its speed

change by the same amount? The
answer is yes. Galileo defined this
change in speed for every unit of time
as the acceleration of an obiect. Cars
accelerate when they change their
speed. Arunner changes her speed as

she races. An object accelerates when
it's dropped. What's special about the
falling object is that the acceleration
is a constant. Very close to our Earth,
an obiect falling will change its speed

by 9.8 m/s each and every second. It's
very hard for acar to have a constant
acceleration. It's almost impossible
for a human to have a constant accel-
eration. But every object droPPed
close to the Earth (and not apprecia-
bly affected by the air-no feathers,
please) has a perfectly constant accel-
eration of 9.8 m/s every second.

This acceleration of 9.8 m/s every
second works on the way up as well
as on the way down. If you throw a

ball up at 50 m/s {that's about 100
miles perhour), its speedwillbe only
40 m/s after the first second (it's re-
ally 4O.2 m/s but we're going to use
the approximation of 10 m/s every
second instead of 9.8 m/s every sec-

ond because we can subtract 10 faster
than we can subtract 9.8). After the
second second its speed is only 30
m/s; after the third second, 20 mf s;

after the fourth second, 10 m/s; and

after the fifth second, its speed is
0 m/s. Zerornf s is not moving at all.
The ball is stopped in midair. In the
sixth second, its speed still decreases
by 10 m/s, so its new speed will be

-10 m/s. The minus sign is the
mathematical way of informing us
that the ball is moving down.

From this simpie analysis we
should conclude that all objects that
go up must come down. No matter
what speed the bail starts with, it
will eventually reach 0 m/s and start
heading down. Oh, but that's only if
the acceleration is constant at 9.8
m/s every second. Galileo found this
to be true ne ar theBarth. It's not true
as we move far enough away from
the Earth. As an object moves farther
and farther from the Earth, the accel-
eration toward the Earth gets smaller
and smaller. The acceleration of the
Moon toward the Earth is only
0.0027 m/s every second. That's iust
the acceleration needed for the Moon
to stay in a fixed orbit about the
Earth. In this case, the change of
O.OO27 m/s every second isn't a

change in speed but a change in the
direction of the velocity. If the Moon
had no change in velocity, it would
continue traveling on a straight path
away from the Earth. The change in
velocity keeps the Moon in orbit
about the Earth. Pick up a physics
textbook for a more complete (and
mathematical) treatment of this.

CON?INUED ON PAGE 37
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I was lucky then
to be with Rossi's
group at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of
Technology and near
Giacconi and his as-
sociates atAmerican
Science and Engi-
neering,Inc. (AS&E).

I recall that, when
Geoff Burbidge of the
University of Cali-
fornia and Tommy
Goldof ComellUni-
versity visited MIT, Bruno Rossi
called a small meeting to discuss the
bright celestial X-ray source discov-
ered in the |une 1962 rocket experi-
ment. What could it be? At the time
it was thought that the source was at
or near the center of our galaxy. The
theorists shot out a number of ideas
to explain X-ray production in the
center of the galaxy. Then Herb
Friedman and his colleagues at the
Naval Research Laboratory found
that the source was still bright in the
constellation Scorpio when the cen-

1 16s

ter of the gaLaxy was below the hori-
zon.

I searched the Palomar sky survey
map at the Smithsonian Astrophysi-
cal Observatory for something
strange near Scorpio. A basic ques-
tion then was whether the source
was nebular-that is, diffuse-or a
starlike point source. We needed
some new technique to measure or
set an upper limit on the angular size
of the source. Lenses and mirrors
can't be used for X rays except in cer-
tain special cases.
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The tliotnl thl'ouuh fl [alnhoo $cl'Eelt

From moire patterns to black holes

by Minoru Oda

AVE YOU EVER NOTICED A
strange shimmering pattern
when you look through two lace
curtains blowing gently at an

open window, one behind the other?
Or two sets of bamboo blinds? Or
two handrails? What you're seeing is
a mofud patterut which arises when
two geometrically regular patterns
are superimposed, especially at an
acute angle.

This charming effect pops up
sometimes in unwanted places. For
instance, when printing in color, four
plates are used to layer varying
amounts of black, cyan (blue), ma-
genta, and ye11ow. On each plate the
picture has been broken down into
dots, which form geometric pattems.
If a printer isn't careful to adjust the
placement of the screen used to cre-
ate the dots, a moir6 pattern can ap-
pear in the picture when the four pat-
tems are printed one atop the other,
spoiling the finished product.

But this effect isn't always harm-
ful. In fact, it has proven quite useful
in the observational techniques of X-
ray astronomy.

X-ray astronomy began with
rocket and balloon observations after
the initial discovery of a celestial X-
ray source in 1962 by Bruno Rossi,
Riccardo Giacconi, and their col-
leagues. Since X rays are absorbed by
the atmosphere, our observation of
the "X-ray sky" has to be made out-
side of the Earth's atmosphere I or at
least from its upper layer.
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rocket's instru-
ment bay. We
changed the design
of the modulation
collimatorl from a
mouse cage to flat
layers of parallel
grids, which Rossi
jokingly called the
"fapanese bamboo
screen collimator."

The collimator
consists oi two or
more wire grids.
The shadow of the
front grid is cast on
the rear grid. If the
source is pointlike,
it casts a sharp
shadorv, and the
angular response of
the multigrid colli-
mator gives almost
equaily spaced par-
allel bands o{ trans-
misslon. The half-
rvidth of each band
is equal to df D ra-

drans, rrhere d is the diameter oi the
rrrre and D is the distance between
the trro gJrds at both ends. When we
look at a bnght background through
superlmposed grids,
\\:e see a moire pat-
tern rrith a iringe
width determrned by
d and D.Ir the angu-
1ar size oi the distant
X-ray source rs less
than dr'D radians,
the transmission oi
the X-ra.v flux is
modulated, as is ex-
pected irom the an-
gular response when
the source traverses
the field of view at
approxi.mately con-
stant speed. On the
other hand, if the
source is diffuse, its
shadow is diffuse,
and the modulation
is distorted or dimin-
ishes.

So the size or
structure of the
source can be deter-

mined to a precision of , say, df D.The
payloadwas flown aboard a sounding
rocket, and the X-ray flux passing
through the grid structure was found
to have been modulated because of
the rotation and wobble of the rocket,
as expected for a source whose angu-
lar diameter is less than l0 arc-min-
utes. This placed a new and interest-
ing upper limit on its size-that is,
the X-ray source was starlike.

The modulation collimator,
which was originally developed to
estimate the angular stze of the
source/ has become more widely used
for other purposes: precisely locating
a source/ searching for new sources
in a broad expanse of sky, and gener-
ating images of the sources.

Locating Sco )(-l flltd il$ oilhal

Gotlllter[ilI't
I asked Professor Stroemgren, an

eminent Danish astronomer who
was then a visiting professor at MIT,
the following question: How pre-
cisely must we locate an object to
attract the interest of optical astrono-
mers in undertaking a search for its
optical counterpart? His answer: 10
arc-minutes. Then Herb Gursky of
AS&E and I designed a rocket experi-
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ltllouse cags or bamhoo $creen?

I got the idea of looking at the
source through a rotating "mouse
cage": if the source was compact, the
flow of X rays reaching the detector
would be modulated by the rotation
of the cage; if it was nebular, the
transmitted flow would be steady.

It was suggested that we fly the
instrument on NASA's X-15 rocket
plane, which was set to go above 100
km. We negotiated with NASA to
use the X-15 and built the instru-
ment at MIT. Then NASA changed
its flight plan from "going higher" to
"going faster," so we had to abandon
the experiment. Ironically, shortly
thereafter George Clark of MIT dem-
onstrated in a 1964 balloon experi-
ment that the Crab Nebula is observ-
able at 35 km-much lower than the
100 km we thought we had to reachl

Riccardo Giacconi, who was then
preparing another rocket experiment
at AS&8, kindly offered a flat space
in front of the X-ray detector in the

1A collimator is used to produce a
parallel beam of radiation.-Ed.
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The rotating modulation collima-
tor on MIT's X-ray astronomy satel-
Iite SAS 3 and the scanning modula-
tion collimator on NASA's giant
X-ray astronomy observatory HEAO-
I generated long lists of precise loca-
tions that have led to numerous iden-
tifications of optical counterparts of
X-ray sources inside and outside our
galaxy.

Cl'eating ima$e$ olsolal. llal'es
The concept of generating an im-

age of anX-ray source with a modu-
lation collimator emerged from the
intention of producing hard X-rayz
images of solar flares in the solar
maximum period that occurs every
twelve years or so. The mathemati-
cal techniques developed were simi-
lar to those developed independently
for medical CAT scans.

Preliminary imaging of hard solar
flares was achieved with a balloon
flight in 1970 near the end of the so-
lar maximum. The rotating imaging
modulation collimator on the solar
physics satellite Hintori (named after
a legendary |apanese phoenix and
firebird), launched in 1981, produced
a number of images of hard X-ray
flares. Some looked like flying drag-
ons on the solar disk, and some ex-
hibited double firebails far above the
Sun's rim.

To car4r out studies during the lat-
est solar maximum period, which be-
gan a few years ago/ the sateliite So-
lar-A (renamed Yohkoh, which
means "sunshine" in |apanese) was
launched on August 19, 1991, with
the collaboration of physicists in the
US, United Kingdom, and |apan. A
new design was adopted for the im-
agrng collimator in this satellite. The
idea behind the Fourier transform
telescope, as might be gathered from
its name, rs to syrrthesize the images
generatedby a number of elementary
collimators with a variety of modu-
iation pitches and angular orienta-
tions.

2"Hard" X rays have short
wavelengths and are more capable o{
penetrating matter than "soft" X rays,
which have long wavelengths.
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ment to measure the position of
Sco X-1, which was the first X-ray
source discovered and the strongest/
with this precision. (The name Sco
X-l is decoded as "the first X-ray
source discovered in the constella-
tion Scorpio. " ) The MIT/AS&E group
constructed another modulation col-
limator. The rocket was launched
from White Sands, New Mexico, in
March 1956.Even during the flight,
from real-time telemetry, Gursky
could teli from the sharp modula-
tions of the X-ray counting rate that
the source is smaller than 10 arc-sec-
onds.

The data analysis led to a location
within two small possible areas with
a tote-l area of 4 square arc-minutes.
Tokyo Astronomical Observatory
and Palomar Observatory were pre-
pared to search for the sky region and
found an unusually blue star, which
was proven to be in one of the areas
identi{ied earlier. This was the {irst
optical identification of an X-ray
source. Alan Sandage used the opti-
cal telescope at Palomar (the world's
largest at the time)to make compre-
hensive photometric observations of
this remarkable star.

Cyg X-l a$ a hlack hoh candidale

One virtue of the modulation col-
Iimator is that it combines the seem-

1 r (;,1
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ingly conflicting requirements of a
position survey device: a wide field of
view and pinpoint accLfiacy. With it
one can suwey alarge area of the X-
ray sky for transient sources as if
hunting for a prairie dog that unex-
pectedly pop its head out of one of its
innumerable burrows.

From i970 to l97I an unofficial
contest was held to determine the
precise location of Cyg X-1 (the
brightest X-ray source in the constel-
lation Cygnus) among (1 ) balloon and
rocket observations with modulation
collimators by fapan's Institute of
Space and Astronautical Science
(ISAS) and MIT , (2) slatcollimator ob-
servations with the Uhuru satellite
(Amenca's first X-ray astronomy sat-
ellite), and {3) a rocket expenment by
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.
A11 the results were published or
quoted in the same issue of Astro-
physical lournal Letterc. And all the
results ied to a bright blue supergant
star.

Subsequent analysis of the Dop-
pler variation of the wavelengths of
this star's spectral lines 1ed Charles
Thomas BoltonrnlgT}to the conclu-
sion that it was the companion of a
massive black hole in a binary sys-
tem-the first identification of an X-
ray source as a binary system.
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I'11 leave you with one last
account of an interesting im-
aging experiment: the balloon
observation of the Crab
Nebula that was conducted at
Palestine, Texas, in 1974-78
in a collaboration between
ISAS and the University of
California at San Diego. The
balloons carried huge modula-
tion collimators with angular
resolutions of arc-seconds.
The project was an ongoing
tragicomedy. The first flight
f.alled, but the instrument was
recovered. The second flight failed
and the payload landed in an alliga-
tor-inJested swamp where the instru-
ment was ruined by water. The third
failed too, and this time the payload
landed in the treetops/ where it mys-
teriously caught fire by the next
morning.

Beneath the floor of the trailer
where the scientists stayed in Pales-
tine, awaiting the iifth and finally

'X^tn !
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next to the inlet for the
air conditioner. The hap-
Iess scientists had to flee
the place for a week.

One of the graduate
students who took part
in the Palestine experi-
ments wrote a disserta-
tion about it. I like to
call it the New Testa-
ment of the Crab
Nebula (Woltjer's well-
known classic paper of
1957 being the Old Tes-
tament). O

Minoru Oda is president of RIKEN (The
Institute of Physical and Chemical Re-
search) in [apan and professor emeritus
at the University of Tokyo and the Na-
tional Institute of Space and Aercnau-
tical Science (ISAS). He is a member of
the [apan Academy and an associate of
the Royal Astronomical Society. Dr.
Oda has won nlimerous international
awards and prizes, including the [apan
Academy Award (Emperor's Award) for
his work onthe moduiation collimator.
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successful flight, lived a skunk. It
chose to set up housekeeping right

-WHAT GOES UP..,"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32

If the acceleration decreases as we
increase the distance from the Earth,
then there is a possibility that the
resulting decreases in speed will
never slow the object down to zero.
That means that the object will never
retum to the Earth. The object es-
capes! The speed that an obiect needs
to escape from the Earth can be de-
rived most simply by using the con-
servation of energy.

The more challenging Contest
problems that follow are taken from
the 1985 Internationel Physics
Olympiad, which was held in
Portoroz, Yugoslavia. To simplify the
problems, assume that all theplanets
revolve in circles about the Sun. Ne-
glect airresistance and the rotation of
the Earth on its axis. In parts B-D,
neglect the energy used in escaping
from the Earth's gravitational field.
Assume that the orbital velocity of
the Earth is 30 km/s and that the ra-
tio of the distances of the Earth and
Mars from the Sun is2l3.

A. For our beginning physics stu-
dents, derive the equations and val-
ues for the velocity required for a sat-
ellite to escape from the Earth.

B. For those of you who wish to at-
tempt a bit more, derive the equa-
tions and values for the minimum
velocity required for a satellite
launched from the Earth to escape the
solar system.

C. For our more advanced readers,
suppose that the satellite has been
launched with a velocity less than
this escape velocity. Determine the
velocity of the satellite when it
crosses the orbit of Mars. Assume
that Mars is not near the point of
crossing.

D. Finally, let the satellite enter
the gravitational field of Mars. Find
the minimum velocity needed for the
satellite to be launched from the
Earth and escape from the solar sys-
tem using the gravitational field of
Mars. (This is often described as us-
ing Mars as a "slingshot.")

Send your answers to Quantum,
3 1 4O North Washington Boulevard, 2nd

Floor, fulington VA 22201. Ilyou'rc a

student, please indicate your grade.

We'll comment on submissions in
response to earlier Contest problems
in subsequent issues. O

. ADVENTU RES 1N P..SETS "
CONTINUED FROMPAGE 31

stricted to perfect squares. It seems
there is a gteater abundance of P,-sets
of five members when t is the square
of an integer.

I was also glad to hear several
times from Kiran Kedlaya, who is
probably the best mathematician
among high school students in the
US today. Kiran's findings will, I
hope, be the subject of a separate ar-
ticle in Quantum. He attacked the
problem from a more theoretical
viewpoint and has aLready found a

multitude of insightful results about
P,-sets in general.

As always, I am most appreciative
of my readers' reactions and look for-
ward to hearing from many more of
you. O
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LOOKING BACK

Catch as calch car

The history of the theory of gravitational capture

by Y. Osipov

OWWAS OURSOLARsystem
formed? It seems this question
has occupied the minds of scien-
tists ever since it became clear

how the Sun, Earth, and other plan-
ets were situated in the expanses of
space. The ancients believed the
Earth to be the central figure in that
space community. But the true pic-
ture turned out to be different: the
planets, among them the Earth, re-
volve around the Sun in orbits close
to circular and lying almost in the
same plane. So how did this ring
dance start?

In1796 the French mathematician
Pierre Simon Laplace put forth his
famous cosmogonic hypothesis to
answer this question. Laplace be-
lieved that the solar system was
formed out of a revolving gas nebula.
Forces of attraction actrng among the
gas particles caused the nebula to be
compressed and, according to the 1aw
of conservation of angular momen-
tum/ to revolve with ever greater ve-
locity. At a certain point the force
attracting the particles at the equator
of the revolving mass toward its cen-
ter became equal to the centrifugal
force of inertia, and the orbits of these
particles stopped becoming narrowe4
the other particles, though, contin-
ued to approach the center. The
nebula flattened to a plane perpen-
dicular to the axi.s of its revolution.
According to Laplace the nebula then
divided itself into a central clump,
out of which the Sun was formed af-
terwards, and outlying rings, which
later tumed into the planets.

Laplace's hlpothesis explains the

P. S. Laplace (1749-1827), the great
French mathematician and astrono-
mer who proposed the hypothesis of
gr av it ation al c ap tur e.

concentric character of the planetary
orbits very wei1. But not only planets
take part in the near-Sun ring dance.
Comets move along with them
around our luminary. Many of the
comets have orbits that are far trom
circular-they look rather like elon-
gated ellipses; what is partrcularly
interesting is that the ellipses don't
1ie in the plane of planetary orbits but
are oriented rather chaotically. How
can we explain such disharmony?

In l77O astronomers observed a
comet/ which was named after the
Finnish-born astronomer Anders
fean Lexell. But while awaiting its
next appearance they couldn't find it
in the predicted sector of the sky. It
turned out Jupiter was to blame:

Lexell's Comet was knocked out of
its orbit by the powerful pu1l of the
giant planet when it passed nearby.

And so, faced with the need to in-
sert the comets into the picture of
the solar system/s origin, Laplace
brought forth a bold proposition:
among the bodies forming the solar
system there were not only the Sun's
"natural children" but also "adopted
children"-comets, those visitors
from outer space. Comets that
passed near a large planet while zip-
ping through the solar system
changed their orbit sharply, as did
Lexell's Comet, and exchanged their
prior path, out into infinity, for el1ip-
tical near-Sun orbits.

True, Laplace didn't prove his
theory, apparently relying on its self-
evident plausibility. This combina-
tion of plausibility and the absence of
proof destined the hypothesis of
gravitational capture to a hard 1ot in
the history of science.

Some scientists, believing that the
hypothesis would be firmly substan-
tiated in the future, gave it a primary
role in their deliberations on the ori-
gin oi the solar system. Others rvere
skeptical and did their best to refute
it.

And the skeptics had good reason
for their disbelief. Even the simplest
examples of gravitational interaction
aroused doubts.

ltrto-body pt'oilem

The simplest system of celestiai
bodies moving because of mutual at-
traction obviously consists of only
two bodies. ln studying the possibil-
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ity that one of them might capture
the other through its force of attrac-
tion and make it revolve around it-
self, it's only natural to assume that
the "capturing" body is extremely
massive and the "captured" body is
extremely light.

Let's agree to ignore the case in
which the attracted body falls onto
the attracting one. In other words/
we'll assume the motion never ends

and we can follow it forward and
backward in time as far as we want.

To study this motion, let's use
Newton's well-known formula for
the force of gravitational interaction
between two bodies of mass mrand
mrthat are a distance r apart:

, - *frtfr2r -J ,,

T-

Since the mass of one body is as-

sumed to be much greater than that
of the other, it's natural to consider
the more massive body (let's call it
the Sun) fixed and to set the origin of
the coordinate system at its center.
Then r in the denominator of
Newton's formula is the lengh of the
vector drawn from the origin to the
moving body (iet's call it a comet).

Newton's formula gives the value
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o{ the force attracting the comet to
the Sun and consequently the accel-
eration of the comet. To describe its
actual trajectory it's necessary to
know its position and speed at a cer-
tain moment in time.

According to Newton the trajec-
tory of the comet, depending on the
specific data, can be of one of three
types: an ellipse, a hyperbola, or a
parabola (fig. 1). The easiest way to
determine the type of trajectory is by
the comet's speed at perihelion (the
point of the orbit nearest the Sun): the
orbit is parabolic for a certain speed,
elliptical when the speed is lower,
hyperbolic when it's higher. Roughly
speaking, elliptical orbits are the
"slowest" and hyperbolic the ,,fast-

est."
In an elliptical orbit (fig. 2a) the

comet moves periodically at a vari-
able speed, attaining the maximum
every time it passes its perihelion and
the minimum when it passes the
aphelion (the point of its orbit far-
thest from the Sun).

When traveling along a hyperbolic
orbit (fig. 2b) the comet comes from
inJinify along an asymptote, makes a
turn while approaching the Sun,
moves around the Sun, and goes off
along another asymptote to infinity.
At a very great distance from the Sun
the comet's speed may be considered
constanti when the comet ap-
proaches the Sun its speed increases/
reaching the maximum at the perihe-
liory after that it decreases again, and
the comet continues to infinity at the
former speed. So the Sun's role is re-
duced to turning the vector of the
comet's velocity.

The parabolic orbit (fig. 2c) has no
asymptote and, what's even more
important, the velocity of the comet
tends to zero as the comet heads off
to infinity.

Hyperbolic and parabolic orbits are
related: a comet traveling along either
of them approaches the Sun from in-
finiry and to infiniry it retums. Etiip-
tical orbits are qualitatively different:
the comet is always a finite distance
from the Sun.

The words just used to compare
orbits willhelp us define more clearly
the process of gravitational capture o{

Figure 1

The family of ellipses, which turns
into a parabola and hyperbolas.

one body by another (or by a system
of bodies): in the infinitely distant
past the captured body stayed infi-
nitely far from the capturing body,
and throughout all the time after cap-
trrre it stays near the Sun at a finite
distance. So the picture of the cap-
tured body's motion is essentially
asymmetrical in time with regard to
the moment of capture.

Nothing of the kind can be found
among the types of motion thor-
oughly described by Newton for the
case o{ two bodies, which we agreed
to call the Sun and a comet. in all
three cases the character of the
comet's motion in the infinitely re-
mote past and infinitely remote fu-
ture is the same.

In other words, gravitational cap-
ture is impossible in a two-body sys-
tem.

But what if there are more than
two bodies?

Tfires-lofrUollem
It would seem that the appearance

of a third party in the ensemble of
moving bodies won't seriously com-
plicate the problem of calculating
their motion. But actually it does: the
two-body problem becomes much
more complex when it's transformed

into a three-body problem. The mo-
tion of two bodies can be calculated
by anyone with a good grip on differ-
ential and integral calculus (though it
takes some effort). The three-body
problem is a famous problem, one
that had many generations of math-
ematicians and astronomers racking
their brains.

It's easy to write the motion equa-
tion for each of the bodies. But no-
body could solve these equations and
find the trajectories of the bodies in
the general case, given their positions
and velocities at a certain moment.
By now it has been rigorously proven
that it's impossible to find a general
solution to the probleml And it,s an
exceedingly di{ficult task to describe
solutions in geomerric terms.

Why not try another tack and ap-
proach the three-bod.v problem with-
out trying to find an exact solution
but just defining the trpes o{ motion
involved? It tums out this approach
does bears fruit.

To make thilgs clearer we ought
to restrict the problem somewhat, as
we fid when discussrng the two-body
problem. Let one of the three bodies
be considerably more massive than
the other two. Also 1et both light bod-
ies (comets) stay near the heavy one
(the Sun) for a certain period of time.
We'll consider moments of time in-
finitely distant kom this period either
in the future or in the past and try to
learn where each comet is at such
moments: is it inJinitely far from the
Sun or within a frrute distance from
it? We'llclassiiy the tlpes of motion
according to the answers to this
question.

Such a ciassification for the three-
body problem was proposed by the
French mathematicran and astrono-

p arabol a

e llipses
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oscillating

Figure 3
Classification of motion in the three-body problem.

mer )ean F. Chazy (1882-1955). A11

possible variants of the motion were
divided into four ty)es:

Hyperbolic (fig. 3a): both
comets are infinitely far from
the Sun in both the infinitely
distant past and future;

Hyperbolic-elliptical (fig. 3b):
one comet always stays at a
bounded distance from the Sun
and the other arrives from and
retums to in{inity;

Bounded (fig.3c): all three
bodies are at bounded fistances
from one another all the time;

Oscillating (fig. 3d|: in this
rather exotic type of motion, a
certain bounded region exists in
space where all three bodies
appear simultaneously from
time to time, but there is no
bounded region where they
would stay forever.

As outgrowths of this classifica-
tion, the notions of partial and total
captwe for the three-body case were
defined. Capture is partial when the
motion is hyperbolic in the past and
hyperbolic-elliptical in the future. In
other words, the two comets ap-
proach the Sun from infinity, one of
them helps the Sun capture the sec-
ond, and after playing its role it re-
tums to infinity. Total capture occurs
when the system consisting of the
Sun and a comet moving in an ellip-
tical orbit around it captures a second
comet that has come from inJinity-
in other words, when the motion in
the past is hyperbolic-elliptical and in

hyperbolio-
elliptical

the future is bounded
Other coml:inations of difierent

types o{ motion in the past and future
are logical1y possible. For example,
the so-called exchange: a comet ariv-
ing from infinity destroys a Sun-
comet system in which the comet
revolves in an elliptical orbit; the
original comet goes off to inlinity and
the newcomer creates a new ellipti-
cal system with the Sun.

Clruy: Captttr'o is impossihle

The definitions of partial and total
capture given in the preceding sec-
tion are characterized by a striking
feature: the behavior of the three-
body system is different in the past
and future.

This means that the problem of
gravitational capture can be posed
more broadly: cana gravitational in-
teraction change the tlpe of motion
in the system?

It was Chazy himself who made
the categorical statement in the early
thirties: such processes are impos-
sible. That is to say, he claimed that
gravitational capture, partial as well
as total, is impossible in the three-
body system.

And what about exchan ge? Chazy
knew that at the beginning of the
century examples of exchange were
constructed by means of approximate
numerical integration. But he found
these examples unconvincing be-
cause he believed it was impossible
to judge the behavior of the system in
an infinite time interval on the basis
of its behavior in a finite interval. In
addition, he pointed out errors in the

numerical integration that were di-f-

ficult to take into account. Chazy
even noted th at " exactmathematical
analysis here demonstrates its advan-
tage over approximate numerical
methods of investigation."

The idea that the motio-ir of bodies
canbe diJferent in the past andfuture,
and the idea of gravitational capture
in particular, came to be discredited.
That's why manypeople doubted the
cosmogonic hlpothesis advanced in
1944 by the Soviet scientist O. Y.
Schmidt. Its main idea was that the
solar system originated in a cloud of
gas and dust that was capturedby the
Sun with the help of a star traveling
nearby.

$c[miilt Pmtialcfl[lttm?
To persuade the skeptics, in the

mid-forties Schmidt constructed an
example of capture in the three-body
problem, again by numerical integra-
tion. The orbits of all threebodies are
illustrated in figure 4a in the frame of
reference associated with one of
them (Pj. The body P, comes from
in-finity at a moderate speed; the body
P, arrives at an extremely high speed;
they converge at a certain moment.
During the short time of their conver-
gence the relative motion of. P , and P,

o. Y. schmidt (1891-1956), the
outstanding S oviet mathem atician
and famous explorer of the North Pole
He suggested the ftust example of
partial capture in the three-body
problem.

hyperbolic
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could be treated as in the two-body
problem-that is, as hyperbolic. As
we already know, mutual attraction
turns the bodies somewhat with re-
spect to each other, which leads to a
subsequent change in their velocities
(as if two people running across each
other's path decided to shake hands).
As a result of the convergence body
P, loses speed and passes from a hy-
perbolic orbit with respect to Po to an
elliptical one; fir€aflwhile body P,
continues to move along a slightly
changed hyperbola at a somewhat
higher speed.

This example will probably be-
come clearer if you imagine the op-
posite situation-" disintegration" :

body P, revolves " for ages" around P6
at a certain moment body P, arrives
at great speed, drags P, out of its or-
bit, sends it off to infinity, and con-
tinues to travel on to infinity with a
slight ioss of energy (fig. ab). To de-
rive an example of capture from this
situation, we just have to imagine
time running backward.

Schmidt's example suffered from
the same defects as the examples of
exchange: the calculation covered
only a finite time interval; besides,
the errors in numerical integration
tumed out to be too $eat: the values
of the angular momentum were di{-
ferent at the ends of the integration
interval. Schmidt's example proved
unconvincing, and Chazy's point of
view seemed to carry the day.

$itnilou: Pal'lial rfltrtut'g is possihle!

A few years passed. Schmidt's ex-
ample was reviewed. The results bore
witness to the truth of Schmidt's ba-
sic idea: a celestial body flying toward
the Sun at high speed is able to
"knock" another body traveling

P)

OPo

"--_)
a pafiial capture

Figure 4 b

Examples of partial captLlre and disintegration.

nearby out of its hyperbolic orbit into
an elliptical one and then go off to
in{inity. Moreover, it became clear
that this idea could be used to con-
struct trajectories by purely theoreti-
cal means, without resorting to nu-
merical integration.

In 1952 K. A. Sitnikov constructed
an analytical example of partial cap-
ture, andin 1955V. M. Alexeyevpro-
vided an example of exchange. Such
examples proved not to be isolated
exceptions-the phenomenon didn't
change qualitatively when the pa-
rameters of the celestial bodies were
varied slightly.

So Chazy's assertion was refuted
in comparatively simple cases.

But combinations of the other
types of motion still caused doubts.
It wasn't known ii oscillating mo-
tions existed in general, or if total
capture was possible. The problem
was that even if such examples could
be detected, they would be excep-
tions.

lsosceles thl'gs-hody pnollem

The example of the two-body
problem should have been enough to
convince us how important at times
a characteristic particular example
can be in thinking about a general
problem. Whenwe analyzedthe two-
body problem we assumed that one
body was much heavier than the
other. This made it much easier to
classify their motions. The classifica-
tion remains valid for the general
case as well, but if we had begun
with this case at first, the explana-
tion would have taken much more
effort.

Success in analyzing oscillating
motions also came as a result of a
fortuitous example. The model was

proposed by A. N. Kolmogorov and
was later called the isosceles three-
body problem. The word "isosceles"
expresses the characteristic feature of
this example: at any point in time the
triangle formed by the three bodies
turns out to be isosceles. The two
bodies forming the base of the tri-
angle have the same mass (cluite con-
siderable)-let's call them "stars";
the third body is much lighter and is
naturally called a "speck of dust."

The stars in Kolmogorov's example
move in the plane along elliptical orbits
around their common center of mass,
and the speck of dust moves along a line
perpendicular to the plane through the
center of mass (fig. 5).

In 1960 Sitnikov showed that the
motion of the speck of dust could be
oscillational-that is, the speck can
oscillate with a variable amplitude
(which can at times achieve arbi-
trarlly iarge values).

These oscillations can also have a
constant amplitude if the stars move
along a circle as if they're chasing
each other. But if the stars'orbits are
elliptical, so that the stars continu-
a1ly converge and diverge even a

little, then the swinging effect ap-
pears in the speck's motion.

This example proved the exist-
ence of oscillating motions in the
three-body problem. One last bastion
remained: the problem of total cap-
ture.

Alexeyeu: Iolal cailure is possible!

The catapult for the assault on this
last bastion was the same isosceles
three-body problem. In 1958, while
investigating the problem, V. M.
Alexeyev proved that the initial posi-
tion and velocity of a speck of dust
could be chosen in such a wa,v thar
its subsequent motion would be er-

ther bounded or oscillating, and that
the speck could have acquired such a
position and speed er-en ii it had
come from inimrn.

Overall the morron looks hke this:
a speck oi dr:sr corung rrom in{inity
approaches the riane oi elliptical
motion oi trt-o rrassive bodies and
pierces ii, ciunng this time the mas-
sn-e bodre s con\-erge, and the forces
oi mutual attraction among the three
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bodies increase to such an extent that
they make the speck of dust slow
down, tum back, and then oscillate
with a bounded orunbounded ampli-
tude. The first variation corresponds
to total capture and the second to
capture into oscillation, as the re-
searchers expressed it.

As usual, the final steps are the
most difficult. It was as if all the ex-
amples of motion having a different
nature in the future andpast and con-
structed before 1968 had been fished
out of a vast ocean of uncertaint,v-
the whole set of possible t,vpes oi
motion in the three-bod1. problem.
But Alexe,ver-'s investigations shed
Light on the structure oi this set.

Alexeyev's result capped the
longstanding discussion of Chazy's
assertion: it proved to be completely
wrongl It turned out that the most
disputable combinations of various

V. M. Alexeyev (1932-1980), the
outstanding Soviet mathematician
whose study of the tfuee-body
problem resulted in an impeccable
example of total capture.

types in Chazy's classification,
which were useful in describing
three-body motion in the past and
future, were indeed possible and
were substantiated by rigorous analy-
sis.

[omel ltumns-lffieu coptttrsd [y

The refutation of Chazy's asser-
tions still left some points of gravita-
tional capture unclear. Some of the
these questions could certainly be
answered by an attentive reader
equipped only with this short article.

For example: can a comet be cap-
tured the way Laplace visuahzed it-
by passing near |upiter or some other
giant planet? There are reasons to
believe that the ans\\-er is ves.

The capture .night go something
like this: after passmg near Jupiter at
hlperbolic speed lrelatrve to the Sun),
the comet is slorred by the planet and
su.itches to an elliptical orbit around
the Sun; rrhen rt meets up rvith fupi-
ter the next time, the comet srvitches
back to another hlperbolic orbit; and
so on.

For some time it was thought that
Comet Kwems-Kwee, discovered i.n
1963, was captured in just this way.
Semiannual observations were used
to calculate its current and previous
orbits. As seen in figure 6, in 196l
Comet Kwems-Kwee passed near |u-
piter and changed from an orbit
whose aphelion was between the or-
bits of Neptune and Uranus to a
short-period orbit with a perihelion
rather close to the Earth's orbit
(which made its discovery possible).
According to the calculations men-
tioned above, |upiter pu1led Comet
Kwerns-Kwee out of its hyperbolic
orbit back in 1855 and knocked it
into a big elliptical orbit.

Unfortunately, subsequent calcu-
lations and observations failed to
confirm the capture. The way as-
tronomers see the past of Comet
Kwerns-Kwee changes drastically
with each recomputation and refine-
ment of its present orbit. It's truly an
"outlaw comet among calculated lu-
minaries"! So the problem Laplace
posed almost two hundred years ago

Figure 6
The catastrophic transformation of
Kwerns-Kwee comet in 1855 and the
evolution of its orbit (according to
calculations by E. I. Kazimfuchak-
Polonskaya).

still causes intense discussion.
Gravitational capture is possible-
this fact has been proven rigorously
and conclusively. At the same time,
it's sti11 unclear whether our solar
system ever captured even one of the
comets belonging to it. None of the
comets observed to date is known for
certain to have come from interstel-
lar space. By 1979r the orbits of 659
comets had been defined reliably, and
of these only 98 were hyperbolic. Yet
where is the guarantee that the orbits
were hyperbolic before they were ob-
served for the first time?

At present it's thought that there's
a giant cloud of comets at the edge of
the solar system-the Oort cloud-
exceeding the Earth's orbit in size by
a factor of 100,000-150,000. It's be-
lieved that the comets'orbits, which
appear parabolic or slightly hyper-
bolic, are actually greatly stretched
ellipses that take the comets about
400,000 years to trace. The question
is: was the Oort cloud formed at the
same time as the solar system, or
does it replenish itself from time to
time by capturing comets traveling
in interstellar space? Opinions differ
on that account. Let's hope that the
future holds the answer. O

tThis article first appeared in our
sister magazirLe Kvant rn 1982.-Ed.
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Jupiler?Figure 5
The isosceles three-body problem

Neptune

before 1855
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The pleasures of jumping out of a plane

by Vladimir Dubrovsky and lgor Sharygin

O YOU KNOW HOW TO PUT
together six matches to make
four equilateral triangles, each
of whose sides is a whole

match? If you've never heard about
this puzzle, you'llfind it really chal-
lenging. And not only that: maybe
you'll find it unsolvable, at least as
long as you're trying to do it on the
plane. (It actually is-prove it!) So the
clue is to leave the plane, to consider
the problem as a three-fimensional
one. With this hint you'll solve it
{airly quickly: all you have to do is
construct a triangular pyramid.

Figure 1a

Figure 1b

In this example we were forced to
"go off into space" to cope with our
task. But there are many plane geom-
etry problems in which adding the
third dimension facilitates the solu-
tion or opens a new beautiful and
unexpected approach (although they
can also be solved within the plane).
In some sense they can be compared
to such terrestrial problems as fore-
casting the weather, drawing maps/
or prospecting for minerals, which
are more efficiently solved from outer
space by means of satellites. That's
why we decided to place this article
in the "space issue" of Quantum.

Sometimes to solve a plane geom-
etry problem you have merely to
stare at its diagram until all of a sud-
den, by a stretch of the imaginatiorl
you grasp the three-dimensional na-
ture o{ the shape you see, and the
solution literally pops up at you in all
its clarity. We'll start with one of the
most impressive examples of this
sort.

Rhombic tiling. A regular hexagon
with a side length of 10 is tiled by
diamonds with a side length of 1, as
illustrated in figue la. One can re-
arrange triples of diamonds as
shown in figure 2. Prove that after a
number of such operations it is pos-

O++D

sible to obtain the tiling in figur e 1b,
and that this number is not less than
1,000.

Figure 3 demonstrates the idea of
the proof. (The hexagon in this figure
has only four diamonds to a side, but
the principle is the same.) An arbi-
trary rhombic tiling of the hexagon
can be viewed as a big cube partly
filled with smaller cubes congruent
to one anothe4 to help you see it bet-
ter, the tiles in figure 3 are shaded in
three different ways according to
their three possible orientations.
Then the initiai tiling corresponds to
just an empty 10 x 10 x 10 cubic box
(with three adjacent faces removed|;
the final one coresponds to this box
completelyfilledwith 1x 1x l cubic
blocks. The rearranging operations
consist of (l) placing a new unit
block in a niche formed by blocks
already installed or (2) removing a
block with no blocks resting on it
from the box. Evidently the box can
be completely filled by adding blocks

f<a
fc
C)

-Cr)
-q)

o
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one by one/ and it won,t take less
than 103: 1,000 such operations, so
we're done. The reader can even try
to prove that arry two tilings can be
transformed into one another in no
more than 1,000 operations.

This tiling problem is relatively
untraditional. Now comes a reaLly
classic example of "going off into
space."

DEsaRcuE's TnroRrn (fig. al. Let
ABC and ArBrC,betwo tilangles in
the plane such that lines AB and
APt, BC and BrC, CA and CrArin-
tersect in points P, Q, and R, ruspec-
tively. If lines AA1, BBt, and CC,
meet in one and the same point O,
then points P, Q, and R lie on one
and the same straight line.

The proof of this theorem in the
plane is far from easy. But it becomes
almost trivial if you regard the given
figure as the image of the correspond-
ing three-dimensional configura-
tion-three non-coplanar lines OA,
OB, OC crossed by two different
planes ABC andAtBlCt. The points
P, Q, andR in this configuration be-
long to both planes ABC arrd A rB rC,.
But the intersection of two difier'eni
planes is a straight line, so these
points as well as their images on the
plane lie on one line.

To make the main idea of the
above solution more distinct/ we
took for granted the existence of the
spatial configuration corresponding
to the given plane one. In other
words, we actually had to prove that
there is a set of lines and points not

lying in one plane whose image (that
is, parallel projection) is an arbitrary
figure satisfying the conditions of
Desargue's theorem (like figue 4).In
this case such a proof isn,t a problem,
but sometimes, as we,ll see below,
the spatial interpretation of a plane
figure needs a separate justification.

An articulate quadrilaterul. A
quadrilateral ABCD is circum-
suibed about a circle, its sides AB,
BC, CD, and DA touching the circle
inpoints K, L, M, N, respectively (fig.
5). Prcve that if lines KL and MN
intercect, then their common point
lies on line AC.

Let's bend the quadrilateral at its
vertices and stretch its sides to turn
it into a " spatial,, quadrilateral
AtB tC lD t, whose orthogonal projec-
tion onto the plane ABC is ABCD
and whose sides pass through the
same contact points K, L, M, N (fis.
51.

If you're ready to beiieve this aux-
iliary quadrilateral into existence, we
can immediately complete the proof.
Let P be the common point of 1ines
KL andMN. Then it belongs to both
planes AtCtBl and. ArCrDr-that is,
to their intersection line a,C,. It fol-
Iows that P belongs to AC-the pro-
jection of ArC, onto plane ABC. fi,Ll
leave it to you to prove that when KI
and MN are parallel to each other,
line AC is parallel to them as well.)

Doesn't it seem to you that there,s
something wrong witir this solution?
What is the inscribed circle given for?
We'il find the answer as soon as we
try to acuxately construct quadrilat-
eral ArB,C,D,. We can draw perpen-
diculars to the plane of quadrilateral
ABCD through its vertices and suc-
cessively choose
points A' Bt, Ct, Dt
on the respective per-
pendiculars so that
point B, would 1ie on
line ArK, C, on line
BrL, and D, on line
C,M. So the construc-
tion o{ three sides of
our quadrilateral,
AtBr, BrCr, andCrD,,
doesn't raise inv
questions. But the
fourth side, DrA,

A,

rrgure c D

must pass through point N-and this
ought to be proved! It suffices to
provethat ZANAT= ZDNDT.AI just
this point the circle will play its part.
Since two tangents, AN and AK,
drawn to the circle from point A are
congruent/ so are the triangles ANA,

ZAK\. Now, ZAKA, = IBKB, (as
vertical angles). Using a similar argu-
ment/ we can continue this chain of
equalities:

z.BKq= zBLq= ZCLCT

= ZCMC.= ZDMD.= ZDND1,

SO

ZANA1= ZDND1,

completing the proof.
By adding the third dimension

here, we replaced the intersection of
three lines with the intersection of
three planes (ABC, ArBrC, and
APStl.In the next example we,ll
consider three intersecting spheres to
prove the well-known

Arrrruon TrrsoRnrvr. The three alti-
tudes of a triangle intersect at one
point.

Actually, we'llgive the proof only
for an acute-angled triangl e ABC (fig.
7) because in this particular case our

Figure 5
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off-into-space method proves useful.
The altitude AA, is the common
chord of the circles with diameters
AB and AC. The spheres with the
same diameters intersect along a
circle ro with diameter AAr lying in
the plane perpendicular to the plane
of the triangle (fig. B). Therefore, al-
titude A,4, is the orthogonal projec-
tion of the circle o onto the plane
ABC. Similarly, the two other alti-
tudes are the projections of the circles
along which the two spheres inter-
sect with the third sphere, con-
structed on diameter BC. Now it suf-
fices to show that the three spheres
have a common point, because the
prolection H of this potnt onto plane
ABC belongs to the projections of all
three pairwise intersections of the
spheres-that is, to all three alti-
tudes. Since angleA is acute, pointA
lies outside the sphere with diameter
BC; since angles B and C are actrte,
point A, lies on the segment BC, irr-
side the sphere. Therefore, circle rrt

intersects this sphere. The points of
intersection belong to all three
spheres.

Figure 8

So far the solid geometry we've
used in our "trips into space" for
three-dimensional solutions of plane
problems has been very visual and
intuitively clear. We've managed to
get by without any formulas and even
without any rigorous formulations of
theorems. Such solutions look ex-
tremely beautiful and seem decep-
tively easy to find. The next example,

perhaps, lacks this easy touch-we'll
have to apply a formula studied only
in relatively advanced courses of
solid geometry; what's remarkable is
how this formula is applied in a what
seems to be an "absolutely plane"
situation.

Strips on a circle. Prove that a
cfucle cannotbe coveredby a set of
strips whose total width is less than
the diameter of the circle (fig. 9).

Figure 9

Consider a sphere with the same
center and radius as those of the
given circle. The part of the circle
covered by an arbitrary strip is then
the projection of the part of the
sphere contained between two paral-
lei planes (perpendicular to the
circle's piane-fig. 10). The area of
such a part of a sphere, called a

"spherical zone," according to the
formula mentioned above is equal to
xDh, where D is the sphere's diam-
eter and tr the "thickness" of the
zone (or the width of the initial strip).
The total arca o{ all spherical zones
corresponding to the given strips is
nDH, where H is the total width of
the strips. Since H < D, the area of the

zones is less than the area of the
sphere nD2.Therefore, the zones do
not cover the whole sphere, and the
projection of the uncovered part of
the sphere onto the circle is not cov-
ered by the strips.

Our last example demonstrates
the use of three-dimensional coordi-
nates in a two-dimensional problem.

Lemoine's point. Let x, y, z be the
distances from a point P in a aiangle
ABC to its sides a, b, c. Provethatthe
sum of their squares x2 + y' +z'
achieves its minimal value at the
point for which they are propofiional
to the respective side lengths (fi9. 11):

x:Y:z:A:b:C.

Any point P of the given triangle can
be associated with a point in space
with coordinates (x, y, zl, where x, y,
and z are the distances in question.

CaB
Figure 11

Point (x, y, zllies in the first octant
of the coordinate system (it has non-
negative coordinates) and satisfies
the equation

ax + by + cz : 2 . Area(ABCl,

because triangle ABC can be cut into
triangles BCP, CAP, andABP,whose
areas are equal to axf 2, byf 2, ar,d
czf2, respectively (fig. 12). Now we'll
make use of two facts, proven in any

A

CAT
Area ( ABC ) = Area ( BCP ) + Area ( CAP )

+ Area (ABP )
Figure 12

Figure 7

Figure 10
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(x,y,z)

ax+by+

#;74
Figure 13

text on three-dimensional coordi-
nates:

(11 The graph of the equation ax +
by + cz = constis aplaneperpenficu-
lar to vector (a, b, c) (unless it's the
zero vector|.

(2) The distance from the point (x,
y, zl to the origin equals

x2+5?+22
It follows from (1) that the set of

points in space corresponding to all
the points of triangle ABC is also a
triangle (fig. 13)-the section of the
first octant by the plane given by the
above equation. (By the way, the seg-

ments of the coordinate axes inter-
cepted by this plane are equal in
length to the heights of triangle
ABC-prove it!) The point in triangle
ABCwiththe smallest sumf + y' +

* (called Lemoine's point) according
to (2) corresponds to the point l*, y, ,l
of our plane closest to the origin-
that is, to the base of the perpendicu-
lar dropped on the plane from the ori-
gin. But, as we've said, vector la, b, cl
is perpendicular to the plane too.
Therefore, vectors la, b, c) and lx, y,
zl areparallel, and so (by a basic fact
of vector geometry) their coordinates
are proportional-which completes
the proof. We leave it to you to derive
from this problem that Lemoine's
point is the point of intersection of
the so-called symedians of the tri-
angle-that is, lines symmetric to its
medians with respect to the corre-
sponding angle bisectors.

It goes without saying that there
are plenty of other "pop-up prob-
lems." Some of them are given as

exercises below; one more can be
found among the math challenges on
page23.

Exercises
l. Given tfuee rays with a common origin

that divide the plane into three angles, and
given three points, one in each angle, con-
struct a triangle whose vertices lie on the rays
and whose sides pass through the given points.

2. Points /(, L, M, N are given on the sides
cz = const AB, BC, CD, DA, respectively, of a quadrilat-

eral ABCD. Prove that if three lines Kl, MN,
ar,d AC have a common point or are parallel,
then the same is true forthe linesLM,NK, arld
BD.

3. Prove
BxreNcuoN's THr.onE^a. The diagonals ioin

ing the opposite vertices of a hexagon circum
scribed about a circle meet at one point.

4. Three circles have a nonempty intersec-
tion. Prove that their three common chords
have a common point.

5. Through a iixed point A inside a given
circle an arbitrary chord is drawn. Tangents to
the circle at the endpoints of the chord meet
at point M. Find the locus o{ point M.

6. Four pedestrians A, B, C, and D walk at
constant speeds along four straight roads, none
of which is parallel to the other. Pedestrians
A, B, arrd C meet each other; D meets A and
B. Prove that D also meets C. O

SOLUTIONS AND HINTS
ON PAGE 82

Dan Schrceder
Astronomer and Physicist
Hubble Space Telescope Research

Team Member
Beloit College Gmduate and Professor

/\ nlv one scientist who's not
\J "ifflirt"d 

with a major
research university was on
NASAs team that built the
$I-billion Hubble space tele-
scope. He's Dan Schroeder,
who went liom Kiel, Wiscon-
sin [population 3,087] to
Beloit College (population
1,100) and the top ofhis
profession. A world-class
researcher, he's also a great
teacher, three times voted
Beloit College's "Teacher
of the Yearl'He's just one
reason that this historic
Wisconsin school ranks
among Americas top 50
undergraduate colleges in
producing graduate scientists
and is a place young men
and women learn to reach
for the stars.

Beloit
College
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The inner workings of the auroras

by A. K. Kikoyin

lllalure'$ Iireulorlts

HE AURORA IS A multicol-
ored, seemingly unreai "Iig)'i"
that can be seen in the far north
and far south-that is, in the

polar regions.
The aurora borealis (as it's usually

called) has been known for a long
time. It was mentioned by ancient
authors and described several times
by medieval chroniclers. The aurora
borealis was observed in England in
I 71 5 and reported by Edmond Halley.
The Russian scientist Mikhail
Lomonosov, who spent his child-
hood and youth in the north of Rus-
sia and who often observed the aurora
borealis, was among the first who
supposed that the aurora is electrical
in nature.

Green predominates with admix-
tures of yellow. Red also plays a sig-
nificant role; blue andviolet are seen
less often.

Whel'e calt lhe attrora$ [e seen?

The auroras (aurora borealis in par-
ticular) can be seen not only near the
poles. They can be seen along the

coast of the Black Sea and even in
Rome. But as one approaches the
poles, their frequency increases
sharply.

Observations over many years
have allowed scientists to draw
isochasms (lines connecting points
with the same frequency of auroras)
on a map. They show that at the

IThal doe$ fie o[set'uen see?

The auroras (both borealis and aus-
tralis) are distinguished by great va-
riety. They can look like homoge-
neous yellowish green stripes or arcs
with a sharp lower edge and a dif-
fused upper edge. The height of the
lower edge is usually about 100 km;
the upper edge is about 1,000 km
high. They can look like arcs or
stripes consisting of peculiar rays
perpendicular to the surface of the
Earth. Pulsating stripes and arcs can
also be seen. The most impressive is
the glowing a:uorat which looks like #
luminous waves moving upwards. It
resembles a dying fire, fanned by
gusts of wind.
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graphic poles, deviating by approxi-
mately 1 1". The Earth's magnetic field
stretches to a distance of about 3 Earth
radii (from its center). The value of the
field's magnetic induction is only about
5 . 10-s teslas :0.5 gauss.

The second important " actor" it't-
volved in this process is the Sun. In
addition to visible and invisible light,
the Sun (its photosphere) constantly
radiates plasma, which consists of
fast protons and electrons. This flow
of particies-the solar wind-
"blows" on the Earth.

These two facts are enough to ex-
plain the phenomenon of auroras.

Solan wind and Earth$ lnfl[ltstic lield
The Earth's magnetic field is het-

erogenous: the value of magnetic in-
duction near the poles is nearly twice
that near the equator. The heteroge-
neity of the magnetic field makes it,
as we now know very well, a sort of
trap for charged particles. If a particle
falls into this field, it moves along
lines of magnetic flux (spiraling
around them) until it comes to the
place where the lines of magnetic
flux thicken-that is, to the region of
the magnetic pole. Here the particle
is reflected and goes to the other pole,
only to be reflected from it, too. The
particles end up being locked in a

magnetic "botie," so to speak, with
two "corks" (the places where the
lines of magnetic flux become denser
near the poles). So the Earth is sur-
rounded by a radiation belt, envelop-
ing it all around except for the polar
regions (fig. 21. The radiation belt is
conventionally divided into two
parts: an inner belt (A) and outer belt
(B). The lower edge of the inner belt
is about 500 km up, and it's several
thousand kilometers thick. The
outer belt sits at a height of 10,000-
15,000 km.

coast of the Black Sea, an aurora is
seen once (one night) in 10 vears; in
the north of England or at the Kola
Peninsula, 100 nights a )-ear; and on
the coast oi the Arctic Ocean, practi-
cally every night. Here the frequency
of auroras is expressed by the number
of nights per year. But this doesn't
mean that auroras can be seen only
at night. They appear in the daytime
as well, but it's much more difficult
to see the relatively weak light of an
aurora against a background of bright
sky.

north
magnetic

pole

geographic
North
Pole

This view o'f the awora australis (southern lights) was taken from the spttce
shuttle Discovery (mission STS-39, April-May 1991). It shox's rt gloxlng band
above the limb of the Earth that NASA photo experts hat'e placed at L1n ahitude
of 80-120 km. They attribute this green glow to the excitatioll oi atamic oxl3en
(at a wavelength of 5,577 Angstroms), ahhough other atorTls can Lllso contribute
to the effect,

Jlow and ultry do attrora$ appear'?

Tt rrasn r in r-ain that Lomonosor,
ascnbed an electncal nature to auro-
ras. But norr it has been proven that
magnetic phenomena also p1a1- an
important roie in the comphcated
processes causing auroras. And with
good reason.

The Earth is a giant natural mag-
net/ so it's surrounded by a magnetic
field. This field looks like the one
created by a magnetized rod or sole-
noid with a DC source. Figure I
shows the Earth's lines of magnetic
flux. The solenoid and current source
shown in the figure don't actually
exist, of course. But the electrical
currents, which are the "culprits"
behind the Earth's magnetic field, do
indeed exist (in the liquid part of the
Earth's center). Figure I shows that
the arctic and antarctic magnetic
poles do not coincide with the geo-

geographic
South
Pole

Figure 1

south
magnetic
pole
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air (nitrogen and oxygen) and excite
them-that is, knock them into
states with higher energies. Then the
molecules (atoms) drop back to their
initial states, losing the extra energy
by radiating corresponding packets
(quanta) of light. And this is where
the light in the "northem (and south-
em) lights" comes from.

Analysis of the spectrum of this
light has shown that green light (and
to some extent red) arises when oxy-
gen atoms are excited. Red, dark red,
light blue, and violet radiation is con-
nected with the excitation of nitro-
gen molecules. It may seem strange
that we're talking about atoms/ not
molecules, of oxygen. But in the upper
layers of the atrnospherg the Sun's ul-
traviolet rays split oxygen molecules
into their component atoms.

The auroras have been intensively
studied in laboratories on Earth and
by means of satellites in space. These
investigations have given us impor-
tan:t data on the Earth's magnetic
field and on the different physical
processes occurring in near-Earth
space. O

Another photograph fuom srS-39. one of the obiectives of this space shuttre
mission was to measute the spectal and spatial characteristics of auroral
emissions. The red coTors are due to oxygen emission Tines at 6Bb0 and 6,864
Angstroms. Auroras caused by the excitation of atomic oxygen are usually most
intense at latitudes arcund 65o north and south dwing the ipring and fai.

It's interesting that the radiation occurring there loosen the magnetic
belt is intimately connected with "corks,,, in effect, so that a number
auroras. It tums out that certain fea- o{ particles spill out of the "bottLe.,,
tures of plasma (whichpermeates the Then fast-moving charged particles
radiation belt) and certain processes collide with atoms or molecules of
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HAPPENINGS

launch inlo lnlel'nalional $pace Yeat'!

Your guide to what's happening in ISY 1992

ERE'S THE LATEST INFORMATION on events,
resources/ and ongoing activities related to Interna-
tional Space Year. New ISY activities and updated
information on existing ones are being generated al-

most daiiy. Check with the organization conducting a
particular project, or contact the US Intemational Space
Year Association (US-ISY) for the latest in{ormation:

US lntemational Space Year Association
600 Maryland Avenue SW, Suite 600
Washington,DC 20024

Phone: ,202\ 863-1734
Fax: {202) 863-5240

Quantum readers are encouraged to create ther orun ISY
activities or join any of those Listed be1ow. Please contact
US-ISY, which is the US inlormation clearinghouse for
International Space Year,lfyou wish to provide updates
on your ISY program or have a new one publicized.

Calendar ol oueltl$
See also the list of ongoing year-long programs begrn-

ning on page 58.

Januany I 0$2

fanuary 1. Toumament of Roses Parade, including ISY
floats by the Masons and other groups-Pasadena, Cali-
fomia

lanrary 10. Scholastic News student magazine issue
on space

|anuary 14-March 28. "Blueprint for Space" traveling
exhibit appears at IBM Gallery of Science and Art, New
York, New York-The Space & Rocket Center

fanuary 25. "Star Trek: Federation Science" traveling
space science exhibit opens at Oregon Museum of Sci-
ence and Industry-Portland, Oregon

)anuary. Launch of NASA's Extreme Ultraviolet Ex-
plorer (ELIVE) spacecraft

|anuary. ISY program on Finnish national television-
Finnish Broadcasting Company and Finnish Technology
Development Centre

fanuary. Young Astronaut ISY spring curriculum
materials distributed and Young Astronaut Reading Club
rntroduced

|anuary-February. Final Frontier magazine's ISY Di-
rectory

|anuary-February. Intemational Student Olympiad on
Space Engineering-Moscow Technical State Univer-
sity-Moscow, USSR ltent ativ e)

ftfirury1002
February 9. Symposium on ISY at the annual meeting

of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS )-Chicago, Illinois

February 1L13. ISY Conference on Earth and Space

Science Information Systems-including presentations
and demonstrations by selected SAFISY Earth and space

science projects-Pasadena, CaliJomia
February 10*21. World Congress on National Parks

and Protected Areas-C aracas I Venezuela
February. EUVE ultraviolet sky survey begins, includ-

ing SAFlSY-coordinated amateur observations
February. Launch of NASA's space shuttle Discovery

(STS-42 mission) carrying International Microgravity
Laboratory

February. Launch of the fapanese Earth Resources Sat-

eliite pRS- 1, |apan's first remote
sensing satellite

February. ISY issue of Ciencia
HoielCiencia Hoy science
magazine-Br azlll:an S o ciety f or
the Advancement of Science

February. International
winners announced in the
"Together to Mars" inter-
national student essay contest-
The Planetary Society

February. Tennessee Teacher
magazine space issue in celebra-
tion of Tennessee Space Week ISY
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Science Student Involve-
ment Program (SSIP)

March 1&-20. Satellites
and Education Con{erence:
lrtemational Space Year-
West Chester University-
West Chester, Pennsylva-
nia

March 20. Delaware
ValleyISYColloquium-
Space Exploration: The
21st Century-American
Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics
(AIAAI-Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

March 23-26. Space
Commerce Biannual
Meeting-Montreux,
Switzerland

March 26-29. SOAR
' 92 lSpecial Opportuni-
ties for Aerospace Re-
sources) Forum on ISY,
during NSTA National
Convention-NSTA and
Student Space Science
Foundation-Boston,
Massachusetts

March 27. The Plan-
etary Society Day at
NSTA National Confer-
ence-Boston, Massa-
chusetts

March 30-April 4.
European ISY Confer-
ence: Space in the Service
of the Changing Earth-
including presentations/
exhibitions by selected
SAFISY earth science,
space science, and re-
mote sensing training
projects-Munich, Ger-
many

March. SAFISY Polar
Ice Extent Project demon-
stration

March. Directory of
Earth Observation Resources for Educators and
Educator's Guidefor Building and Operating anEnviron-
mental Satellite Receiving Station published by NOAA

$pl'ing 1$02
Spring. SAFISY Atlas of the Solar System published

(tentativel
Spring. Launch olBrazi|'s first satellite, the Earth ob-

sewation spacecraft SCD- I

]ttlal'c[ l$$2
March 4. NASA ISY Interactive Satellite

Videoconference-first in a series for students and edu-
cators

March 9-13. UN/|apan Regional Workshop on Space
Technology for Resource Development and Enviionmen-
tal Management-Quito, Ecuador

March 15. Contest entries due for NASA/NSTA Space

54 JIiIUIRY/IIBRUIRY 1 gg2

Panlicilatinu or[anitalion$
Spacc agency participation in ISY is coordinatc-d by thc Space Agency Forum for Intcrna-
tional Spacc Ycar (SAFISY), which l-ras 29 mcmbers and l0 international affiliatcs, including
the Unitecl Nations ancl the Intcrr-rational Council of Scientific Unions {ICSU). In addition,
unilcr SAFISY's inspiration rnany activities declicatecl to ISY's icleals and obiectives have
bcen generatecl in thc public scctclr.

SARSY tnelnlel,s
Argentina: National Commission on Space Research (CNIE)
Austrzrlia: Cornrnonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
Austria: Austrian Space Agency (ASA)
Bclgir-rn-r: Rcchcrche ct Technologie Spatiale {RTS)
Brazil: Institr-rto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE)
Crrnrtlrr: C:rnltliarr Space Agency (CSA)
China: Chinese Academy of Scienccs (CAS)
Dcnrlark: Danish Research Adrninistration (DRA)
EUMETSAT: European Organization {or thc Exploitation o{ Meteorological Satellites
ESA: European Space Agency
Finland: Finnish Spacc Cornmittee (FSC)

France: Centre National cl'Etr,rdes Spatiales (CNES)
Germirny: Ilunclcsministerium fur Forschung und Technologic (BMFT)
Inclia: Inclian Spacc Rcscarcb Organization {ISRO)
Israel: Isracl Spacc Agcncy (ISA)
Italy: Agenzia Spaziale Italiana {ASI)
fapan: Institute of Space and Astronautical Scicnce {ISAS)

National Space Devek)plnent Agency (NASDA)
Scicncc and Technology Agency {STA)

Ncthcrlancls: Nctherlzrncls Agency for Aerclspace Progrzrms (NIVR)
Norway: Norwegian Space Ccntcr {NSC)
Pakistan: Pakistan Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (SUPARCO)
Spain: Center for the Develclpment of Inclustrial Technology (CDTI)
Sweden: Sweclish Board for Spacc Activities (SBSA)

Thailancl: Ministry of Science, Technology, ancl Energy (MSTE)
USSR: INTERCOSMOS Cor,rncil
United Kingdom: Ilritish National Space Centrc (BNSC)
Unitecl States: National Acronautics and Space AcLninistration (NASA)

National Occanic :rncl Atmclsphcric Aclministration {NOAA)

SAHSY afliliates
Cornmittee on Spacc Rcscarch (COSPAR)
Europc:rn Cornmnnity-|oint Research Center, Ispra, Italy
International Astron:rutical Federation (IAF)
Intcrnational Cor,rncil of Scientific Unions {ICSU)
lntcrnational Maritirne Satellitc Organization (INMARSAT)
INTERCOSMOS
Unitccl Nations Eclucational, Scienti{ic, ancl Cultural Orgirnization (UNESCO)
Unitecl Nations-Food and Agriculture Organization (UN/FAO)
Unitecl Nations*Outer Spacc Affairs Division (UN/OSAD)
Ur-ritcd Nations-Worlcl Meteorological Organization {UNiWMO)



flprill$92
April 6-10. European Geophysical Society Annual

Meeting-Efi nburgh, Scotland
April 19. Mission to Planet Earth Day global telecast
April 20-October 12. AmeriFlora exposition, including

space pavilion-Columbus, Ohio
April 20-October 12. EXPO' 92 W orld Exhibition, in-

cluding ISY exhibits-Seville, Spain
April25. Mission to Planet Earth Day worldwide ac-

tivities
Apfil27-May 1. UN/US ISY Conference-satellite

Remote Sensing for Resource Management, Environmen-
tal Assessment, and Global Change Studies: Needs and
Applications for the Developing World-Boulder, Colo-
rado

April. lrtemational Seminar for Developing Countries
on Space Communication-Moscow, USSR

April. Space Class (two sessions)-Space School,
Brunel University-United Kingdom

April-May. International Student Congress-Youth
for Lrternational Space Year, Moscow State Technical
University-Moscow USSR

Illay 1002
}[:ay L6. UN/US ISY Workshop: Strategies for Devel-

oping a Global EnvironmentalData Exchange Network
through the United Nations Environmental Program
(UNEP) Global Resource Information Database (GRID)-
Boulder, Colorado

May 11. Dedication of space shuttle simulator-
Wausau School Disftict, Wisconsin

xlay 17-22. International Symposium on Remote
Sensing in Geoecology-University of Boulder-Boulder,
Colorado

May 24-27. Space Research Conlerence of European
students-Association des Etats G6n6raux des Etufiants
de l'Europe (AEGEE)-DeIft, the Netherlands

Iulay 26-29. International Geoscience and Remote
Sensing Symposium (IGARSSI Intemational Space Year:
Space Remote Sensing-IEEE-Clear Lake, Texas

Illay 27-29 . SAIISY World Forest Watch Conference-
including results o{ SAFISY World Forest Watch project
Slo Paulo, Brazil

May 30-fune 4. Space '92:Intemational Conference on
Engineering Construction, and Operations in Space-
American Society of Civil Engineers-Denver/ Colorado

May. SAIISY MultiWavelink project's target comple-
tion date for intemational expansion of its astrophysics
database

May. Launch of NASA's space shuttle Atlantis (STS-
45 mission)

May. Launch of NASA's space shuttle Endeavour on
its maiden voyage (STS-49 mission)

May. Intergalactic Sculpture of laser beams launched
into space-Bar-Giora Observatory-Midreshet Sde-
Boker, Israel

May. International Meeting of Young Cosmonauts,
Scientists, and Space Specialists-Moscoq USSR

May. Futures in Aerospace and Technologies Day-
Mapie Elementary School, Michigan (tentativel

May. Intemational Conference on Space Biology and
Medicine-Moscow, USSR (tentative)

Late May. "Marsville-The Cosmic Village" Regional
ConJerences-Challenger Center-lOO sites worldwide

May-|une. SAIISY Workshop on Current and Future
Space Capabilities and Requirements for Disaster Preven-
tion, Preparedness, and Relief

May-fune. Space Oceanography Cruise-Marine
Hydrophysical Institute of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences ltentativel

June 1 002

|une 1-12. United Nations Conference on Environ-
ment and Development-Rio de |aneiro, Brazil-includ-
ing presentation of SAFISY World Forest Watch project
results

lane20-2l. Flight Test 1992launch of rockets with
student payloads-Rocket Research Institute-
Alamogordo, New Mexico

fune 29-August 29. International Space University
summer session-Kitakyusy,r, |apan

fune. SAFISY global change video available for distri-
bution

|une. UN ISY Telecast-New York, New York and
worldwide

fune. Launch of NASA's space shuttle Columbia (STS-

50 mission)
[une. Launch of NASA's Solar, Anomalous, and Mag-

netospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) spacecraft,
which will study solar energy particles, cosmic rays, and
Earth's magnetic field

|une. SolarTerrestrial Science Symposium-Ireland
|une. lrtemational Young Astronauts Conference-

USA
fune-July. NASA International Space Li{e Sciences

Training Program-Kennedy Space Center, Florida
|une 2l-September. UN ISY Exhibition "The Home

Planet"-United Nations Headquarters-New York,
New York

$ummel' l0$2
Mid-1992. Conference on Re-

mote Sensing and the
Economy-USSR

Summer. Lrtemational Young
Astronauts Conf erence-Tokyo,
lapar,

Summer. Intemational Young
Astronauts Con{erence-Korea

Summer. International Sum-
mer Aerospace Campus Program
for Soviet students-VAKO
Soyuz, USSR ltentativ el ISY
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Jttly 1gg2

|uly 10. ESA's Giotto spacecraft encounters Comet
Grigg-Skjellerup, with associated SAFISY Giotto Ex-
tended Mission Flyby Project activities

fuly 13-16. "Space Enough toLearrt" conference of
educators-University of Canberra-{anberra, Australia

Mid-|uly. "Marsville-The Cosmic Village" Intema-
tional Conference-Challenger Center-Kennedy Space
Center, Florida

lily 16-20. International Aerospace Convention-
Aviation Space Education Association and Aerospace
Ambassadors-Huntsville, Alabama

ltuJy 1G24. Spaceweek 1992

luly 2825. SAIISY World Astronomy Days
luJry 2b27.International Conference on Space Educa-

tion and Public Awareness-Mourmelon, France

laly 24-27. Worldwide Student Payload Launching
Campaign of student-built rockets and experiments-
Mourmelon, France

|uly. SAFISY Global Sea Surface Temperature Project
report

|uly. SAFISY Polar Stratospheric Ozone Working
Group meeting

fuly. Launch of ioint US-French TOPEX/Poseidon
satellite, which will use radar to study the oceans

|uly. Launch of |apan's Geotail spacecraft, which will
study the Earth's magnetic field

)uly. American Space School 14-day resident program
{or high school students-West Chester University-
West Chester, Pennsylvania

)uly. lrtemational Space Education Symposium-The
Satellite Project (Wales) and The American Space
School-United Kingdom

fuly. Intemational Conference of Young Astronauts
and Cosmonauts-Moscow, USSR

fuly. Satellite Technology Workshop for teachers-
West Chester University-West Chester, Pennsylvania

fuly. Space Workshop for teachers, including an inter-
national telecon{erence-Space School, Brunel Univer-
sity-Uxbridge, England

AuUust 1002
August 27.U5 National Model Rocket Competition,

including ISY launch of rockets with student payloads-
Rocket Research Institute and National Association of
Rocketry-USA.

August 2-14. International Society for Photogramme-
try and Remote Sensing (ISPRS)/ASPRS Congress-
Washington, D.C.

August 6-7. UN ISY Workshop on Data Analysis
Methods and Applications, in conjunction with ISPRS
Congress-Washington, D.C.

August 7. Milky Way Day-Galactic Society
August 8-9. International Symposium on the Explo-

ration of the Sun-Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism and
Radio-Wave Propagation-Dnepropetrovsk, USSR (tenta-
tivel

August 24-28. Space Tech-
nology Education Program
( STEP l Symposium-Baltimore,
Maryland

August 24-29 . Planetary Con-
gress-Association of Space Explorers-Washington,
D.C.

August 25-30. Paci{ic Ocean Remote Sensing Confer-
ence-Okinawa,laparr

August 28-September 9. World Space Congress-joint
meeting of IAF and COSPAR, including presentations,
workshops, and exhibitions by many SAFISY Earth and
space science projects-Washington, D.C.

August 28-September 9. "Marsville-The Cosmic
Village" student designs exhibited in conjunction with
World Space Congress-Challenger Center-Washing-
ton, D.C.

August 28-September 9. Winners of "Together to
Mars" student essay contest convene duringWorld Space
Congress-The Planetary Society

August. SAFISY University Education in Space Sci-
ence and Engineering project report published

August EUVE ultraviolet pointed observations begin,
including SA-FISY coordinated amateur observations

August European Space School-Space School, Brunel
University-United Kingdom or France

August. International Space Camp-The Space &
Rocket Center-Huntsville, Alabama

August. ISY/World Space Congress special supplement
in S cientif ic Americ an rnagazine

August. Launch of rockets with student payloads-
Rocket Research Institute-Colorado Springs, Colorado

August. "Where Next, Columbus?" exhibit opens-
National Air and Space Museum-Washington, D.C.

August. Mobile e>rhibition on the Soviet space program
opens in Washington, D.C. ltentativel

Late August. International Space University an-
nounces sites and plans {or its permanent campus

August=September. UN ISY workshop/symposium-
Washington, D.C.

August-September. hrtemational Space School--$pace
School, Brunel University-France or United Kingdom

Seilemlen l$02
September 12. Rover Expo '92-The Planetary Soci-

ety-Washington, D.C.
September 6. SAFISY Polar Ice Extent Working Group

meeting-O ttaw a, Canada
September 6-11. [rtemational Space Modeling World
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Championships and Research and Development Confer-
ence, including Worldwide Student Payload Launching
Campaign of student-built rockets and experiments-
Rocket Research Institute and National Association of
Rocketry-East Coast, USA.

September. SAFISY Global Consequences of Land
Cover Change Project results

September. SAFISY Ocean Variability and Climate
Project results

September. UN [rtemational Seminar on Space Com-
munications for Developing Countries-
INTERSPUTNIK-Dubna, USSR {tentativel

September. Launch of NASA's space shuttle Atlantis
(5T5-46 mission)-will place the EURECA-I European
experiment platform in orbit and conduct Italian tethered
satellite experiments

September. Launch of NASA's space shuttle
Endeavour (STS-47 mission)-will conduct joint experi-
ments with |apan in the Spacelab manned laboratory

September. Launch of NASA's Mars Observer space-
craft en route to Mars

September. CAN-DO student Earth observation pay-
load aboard the space shuttle-Charleston County Pub-
lic Schools, South Carolina

September. Launch of rockets with student payloads-
Rocket Research Institute Smoke Creek Desert, Nevada

September. Mars Observer launch event-The Plan-
etary Society-Kennedy Space Center, Florida

September. Mission to Planet Earth student simula-
tions begin at Challenger Leaming Centers across the
United States

September-October. SAHSY global change encyclope-
dia available for distribution-Canada Centre for Rembte
Sensing"

talllggz
September-November. ISY art exhibit by Robert T.

McCall-with accompanying book Robert T. McCall's
Cosmic Horizons: A Celebration of the International
Year of Space-Society of Illustrators-New York, New
York

September or December. PioneerVenus Orbiter space-
craft enters Venus's atmosphere-with ISY test of inter-
national space data distribution system

Fall. Launch of SOAR sounding rocket with student
payloads-Rocket Research Institute and Sub-Orbital
Academic Research ( SOARI Program-Huntsville, Ala-
bama

Fall. Search for Extraterestrial hrteiligence (SETI) cur-
riculum materials available for use and foreignJanguage
translations get under way SETI Lrstitute

Fall. "Space Age" TV series premieres, with accompa-
nying Space Age book-WQEDiPittsburgh

Late L992. SAFISY hrtemational Workshop, Productiv-
ity of the Global Ocean Project

Late 1992. SAFISY Slobal change atlas available {or
distribution

Oflohsr lg$2
October 24. Space' 92 confercnce-Hastings, England
October 3. Rocket City Classic model rocket event,

including ISY launch of rockets with student payloads-
Rocket Research lrstitute and Huntsville Area Rocketry
Association-Huntsville, Alabama

October 7-10. Technospace 92 Con{erence and Exhi-
bition: Space Serving Mankind Bordeaux, France

October 8-October 1993. "Blueprint for Space" travel-
ing exhibit appears at National Air and Space Museum,
Washington, D.C.-The Space & Rocket Center

October 11-15. Intemational Congress of Aviation and
Space Medicine-Tokyo, )apan

October 12. SETI Microwave Observing Project begins
October 14-r20. Youth Space Education Week-nati.on-

wide activities
October 26-November 6. School on Geospace Physics

for developing country scientists-ICTP-Trieste, Italy
October. SAFISY Assessment Symposium and initia-

tion of the Enhanced Greenhouse Effect Detection Ex-
periment (GEDEXI

October. SAFISY MAX '9l/Flares 22 Workshop-
Crimea

October. Completion of space station simulator-
Wausau School District, Wisconsin

October. Educator workshops-The Planetary Soci-
ety-Colombia and Costa Rica

October. hrtemational Symposium on Economic Ben-
efits of Space Activities-Chinese Society of Astronau-
tics and IAA-Beijing, China

October. SETI Microwave Observing Project educa-
tional program begins

October. "Space and Your Future" student
videoconference-Countdown Foundation, Inc., and
Countdown 2000

October-November. SAFISY Polar Stratospheric
Ozone Workshop (tentativel

Illouemhel' 1002
November L6-20. Asia/Pacific ISY Conference-in-

cluding presentations/workshops by selected SAFISY
Earth science projects-Tokyo, |apan

November. Launch of NASA's space shuttle Colum-
bia (STS-52 mission)-will de-
ploy the Laser Geodynamics Sat-
ellite LAGEOS-2, which will
measure movements in the
Earth's crust

November. All-Union Con-
ference of Museums of
Cosmonautics: Man and
Space-Moscow, USSR (tenta-
tivel

Decembel' 1$02
December 8. Elyby of the

Earth by NASA's Galileo space- ISY
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craft-to be made into an ISY video
December 8. Galileo encounter events-The PlatetxY

Society-Pasadena, Calif omia
December l5-t9. SAFISY World Astronomy Days
December. SAIISY Properties of Venus and Mars and

Their Relation to Earth Project results published
December. Launch of NASA's Wind s pacecraft, which

willm€asure the solar wind
Decembet. Launch of NASA's space shuttle Discov-

ery (STS-53 mission)
December through 1993. SAIISY Polar Ice Monitoring

Demonsffation, Polar Ice Extent Project

0fim adluitig$ ilt 1$92
The specific dates of these activities are yet to be de-

termined.

. UNAndonesia Regional Conference on Space Technol-

ogy for Sustainable Development-Indonesia
. Ut lfCfp Workshop on Remote SensingTechnology-

Trieste,Italy
. UN/ICTP Workshop: Bridging the Information Gap in

Space Science and Technology-New York, New York
. UN/Sweden Intemational Training Course on Remote

Seniing in Education for Educators-stockholm and

Kirun4 Sweden
. Antares mission to the Soviet space station Mir, when

a French astronaut will conduct experiments there
o German-soviet mission to Mir, with a German astro-

naut conducting experiments on the Soviet space sta-

tion
. Launch of the Soviet Priroda Ecological Module to dock

with Mir, carrying intemational environmental experi-

ments
. Launch of a Soviet Meteor weather satellite carrying

French ScaRaB experiments to measure the Earth's ra-

fiation balance
. Launch of Soviet Bion l0 biological satellite
o Testing of German ATMOS Earth observation experi-

ment prototypes
. Launch of Israeli X-Ray Space Telescope
. Launch of Israeli lJltraviolet Space Telescope
. Launch of ISY-METS Microwave Energy Transmission

Experiment-|apan
. Press Seminars on Rain Forest Ecology-Intemational

Science Writers Association-Brazil
. Space Science Seminar for Teachers from Developing

Countries-China
. "A Wrinkle in Time" space-based opera premieres,

with student participation through the Oper4 Spheres,

and Space progam-Delaware Aerospace Center
. Intemational Con-f"rence on Space and the Global Prob-

lems Confronting Mankind on the Threshold of the
21st Century-Moscow USSR ltentativel

r Intemational Youth Congress: Potential Problems of

Cosmonautics and Space Research-Moscow State

Technical University-Moscow, USSR ltentativ el

. Training Workshops on Space Science Education for
Teacheri in Developing Countries-lrstitute for Sci-

ence and Math Education, University of the Philippines

Itentativel

Arlittilie$ ilt lggS
The following are selected ISY-related events that are

scheduled to take place in 1993.

February. SAFISY Polar Ice Extent Workshop-)apan
March. SAIISY Impact of the Discovery of Extraterres-

trial Li{e Project report published
March. Launch of German Synthetic Aperture Radar

in the X-Band (X-SAR)instrument aboard the US space

shuttle Columbia
Eafly 1993. SAFISY Symposia on Biomedical Conse-

quences of Living in Space proceedings published
May. SAFISY World Astronomy Days results work-

shop
iVtidTtut" 1993. SAFISY World Astronomy Days results

published
lggg(no date set). UN/ESAAfrica Space Conference-

Nairobi, Kenya
1993 (no date set). UN/Greece International Seminar

on Space Communications Systems-Greece
tic)g-g+. Launch of Columbus 500 Solar Sail Race

vehicles

0nUdng Uouraln$
See the calendar above for speci{ic premiere or event

dates.

SAFISY Earth Science Proiects:
. Global Consequences of Land Cover Change
. Enhanced Greenhouse Effect Detection Project
o Ocean Variability and Climate
. Polar Stratospheric Ozone
. Productivity of the Global Ocean
. World Forest Watch
. Global Sea Surface Temperature
. Polar Ice Extent
. Global Satellite Image Mapping
. Space and Disaster Prevention, Preparedness, and Re-

lief
. Global Change Encyclopedia
. Global Change Atlas
. Global Change Video

SAFISY Space Science Ptoiects:
. Simultaneous Multispecffal klformation from Astro-

physical Sources ("World Astronomy Days")
. Astrophysics Data System
. Compact Disk of Astronomical Catalogs
. MultiWavelink
. Guest Observer Programs on Astrophysical Missions
o Gamma Ray Burst Patrol
. Symposia on Biomedical Consequences of Living in

Space
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Biological Significance of Environmental Parameters of
Space and Space Flight
The Impact of the Discovery of Extraterestrial lntelli-
gent Life
A Bibliography of Microgravity Environments on
Spacecraft
Symposium on Intemational Microgravity Laboratory
Properties of Venus and Mars and Their Relation to
Earth
Giotto Extended Mission Flyby
Intemational Halley Watch Archive
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Entry Science
Planetary Data System CD-ROM Plan
Planetary Science Balloon Flights
Solar SystemGalaxy lrteraction
Coordinated Studies of Solar Active Phenomena
Max'91
Middle Atmosphere Dynamics and Composition
Thermosphere and Ionosphere Coupling Study
Atlas of the Solar System
University Education in Space Science and Engineer-
ing
Solar System Visualization Coordinated Astrophysical
Activities Using Data from EIIVE and FAUST
Perspectives from Space
IJN-assisted establishment of Centers for Space Science
and Technology Education
IJN Educational Videos
IIN Monthly ISY Lectures-New York, New York
UN/ESA Collection, Analysis, and Application of Sat-
ellite Data Sets for selected African countries
UN/ICTP collection and distribution of literature on
space science and technology to Third World libraries
NASA Advanced Design Program for college engineer-
ing students
NASA Aerospace Education Services Project
("Spacemobile")
NASA National Space Grant Coliege and Fellowship
Program
NASA Report to Educators
NASA Spacelink computer database
NOAA Direct Readout Program
Additional |apanese ISY activities (for example, an in-
temational directory of space data, television events,
space science museum)
Medgeobase Geographical Information System data-
base programs in North A{rica-European Commu-
nity, World Bank, Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
(CNES-France)
Mission to Planet Earth activities-Spain
Remote Sensing for Forest Management activities-
Sweden
Acoustic astronomy research-Dr. Fiorella Terenzi,
Italy
Astronomy Education newsletter articles on ISY-As-
sociation of Astronomy Educators
"Blue Planet" IMAX film-National Air and Space
Museum, Washington, D.C., and other locations

worldwide
EURISY newsletter
EURISY TV Newsflash bulletins on European televi-
sion
Gemini spacecraft model and simulations-Asa C.
Adams Elementary School, Maine
Ground Truth Studies Project-Aspen Global Change
Institute
ICASE teacher resource materials
ISY comic book "Adventures on Santa Maria and Fu-
ture Ships Sailing the Oceans of Space"-TADCORPS
ISY Earth science program in China
La Lettre spatiale du Qubbec space newsletter articles
on ISY
Maple Aerospace and Young Astronaut Program-
Maple Elementary School, Michigan
"Marsville-The Cosmic Village" student space simu-
lation project-Challenger Center
Opera, Spheres, and Space student project-Delaware
Aerospace Center
PROIECT EXPEDITE interdisciplinary use of satellite
data in the classroom-Marple Newtown School Dis-
trict, Pennsylvania
Shuttle and space station simulations-Wausau School
District, Wisconsin
Southern Califomia Association of Science Specialists
(SCAS'z)ISY activities
SpaceArc collection of time capsule contributions-
Rochester Museum and Science Center, New York
"Spaceship Earth: A Global Geography" TV series-
South Carolina Educational Television
Space Technology Education Program (STEP)-ERIM
Teachers Information Network computer database on
ISY
Teaching Space newsletter articles on ISY
"A Thousand and One Mirrors Watching the Earth"
video-EURISY
"Visions of Exploration" curriculum materials-USA
TODAY
"A Year in the Li{e of Satellite Tracking" worldwide
student collection of satellite images-Unionville High
School, Pennsylvania
YoungAstronaut ISY curriculum and educational ma-
terials
Young Astronauts/Cosmo-
nauts joint projects
Intemational Continuing Edu-
cation Program for Teachers-
Moscow Aviation Institute,
USSR (tentativel
Intemational E-Maii Telecon-
f erences f or students-BAITIC
Educational Center, USSR
(tentative)
Student experiments and edu-
cational television programs
aboard the Soviet space station
Mir (tentativel ISY
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. LINtr Booklet on Mission to Planet Earth

. UN Booklet on Space Education
o UN Booklet on "lJniversariums"
. UN Marine Resources and Coastal Environmental

Proiects-West Africa, Indian Ocean, Caribbean Se4
and Latin America

o UN National Essay Contests
o UN/Houston Museum of Natural Science Program on

Live Observation of Artificial Space Obiects
. UN/USSR Project on Acquisition, Processing, and

Transfer of Remote Sensing Data for developing coun-
tries

o NASA ISY Interactive Satellite Videoconferences for
students and educators

. NASAiNSTA Space Science Student Lrvolvement Pro-
gram (SSP)

r ]r[Qfu\ Directory of Earth Observation Resources for
Educators

. NOAA Educator's Guide for Building and Operating an
Environmental Satellite Receiving Station

r National Science Foundation science and engineering
education programs

. Atlas of the Earth's Group of Planets and Their Satel-
lites-Moscow Institute of Engineers for Geodesy,
Aerial Photosurveying, and Cartography

o Cartography of.Hazards from Geological hrstabilities
project--CNES, France

. E:lpansion and improvement of Earthnet Coordinated
TIROS Network's Earth observation data system-ESA

. German applications of ERS-I Earth observation data

. "Age o{ Discovery" video-Unionville High School,
Pennsylvania

. Australian ISY activities (e.g., museum exhibits, me-
dia programs, educational projects)

. "Blueprint for Space" exhibit and book-The Space &
Rocket Center, Huntsvillg Alabama and other loca-
tions nationwide

r British Industry in Space Year 1992 (BISY92) activi-
ties-including satellite and television broadcasts, ex-
hibitions, and a lecture series

. Cable News Network (CNN)NEWSROOM student
news service programming on ISY

o CD-ROM Disk on Satellite Technology-Satellite Edu-
cators Association

. E.T., the Extraterrestriaf serves as ISY Ambassador for
Children

. EIJRISY audiovisual show
o EURISY dinner debate series on space issues
o EURISY student ISY competition
. Global Laboratory student "ground truth" project-

Technical Education Research Centers (TERCI
. Global Student Village international network of

schools-Consortium for hrtemational Earth Science
Information Network (CIESIN)

. Golden Gate Space Frontier Society activities-San
Francisco Bay Area, California

r Institute for Security and Cooperation in Outer Space
(ISCOSI Intemational Exchange Program

. ISCOS Spaceline newsletter
o Intemational Exhibition of Space Art-Moscow, USSR

and elsewhere
. ISY Resource Compendium for Educators-NSTA
. National Geographic World children's magazine ar-

ticles on ISY
. "Our Sun-Earth Environment" traveling exhibit-Na-

tional Air and Space Museum, Washington, D.C. and
other locations nationwide

. PEACESAT extension of Pacific region satellite net-
work

o "P1anet Earth" videodisc series-The Discovery Chan-
nel

o Proiect Horizon global computer network for educa-
tors, including local Delaware Valley DEVALnet-
West Chester University, Pennsylvania

o Satellite maps of China
. SETI curriculum materials-SETl [rstitute
. "Space Age" TV series-WQED/Pittsburgh and NHK
r Spaceship Earth Teaching Classroom Project-ISCOS
. Space Visitor Center-National Space Research hrsti-

tute {INPE)-Sio }os6 dos Campos,Brazrl
. Sri Lanka Science Students Association activities
r "Star Trek: Federation Science" traveling space science

exhibit-Oregon Museum of Science and Industry,
Portland, Oregon and other locations nationwide

o Student Satellite World Weather Watch-West Chester
University, Pennsylvania

. "Students Watching Over Our Planet Earth"
(SWOOPEI-Department of Energy

r Westem Amateur Astronomers activities
. "Where Next, Columbus? " exhibit-National Air and

Space Museum-Washington, D.C.
o World Timecapsule Fund-US students contribute es-

says for launch in the year 2000
. Worldwide Database of Satellite Data Applications-

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteo-
rological Satellites ( EUMETSAT l. Academic Aerospace Correspondent Program-VAKO
Soyuz, USSR ltentativ el

o " Art of the Cosmos" ISY traveling art exhibit and
video-Intemational Association for the Astronomical
Arts (tentativel

o Discovery Constellation space sculpture by fames
Pridgeon (tentativel

o Earth Observation from Space as an Educational Re-
source program-BAITIC Educational Center, USSR
(tentativel

o International children's art competition-Association
of Space Museums of the USSR ltentativel

o International Space Training Center for Granat space-
craft-Moscow Aviation Institute (tentativel

. ISY commemorative stamps-worldwide (tentativel

. ISY International Telecommunications Network-
IEEE (tentativel

o ISY Sculpture on the Global Change Encyclopedia by
Rhonda Roland Shearer (tentativel

. ISY Solar Sailing Telecommunications Simulation-
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University School, Ohio (tentativ el
o Israeli production of satellite maps for schools
. Mobile Exhibition on the Soviet Space Program-

Washington, D.C., and New York, New York(tenta-
tivel

. Moscow Aviation Institute Joumal articles on ISY (ten-
tativel

. Music from the Galaxies by Dr. Fiorella Terenzi(ten-
tativel

. Orbiting Ring Unification Satellite (OURS) sculpture
in space (tentativel

. Phobos globe-Moscow Institute of Engineers for Ge-
odesy, Aerial Photosurveying, and Cartography (tenta-
tivel

r "Protection of the Environment for Assuring a Cleaner
Earth" (PEACE) international remote sensing mission
planning (tentativel

. Scientilic and Technical Olympiad on Space Topics
student competition-Moscow Physical Technical In-
stitute (tentativel

. Space encyclopedia-Progress Publishing House, USSR
(tentativel

. Textbooks and electronic systems for satellite educa-
tion-GEOSPACE, Austria {tentativel

o United States Space Foundation exhibits (tentativel
. Worldwide delivery by satellite of space research edu-

cational programs-European Space Agen cy ltentativ el
o "You Experiment in Space" student competition-

USSR ltentativel

Actiuities in I gg2
Here's a descriptive list of ISY activities planned for

1992, organized under two broad headings: (1) SAFISY
science projects and (2) ISY public and educational activi-
ties.

$Atl$Y $rigltss pt'oiecl$

tarff science

Space data for global change
Global Consequences of Land Cover Change-Space

observations are being used to generate maps and nu-
merical data on recent vegetation and soil trends in se-
lected areas/ to serve as a basis for continued monitoring
and prediction of such phenomena as desertification,
deforestation, pollution, and agricultural pattems (1ed by
Australia, France, and the Soviet Union).

Enhanced Greenhouse Effect Detection Proiect-This
effort is attempting to use satellite and ground-based data
to establish a firm scienti{ic foundation for the detection
of global warming and its consequences, which many
believe are caused by the buildup in the atmosphere of
carbon dioxide and other gases that are byproducts of
human activity (led by the United States).

Ocean Variability and Climate-Case studies will be
published in 1992 to assess the interrelationship between

various sea phenomena and changes in climate, using
new high-c1uality satellite data on ocean winds, surface
waves, polar and sea ice, temperature, humidity, and
other marine factors (led by the European Space Agency).

Polar Stratospheric Ozone-This effort is combining
space-based, ground-based, and airbome measurements
to lay foundations for an improved understanding of
ozone in the Earth's atmosphere, including assessment
of the ozone "holes" over the poles (led by Germany and
the United States).

Productivity of the Global Ocean-Using satellite in-
formation on ocean color and related phenomena, this
project will collect and distribute the entire global set of
marine chlorophyll data and assess the role of phyto-
plankton (minute sea organisms) in the world's carbon
cycle, which is a factor in global warming (led by Canada
and the European Community's |oint Research Center|.

World Fortilt Watch-This effort's goal is to improve
the use of spacebome data in inventorying the world's
forests and monitoring changes in them, resulting by
1992 in a global survey of tropical and temperate zorre
vegetation and determination of the rate of deforestation
in selected areas {led by Brazll and the European
Community's |oint Research Center).

Global Sea Surface Temperature-To improve the
ocean temperature data that is essential for global atmo-
sphere/ocean circulation models and prediction of ad-
verse weather phenomena such as El Nino in the central
Pacific, this project wili compile, callbrate, and verify
satellite and ground-based information for selected sites
by 1992 (led by |apan and the United Kingdom).

Polar Ice Extent-This pro-
gram is producing a space-based
data set on recent seasonal
changes in the extent and mo-
tion of Arctic and Antarctic sea
ice, resultingby 1992 in demon-
stration systems for real-time ice
monitoring and prediction (led
by the European Space Agency
and |apan).

Global Satellite Image Map-
ping-The first high-resolution
satellite maps of the entire
Earth's land sur{ace will be pro- ISY
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duced by this effort, with different versions providing a
database for studies of land use, climate change, topog-
raphy, and other factors. Pilot maps of selected areas will
be completedby 1992, with the full project finished by
the year 2000 (led by Austria).

Space and Disaster Prevention, Preparedness, and Re-
lief-This project is designed to demonstrate the poten-
tial of space technology to improve warning systems/
reduce hazards, and assist relief efforts for natural disas-
ters such as volcanoes, landslides/ severe storms/ flood-
ing, wildfires, and drought (1ed by the International As-
tronautical Federation).

Global change outreach
Global Change Encyclopedia-To increase public

awareness of global change and the value of space obser-
vations of the Earth, an animated computer-based ency-
clopedia is being compiled for wide distribution that will
show changes in the Earth's weather/ vegetation, ocean
curents/ and other environmental phenomena, through
movielike animation and interactive software (led by
Canada).

Global Change Atlas-This reference publication and
"coffee-table book" will provide satellite images, conven-
tional maps, and basic global change data to scientists,
educators, students/ and the general public, especially in
deveioping countries (1ed by Austria).

Global Change Video-A video composed of com-
puter-animated satellite images of Earth is being pro-
duced to educate the public about global change, illustrat-
ing how natural processes and human activities have
altered the planet's landscape and environmental condi-
tions over the past two decades (led by Germany and the
United Kingdom).

$[ace $chnce
Astrophysics
Simultaneous Multispectral Information from Astto-

physical Sources ("World Astronomy Days")-The
world's major astronomy {acilities, including ground and
space-based opticaf infrared, radio, ultraviolet, X-ray, and
gamma ray instruments, will for the first time simulta-
neously observe selected celestial objects on prearranged
days in 1992 (ledby the European Space Agency and the
United States).

Astrophysics Data System-A new and comprehen-
sive computer database system for astrophysics, which
will allow users direct access to spacecraft mission data
at their own terminals, will be established by 1992 across
the United States, with a start made on expanding the
system to include Europe and |apan (led by the United
States).

Compact Disk of Astronomical Catalogs-To make
astronomical data more accessible to scientists world-
wide, at least 100 of the most requested astronomical
catalogs-including such information as the positions
and characteristics of stars and the results of space mis-
sions-are being placed on CD-ROM computer disk and

distributed internationally (led by the United States).
MultiWavelink-To assist asffonomers in coordinat-

ing observations among facilities studying the heavens
in different wavelengths (for example, visible light, radio
waves/ ultraviolet), an interactive computer database is
being established providing such information as the
schedules of major space-craft and ground observatories,
lists ofpotential targets, and notices o{ observing oppor-
tunities (led by the United States).

Guest Observer Programs on Astrophysical Mis-
sions-Astronomers worldwide are being invited to sub-
mit proposals to analyze data from past space missions
andparticipate in new observations using such spacecraft
as the Hubble Space Telescope, Gamma Ray Observa-
tory, and Extreme (Jltraviolet Explorer (led by the United
States).

Gamma Ray Burst Patrol-The Gamma Ray Burst
Network, a coordinated international observing cam-
paign, will seek to improve our understanding of gamma
rays by comparing data obtained from ground observato-
ries and such spacecraft as the Pioneer Venus Orbiter,
Ilysses, the Gamma Ray Observatory, Mars Observer,
and Wind (led by the United States).

Life sciences
Symposia on Biomedical Consequences o[ Living in

Space-International symposia in March and August
1992 wlll assess the biomedical issues associated with
human exploration of space, including limitations and
problems posed by human space flight, effects of long-
duration missions, space life science research, li{e sup-
port systems/ space habitats, and radiation risks (led by
the United States).

Biological Significance of Environmental Parameters
of Space and Space Flight-This project is developing
improved methods for the evaluation of physical data
from space (for instancg radiation, temperature/ pressurg
atmosphere composition) as they relate to the study of life
on Earth, resulting in a test case assessing a specific re-
gion of our planet by L992.

The Impact of the Diseovery of Extrateffestrial Intel-
ligent Life-scientists and other leaders will join together
to assess issues related to the search for extraterrestrial
intelligence (SETI), focusing on the consequences and the
actions that should be taken in the event that intelligent
life is discovered beyond the Earth (led by the United
States).

Materials sciences
A Bibliography of Microgravity Environments on

Spacecraft-An international committee is assembling
and will establish procedures to update, an ongoing da-
tabase of vibration measurements and otherin{ormation
on the effects of microgravity ("weightlessness") in
spacecraft (led by the United States).

Symposium on International Microgravity Labora-
tory-A multinational symposium in August l992will
assess results of the February 1992 {lidht of the Interna-
tional Microgravity Laboratory aboard the US space
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shuttle, discussing both scientific findings and the impli-
cations for future long-term international missions
aboard the space station Freedom (led by the United
States).

Planetary exploration
Properties of Venus and Mars and Their Relation to

Earth-Three intemational meetings in August 1992 will
use the latest spacecrait data to assess the atmospheres
and geology of Venus and Mars, future missions to these
neighboring planets, and the insights they may give us
about the Earth (1ed by the Soviet Union and the United
States).

Giotto Extended Mission Flyby-This program wili
use existing data and the Giotto spacecraft's luJy 1992
flyby of Comet Grigg-Skjellerup to explore the origin and
composition of comets, assess their role in the formation
of the solar syscem and the emergence of life, and im-
prove the worldwide distribution of related information
(led by the European Space Agency).

International Halley Watch Atchive-Results from
the worldwide coordinated observations of Halley's
Comet obtained during l9B2-90 will be distributed in
print and on a set of CD-ROM disks in 1992 (ledby the
United States).

Pioneer Venus Orbiter Entry Science-This project
will utilize the Pioneer Venus Orbiter's late 1992 entry
into the Venusian atmosphere to increase our under-
standing of that planet and to demonstrate improved
methods for the rapid processing and distribution of
spacecraft data (led by the United States).

Planetary Data System CD-ROM Plan-This project
will expand worldwide access to NASA's Z\-year archle
of information on other planets by placing much of it on
CD-ROM disks, beginning with data obtained from the
Mariner 9 and 10, Viking, Voyager I and2, and Magellan
spacecraft (led by the United States).

Planetary Science Balloon Flights-A joint US-soviet
balloon campaign in 1992 will test prototype gamma-ray
detectors over Antarctica to help evaluate and calibrate
instruments that could be used in future missions to
other planets, such as the US Mars Observer and Soviet
Mars'94 (led by the Soviet Union and the United States).

Space physics
Solar System-Galaxy Interaction-Using current

spacecraft data from Ulysses, Voyagers I and2, and Pio-
neers 10 and 11, this effort will study the heliopause-
the frontier between our solar system and interstellar
space-and try to determine what effect the interaction
between solar system and galactic material may have on
the Earth's environment (led by the European Space
Agency).

Coordinated Studies of Solar Active Phenomena-
This worldwide campaign will coordinate spacecraft,
balloon, and ground-based observations of the Sun to
improve our understanding of solar flares, our star's vari-
ability over time, and the implications of solar activity

for manned space flight (led by lapan, the Soviet lJnion,
the United States, and the intemational Scientific Com-
mittee on the Solar-Terrestrial Energy Program).

Max '91-To improve our ability to predict solar flares,
builetins will be issued to coordinate the solar observa-
tions of space- and ground-based facilities worldwide, and
new instruments will study the Sun from balloons
launched over Antarctica during l99l-92 (led by the
United States).

T err estrial atmospher es
Middle Atmosphere Dynamics and Composition-

Sounding rockets and ground-based instruments are be-
ing used in a multinational effort to improve our under-
standing of the movement and chemistry of selected
layers in the Earth's atmosphere, focusing on such fea-
tures as polar noctilucent clouds-the little-known high-
est clouds in Earth's skies (led by Germany, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States).

Thermosphere and Ionosphere Coupling Study-This
project will utilize ground-based instruments and global
computer simulations to study the structure and flow of
certain layers in our planet's atmosphere and the related
aurora borealis ("northem lights")phenomenon (led by
Norway and the United Kingdom).

Education and outeach
Atlas of the Solar System-High-quality maps, photo

mosaics, and geologic charts of all the planets and moons
in our solar system, including the latest data from the
Magellan mission to Venus, are being compiled for the
first time into a single atlas with a common format and
descriptive text (1ed by the United States).

University Education in Space Science and Engineer-
ing-A worldwide survey of higher education in the vari-
ous fields of space science and engi.neering is being con-
ducted, initiating a process to improve and expand space
education at the college leve1 (led by Israel).

Solar System Visualization-A set of "movies" por-
traying all the major planets and moons of our solar sys-
tem is being created, using the latest computer anima-
tion techniques to process spacecraft images collected
over the past2,l years, as well as data from new missions
such as Magellan's mapping of Venus and Galileo's
Earth-Moon flyby in December
1992lledby the United States).

Coordinated Astrophysical
Activities Using Data from
EUVE and FAUST-Amateur
astronomy groups/ schools, and
universities around the world
are being invited to participate
in ground observations that will
be coorfinated with the findings
of the Extreme Ultraviolet Ex-
plorer (ElrVE) and Far Ultravio-
let Space Telescope (FAUST)
spacecraft (led by the United
States).

ISY
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The IISSR Academy of Sciences hosted SAFISY N, drawing
rupresentatives fuom 39 countries and internationaT
oiganizations (see page 54 for a list of SAFISY membets
and affiliates).

Perspectives from Space-A set of posters and associ-

ated teacher's guides is being produced to educate el-
ementary school students on key concepts in space sci-
ence and exploration-including the new percpectives we
have gained on the Earth's environment, the solar sys-

tem, the origin of life, international cooperation, and
humanity's position in the cosmos (led by the United
States).

Relafled coltlrihtlliult$ d SAHSY lnelnbg]'$

Atlas of the Earth's Group o[ Planets and Theit Satel'
lites-The Moscow hrstitute of Engineers for Geodesy,

Aerial Photosurveying, and Cartography is producing an
atlas with detailed maps/ charts, and text describing the
inner terestrial planets M ercry t Venus, Earth, Mars, and
their moons.

ATMOS-Germany is developing this satellitg sched-

uled for launch in 1995, that will study the chemistry of
Earth's atmosphere and the productivity of the oceans.

Prototypes o{ some of its instruments will fly aboard air-
craft andf or the US space shuttie to obtain first results
during ISY 1992.

Bion 10-The Soviet Union plans to launch this inter-
national biological satellite in conjunction with ISY, as

well as compiling the results of the entire Bion series of
spacecraft that have studied the effects on living things
of micrograviry, cosmic radiation, and other factors in the
space environment.

Cartography ol Hazards from Geological Instabili-
ties-The French space agency, Centre National d'Etudes
Spatiales (CNESI, is conducting training for South Ameri-
can officials and developing improved methods for the
use of remote sensing in assessing the risks of landslides
in Colombia and volcanic eruptions in Peru.

Eathnet Coordinated TIROS Network-The Euro-
pean Space Agency's Earthnet system, which acquires,
processes, catalogs, and distributes Earth observation
satellite data, plans for ISY to expand, speed up, and re-

duce the cost of access to information from the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) carried

aboard TIROS/NOAA remote sensing satellites.
EURECA-The European Retrievable Carrier

(EURECA) is an experiment platform scheduled to be
placed in Earth orbit by the US space shuttle in Septem-
ber 1992i it will stay in space for six months to conduct
materials and life science experiments and then be re-

trieved.
German Applications of ERS-l-Germany willbe

using initial results from the European Remote Sensing
Satellite ERS-I, scheduled for launch in mid-1991, to
produce a radar rnapof Germany, study ice coverage and
geology in Antarctica, andconduct other applications of
remote sensing technologY.

German-Soviet Life Science and Materials Science
Experiments-Germany and the USSR have agreed to
undertake a joint mission to the Mir space station in
spring 1992 thatwill conduct life science and materials
science experiments in orbit.

International Space Training Center for Gtanat-The
Moscow Aviation Institute is working to found for ISY

'92 a new intemational center for the training of space

scientists who will use the Soviet lJnion's new Granat
space laboratories.

Israeli Space Telescopes-Israel plans to launch in
1992, aspartof IS! two satellites containing small space

telescopes: one with new X-ray sensor equipment and
another that will be able to generate ultraviolet images
of distant stars that are 500 times fainter than those pre-

viously viewable from satellites.
ISY Earth Science Program in China-Researchers in

the People's Republic of China are using satellite data to
conduct studies of deforestation, desertification, soil ero-

sion, and global warming while others plan to publish
satellite maps of China for ISY 1992.

ISY-METS Rocket Experiment-|apan is planning a

Microwave Energy Transmission in Space (METS) experi-
ment in which a two-part rocket will be launched n 1992
to test the beaming of microwave energy from one space-

crakto another, as a prelude to more advanced large-scale

uses of solar power in space.

)apanese ISY Activities-In addition to playing a ma-
jor role in several SAFISY science proiects, )apan is plan-
ning such other ISY activities as satellite training semi-
nars for developing countries, an ISY commemorative
symposium for the Pacilic region, an intemational direc-
tory system for space data, ISY television events, and
creation of a space science museum.

Medgeobase Geographical Information System-With
the help of the European Community, the World Bank,
and the French space agency CNES, multidisciplinary
teams in North A-frica are being trained to set up and
maintain an environmental and geographical database on
Mediterranean coastal zones/ using remote sensing data
that complements the Corine Land Cover program of
European Mediterranean countries.

Meteor Meteorological Satellites-Two of these Soviet
spacecraft are scheduled for launch during l99l-92 car-

rying Franco-Soviet ScaRaB experiments to measure the
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Earth's "radiation balance"-,the amount of electromag-
netic energy received by the Earth and emitted back into
space-and American TOMS equipment to measure
ozone in our atmosphere.

Monitoring Deforestation in Southeast Asia-The
South East Asian Ministers of Education Organization
(SEAMEO) is working with France ,lapan, the European
Community, and the UN Food and Agriculture Organi-
zationto train Third World forestry officials in the use of
satellite technologies to evaluate deforestation.

NASA Earth and Space Science Missions-In addition
to being a key participant in numerous SAFISY science
proiects, NASA is planning other contributions that
would draw on the more than 30 Earth and space science
missions the agency has pianned between 1989 and 1992.

Phobos Globe-The Moscow Institute of Engineers for
Geodesy, Aerial Photosurveying, and Cartography is
manufacturing a globe of the Martian moon Phobos,
which was recently visited by a Soviet spacecraft.

Priroda Ecological Module-The USSR, in cooperation
with other socialist countries, plans to launch the Priroda
("Nature") module in 1992 to dock with the Soviet Mir
space station and cary a variety of intemational experi-
ments to monitor the state of the environment.

Remote Sensing for Fotest Management-In conjunc-
tion with the SAFISY World Forest Watch project, Swe-
den is conducting a number of programs that use satel-
lite data to monitor, map, and assess forests in the Sudan,
Thailand, and the Philippines, as well as at home in
Scandinavia.

SCD-1-Brazil's first satellite, the Earth observation
spacecraft SCD-I, is scheduled for launch in the spring
of 1992 as a contribution to ISY.

Space Oceanography Cruise-The Marine
Hydrophysical lnstitute of the Ukrainian Academy of
Sciences is planning a 6O-day scientific cruise in May-
llune 1992 which will train students in the application of
remote sensing technologies to oceanography.

Spanish Mission to Planet Earth Activities-Spain is
contributing to ISY's Mission to Planet Earth by partici-
pating in European spacecraft proiects such as Meteosat
and ERS-1, conducting tratning courses in remote sens-
ing applications and meteorology for Latin Americans,
and hosting a November l99I symposium in Sevilie on
Remote Sensing and the Environment.

Study of Urban Pressure on Farming Land-The
French space agency CNES is training town planners and
managers in Africa on the use of satellite images in moni-
toring, managing, and planning for urban gowth.

Worldwide Database of Satellite Data Applications-
EUMETSAT, a satellite operations arm of the European
Space Agency, plans to expand worldwide an applications
directory now under development for European and US
satellite data.

X-SAR-Germany is producing a Synthetic Aperture
Radar in the X-Band (X-SAR) instrument that will fly
aboard the joint US-Italian-German Shuttle Radar Lab
mission in early 1993 and provide images of soil and veg-

etation on Earth, regardless of cioud cover or darkness.
Germany is working with Brazii and Italy to use the ra-
dar images in a study of tropical rain forests.

Rslat8d c0]lFihili0ll$ 0ltfte uniled lllations, a SAH$Y
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Acquisition, Processing, and Transfer of Remote Sens-

ing Data-The USSR will make satellite photographs
available free of charge in 1992 to a number of develop-
ing nations, providing them with environmental and
Earth resources information on their countries.

Booklet on Mission to Planet Earth-The United
Nations is producing a booklet describing the variety of
Earth science programs that arebeing conducted around
the world in conjunction with ISY's Mission to Planet
Earth theme, to be made especially available to educators,
scientists, libraries, and decision-makers in the develop-
ing wor1d.

Collectiorl Analysis, and Application of Satellite Data
Sets-The European Space Agency will provide data free
of charge to selectedAfrican countries observedby exist-
ing US and French spacecraft and by the European Re-
mote Sensing Satellite ERS- I that is scheduled for launch
rn 1991, with training on remote sensing technology to
be provided for Alrican technicians.

Cooperation with Nongovernmental Organizations-
The UN is developing a workshop/symposium on space
applications for Third World countries in conjunction
with the World Space Congress in August-september
1992 in Washington, D.C.

International Conference on Satellite Remote Sens-
ing-A US-sponsored meeting on remote sensing appli-
cations for Third World resource management and envi-
ronmental assessment wili be convened in Boulder,
Colorado, from April27 through May 1, 1992, followed
by a three-day workshop on environmental data ex-
change.

Marine Resources and Coastal Environmental
Proiects-The UN Outer Space Affairs Division is offer-
ing support to international cooperative projects that are
studying and managing marine resources and coastal
environments in the Indian Ocean region and possibly in
other coastal areas of AJrica, Latin America, and the Car-
ibbean.

Regional Workshop on Space
Technology for Resource Devel-
opment and Environmental
Management-This Mar ch 19 9 2
workshop in Quito, Ecuador,
cosponsored by the government
of lapan, will expose resource
managers and environmental
planners from Latin America
and the Caribbean to the capa-
bilities and applications of cur-
rent remote sensing spacecraft
and of future programs such as ISY
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the Earth Observation System {EOS).
NOTE: In addition to the above projects, many

SAFISY members and the United Nations are develop-
ing or suppofiing educational activities (see the follow-
ing section).

l$Y pullir attd sdtltalional afliuities
A number of these activities were initiated through

SAFISY, are supported by SAFISY members, or were in-
spired by SAIISY initiatives. For additional information
on educational activities, please see the International
S p a c e Y e ar E du c ation al Activ itie s C atalo gue published
by the Educational Affairs Division, NASA Headquarters,
Code XE, Washington, DC 20546.

Coilhmed autiuilies

Films and television
"Space Age"-National public television in the US

will air an eight-part series on space exploration rn1992,
iointly produced by WQED of Pittsburgh and NHK of
|apan in association with the National Academy of Sci-
ences and supported by NASA. The series wiII be dedi-
cated to the global themes of ISY and will include accom-
panying educational support materials.

"Age of Discovery" Video-In commemoration of ISY,
the 500th anniversary of Columbus' voyage, and the
350th anniversary of Isaac Newton's birth, students of
Unionville High School in Pennsyivania are producing a

video about humanity's ongoing age of discovery, from
the ancient Greeks to today's spacecraft. Contact: Helen
E. Martin, (215lr 347 -1500.

"Blue Planet"-This IMAX/Omnimax large-format
film, inspired by ISY and featuring footage of planet Earth
taken from orbiting space shuttles, is playing at the Na-
tional Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C., and
other theaters worldwide. Contact: NASM, (202) 357-
2700.

British Industry in Space Year 1992 (BISY92) Broad-
casts-BISY9Z, aioint effort of British industry and gov-
emment, plans to establish satellite links for cultural,
civic, and business exchanges between the United King-
dom and maior intemational cities; pair up schools in the
UK with those elsewhere in Europe via satellite video;
and obtain media coverage for ISY events on television
and radio.

Cable News Network (CNN) Programming-The
CNN NEWSROOM student news seryice, distributed to
more than 16,000 schools in the United States and over-
seas, will feature special lsY programming on Mission to
Planet Earth throughout 1992. Contact: Gary R. Rowe,

14041827-2r4s.
EURISY T.V. Newsflash-The European Association

for Intemational Space Year (EURISY) is producing an
ongoing series of television bulletins providing European
viewers with information on environmental questions
using satellite data. The effort will be expanded in 1992
in cooperation with the United Nations.

Finnish Television Special-The Helsinki-based pro-
duction company Oy Nordic Network Ab is producing
a program in honor of ISY for the Finnish Broadcasting
Company (YLE) and the Finnish Technoiogy Develop-
ment Centre (Tekes). It will air on Finnish national tele-
vision in |anuary 1992 and focus on Finnish, European,
and intemational space research.

ISY Global Telecast-There will be a worldwide tele-
cast dedicated to ISY's central theme of Mission to Planet
Earth, broadcast from several world capitals on April 19,

1992, in honor of Mission to Planet Earth Day.
"Marsville" Videoconferences-br conjunction with

its "Marsville-The Cosmic Village" educational pro-
gram, the Challenger Center for Space Science Education
will be conducting four interactive satellite
videoconferences in which students from around the
world will link up to assess key issues in a simulated
mission to Mars. Contact: RichardA. Methia, (703)683-
9740.

NASA ISY Interactive Satellite Videoconference Se-

ries-NASA plans to expand intemationally for ISY its
series of satellite videoconferences for students ("Golden
Years of Space Science") and educators ("Update for
Teachers") on topics related to space science/technology
and how it a{fects those on Earth. Contact: Sherri McGee,
1202J 4s3-8344.

PEACESAT Expansion-PEACESAT, the University
oi Hawaii, and the US National Telecommunications
and Information Administration are working together to
expand by 1992 the PEACESAT satellite network and its
educational television/telecommunications services to
Pacriic island nations. Contact: William Cooperman,
12021322-5802.

"Planet Earth" Videodisc Series-The Discovery
Channel is developrng a set oi three educational video-
discs based on WQED/Pittsburgh's "Planet Earth" tele-
vision series, with accompanying interactive computer
software, classroom guides, and student Earth science
activities. Contact: Michael Heasley, (301) 985-0444, ext.
s508.

"Space and Your Future" Videoconference-This na-
tionwide videoconference and associated events for stu-
dents in grades 7-12, scheduled for October 1992, are
designed tc instill an interest in space exploration, sci-
ence education, space-oriented careers/ and the applica-
tions of space technology here on Earth. Contact: Count-
down Foundation, (703) 352-2875.

"Spaceship Earth: A Global Geography"-South Caro-
lina Educational Television is producing, in partnership
with European broadcasters/ a ten-part public TV series
that will preview ISY's global Mission to Planet Earth
theme in late 1991, using images from space and the
ground to help viewers understand the Earth system and
humanity's role in it. Videocassettes of the series and
accompanying educational materials are available. Con-
tact: SCETV, (800) 277-0829.

"A Thousand and One Mirrors Watching the Earth"-
EURISY has produced this video explaining the useful-
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ness of space technologies in monitoring and preserving
the Earth's environment. Contact: EURISY, 

,'33) 
ll) 47-

os-t779.
UN Educational Videos-The United Nations is spon-

soring the production, broadcast, and worldwide distribu-
tion of video programs to educate students and the gen-
eral public on space science, technology, history, curent
missions, future trends, and global applications in such
areas as communications, navigation, study of the envi-
ronment, and food production. The Institute for Security
and Cooperation irr Outer Space (ISCOS) is handling pro-
duction of the series.

UN ISY Telecast-A l:une 1992 global telecast on Mis-
sion to Planet Earth, broadcast in conjunction with the
United Nations Conjerence on Environment and Devel-
opment, will explain the roie of space technology in solv-
ing environmental problems. The hrtemational Telecom-
munications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT) and its
socialist counterpart INTERSPUTMK are assisting with
the telecast.

Young Astronaut Video and Satellite Broadcast-An
ISY educational video, focusing on the benefits to man-
kind from space exploration and the human need to ex-
plore, wi1l be broadcast via satellite and distributed on
videotape to more than 25,000 US schools. Contact:
Young Astronauts, (202lr 682- 1985.

Student and teacher activities
American Space School-This new school, headquar-

tered at West Chester University in Pennsylvania, plans
to become fully operational during ISY. Its objective is to
provide space-related curriculum materials and summer
and correspondence courses for high school students,
including a two-week resident session in |u1y 1992.Con-
tact: Thomas W. Becker, l3l4) 997-0937.

CAN-DO Ptofect-The Charleston County Public
Schools in South Carolina are produci.ng a student pay-
load experiment that will be carried on the US space
shuttle in 1992. Cameras will take some 1,000 visible-
light and infrared photographs of Earth that wil1be dis-
seminated widely among local and other schools.

CD-ROM Disk on Satellite Technology-The Satellite
Educators Association, along with West Chester Univer-
sity and Unionville High School in Pennsylvania, have
set ISY 1992 as their goal for completing the initial ver-
sion of a CD-ROM computer directory of resources avail-
able to teachers who use satellite data in the classroom.
Contact: Lisa M. Wilson, l2l5) 436-2233.

Centets for Space Science and Technology Educa-
tion-The United Nations is assistrng member countries/
particularly in A{rica and other deveioping areas, in the
establishment of regional centers that will train educa-
tors in the integration of space science and technology
into their nations' higher education programs.

Educatot Workshops in Latin America-The Planetary
Society is planning space science sessions {or educators
in Colombia and Costa Rica in October 1992.

European/International Space School-Space School,

a{fiiiatedwith Brunel University in the United Kingdom,
conducts summer and vacation courses on space for Eu-
ropean and intemational students at the secondary school
and undergraduate college level. Contact: Rodney
Buckland, (441 895 27 1490.

European Student Competition-EURISY, the Euro-
pean ISY association, is organizing a Europe-wide ISY
competition for young people at the secondary school and
university level.

E.T.-Steven Spielberg's famous extraterrestrial sci-
ence fiction character, E.T., has agreed to serve as the ISY
Ambassador for Children, and specific E.T. activities for
elementary school students are being planned.

Explorations in Space and Astronomy Day-The |ohns
Hopkins Space Grant Consortium has inciuded sessions
on ISY in this Septemb er I99l event in Baltimore for stu-
dents and their parents.

Gemini Spacecraft Model and Simulations-students
at Asa C. Adams Elementary School in Maine have built
for ISY a full-size detailed model of a Gemini spacecraft
and are conducting simulated missions. Contact: Rich-
ard Glueck, (207) 866-2151.

Global Laboratory-Technical Education Research
Centers (TERC) is developing this student environmen-
tal monitoring project, which emphasizes the hands-on
collection of "ground truth" data (for instance/ tempera-
ture, rainfall, air/soil/water quality) by a worldwide net-
work of students, whose observations can be used to
veri{y satellite data. Contact: Robert F. Tinker, l5l7l547-
0430.

Global Student Village-The Consortium for Intema-
tional Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) is
conducting this program to encourage secondary schools
to establish "direct readout" stations that pick up
weather satellite signals and share the information they
receive with counterpart schools around the world. Con-
tact: Buzz Sellman, (3 13) 663-5650.

Ground Truth Studies Proiect-In this project orga-
nized by the Aspen Globa1 Change Institute, students in
grades K through 12 collect field measurements of their
1oca1 environment to serve as "ground truth" to support
and verify NASA's Mission to Planet Earth satellite data.
Contact: Aspen Global Change Institute, (3O3)925-7375.

International Exchange Program and Summer
School-The Lrstitute for Secu-
rity and Cooperation in Outer
Space (ISCOS) has initiated this
program that will exchange US
students and ISY project person-
nel with counterparts at the
USSR's Moscow Aviation Insti-
tute, with the potential for ex-
pansion to other countri.es. A
summer school in Moscow will
also be held. Contact: Tom
Cremins, 1202} 462-8885.

International Set of Resource
Materials-The International ISY
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Council of Associations for Science Education (ICASE),
based in the United Kingdom, is leading an effort to de-
velop by 1992 a space bibliogaphy for science teachers
and curriculum modules that enhance existing science
lessons with examples from space science.

Intemational Space Camp-The US Space and Rocket
Center's successfirl Space Camp program/ based in Hunts-
villg Alabama, wili be e4panded in August 1992 toinclude
up to 60 students and 40 educators, from as many as 30 na-
tions, in a ten-day series of simulations andbriefings focus-
ing on intemational cooperative space ventures. Contact:
Scott Osboms (2OS) 837 34AO.

International Space University-The International
Space University, which currently conducts graduate-
level summer courses in interdisciplinary space studies,
will announce in ISY 1992 its plans for establishing a
permanent central campus/ a two-year Master's degree
program, and an electronically linked network of affili-
ate campuses around the world. Contact: ISU, (61 7) 354-
t987.

Israeli Satellite Maps-Israel is producing thematic
maps from US and French sateliite data for educational
use in schools.

Maple Aerospace and Young Astronaut Program-
Maple Elementary School in Michigan is incorporating
ISY into its ongoing aerospace education program, which
includes space curriculum materials, field trips, a space
shuttle simulator, teacher seminars/ and an annual Fu-
tures in Aerospace and Technologies Day. Contact: Karl
Klimek, l3l3l 9 60-8420.

"Matsville-The Cosmic Village"-The Challenger
Center for Space Science Education is planning in 1991-
92 ayear-long simulated mission to Mars and design of
a Martian habitat, involving some 33,000 classrooms
around the worid and an international "crew'! of high
school students selected through a worldwide competi-
tion. Contact: Richard A. Methia, (703l'683-9740.

Maryland Pilot Earth Science and Technology Educa-
tion Network (MAPS-NETf-This NASA-sponsored pro-
gram, conducted under the auspices of the )ohns Hopkins
Space Grant Consortium and organized by WT Chen &
Company, provides middle andhigh school teachers with
information on establishing a satellite receiving station
at their schools and using Earth observation data in the
classroom. Contact:Theresa Schwerin, WT Chen, (703)
769-1800.

NASA Aerospace Education Services Proiect-ISY
themes wili be incorporated into the l99l-92 efforts of
this "Spacemobile" program/ in which a corps of aero-
space education specialists drive NASA vans and conduct
programs in schools around the United States. Contact:
Sherri McGee, (2021 453-8344.

NASA International Space Life Sciences Training Pro-
gram-In |une-fuly 1992, NASA wili expand interna-
tional participation in its annual six-week residence train-
ing program, held at the Kennedy Space Center, for
undergraduate science and engineering students inter-
ested in the life sciences in space. Contact: Dr. Ronald

This is one of twenty-seven 92-foot diameter radio tele-
scope antenna dishes at the Very Large Array (VLA) near
Socorro, New Mexico. The telescopes are positioned on a Y-
shaped raihoad track, each leg of which is L0 miles long. In
this arrangement, the VLA can receive signals from distant
stars or gaTaxies as though it were a single large radio
antenna dish 20 miles in diameter-the Targest ef-fective
radio telescope in the world. Subsuibers of an ISY com-
puter database can look at the viewing schedules of this
and other maior obsewatories around the world.

[. Wtiite, 12021 4s3-1525.
NASA University Programs-Two NASA higher edu-

cation programs/ the National Space Grant College and
Fellowship Program and the Advanced Design Program
for engineering students, are incorporating ISY themes
into their public service/outreach efforts and student
proiects. Contact: Sherri McGee, (202l' 453 -8344.

NASA/NSTA Space Science Student Involvement Pro-
gram-NASA and the National Science Teachers Asso-
ciation are expanding intemationally in 1992 their joint
Space Science Student Involvement Program (SSIP) oi
student competitions. Participants can design their own
space station and supercomputer experiments, write
space atricles for their school paper, or produce artwork
illustrating a future Mars base. Contact: NSTA, ,.202j 

328-
5800.

NASA/NSTA Teacher Education Ptograms-NASA
and the National Science Teachers Association are using
their annual teacher workshops in the summer before
ISY-NASA Educational Workshops for Elementary
School Teachers (NEWESTI and NASA Educational
Workshops for Math, Science, and Technology Teachers
(NEWMAST)-Io provide resources that will help pri-
mary and secondary school educators introduce ISY
themes into their classrooms. Contact: Sherri McGee,
NASA, (2021453-8344.

National Essay Contests-All countries o{ the world
are being encouraged by the United Nations to conduct
nationwide essay contests during the 1991-92 school year
in which high school students describe "my vision of'
outer space and the promise it holds for my country and
mankind," with national winners receiving UN certifi-
cates and eligible for inclusion in a UN publication of the
best essays.
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NOAA Direct Readout Program-The US National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is
expanding for ISY its Direct Readout program, in which
some 2,000 schools in 120 countries have already set up
their own stations to receive environmental satellite data
in the classroom. Contact: Douglas L. Brown, l30l) 763-
4690.

NOAA ISY Educational Materials-NOAA plans sev-
eral other ISY efforts keyed to its environmental satellites
and data management programs, including publications
describing the satellite/Earth observation resources avail-
able to educators and participation in projects to develop
new textbooks and electronic education systems. Con-
tact: Douglas L. Brown, l30ll763-4690.

NSF Science and Engineering Education Programs-
The National Science Foundation plans to incorporate
ISY into its ongoing programs for teacher enhancement
and recognition, instructional materials development,
informal science education (for instance, TV, museums,
clubs), and enrichment programs for young scholars.

"Opeta, Spheres, and Space"-The Delaware Aero-
space Center hopes to expand nationwide its program in
which school groups/ in conjunction with space science
curricula, attend and perform in space-based operas such
as Menotti's "The Bride From Pluto" and a new work
called "A Wrinkle in Time" that will premiere in 1992.
Contact:Dr. Stephanie M. Gerjovich Wright, 

,,302lr454-

2432.
"Planet Earth" Curriculum Materials-The Discovery

Channel is developing classroom guides and student ac-
tivities to accompany its "Planet Eafth" educational vid-
eodisc series. Contact: Michael Heasley, \301) 986-0444,
ext. 5608.

PROIECT ExPEDITE-Marple Newtown School Dis-
trict in Pennsylvania has developed a program on "Ex-
ploring Planet Earth by Developinglmagery and Technol-
ogy Education," which emphasizes student participation
inISY's Mission to Planet Earth and the interdisciplinary
use of satellite data in school curricula. Contact: Alfred
Capotosto, l2I 5) 3 59 - 4200.

Proiect Horizon-West Chester University in Penn-
sylvania plans to establish a global computer network of
satellite educators who will share data on the classroom
uses of satellites among elementary and secondary
schools throughout the world. A local network called
DEVALnet is already in operation. Contact: Nancy R.
Mchrtyre, l2l5l 436-2393.

Satellite Technology Workshop-A two-week gradu-
ate training workshop in |uly 1992, organized by
Pennsylvania's West Chester University, wili provide
teachers with information on how they can incorporate
satellite technology into the curriculum. Contact: Nancy
R. Mclntyre, l2l5l 436-2393.

SCAS'z Activities-The Southern Califomia Associa-
tion of Science Specialists (SCAS'z) is planning a variety
of ISY activities for its member educational institutions.

Search for Extraterestrial Intelligence (SETI) Foreign-
Language Teaching Modules-In conjunction with ISY,

the SETI Institute will produce foreign-language versions
of NASA SETI teaching materials, designed to excite stu-
dents about math and science by exploring the issue of
life elsewhere in the universe. Contact: Thomas Pierson,
(4rsl96r-6633.

Shuttle and Space Station Simulations-Wausau
School District in Wisconsin is converting a school bus
into a "space shuttle" that will take sixth-graders on day-
long simulated missions. A trailer is also being made into
a permanent "space station" that will serve as a science
laboratory for all the district's elementary school stu-
dents. Contact: Sharon Ryan, (715) 845-1353.

SpaceArc-A project of the Rochester Museum and
Science Center, SpaceArc invites people of all ages to join
in creating an intemational time capsule of essays, draw-
ings, music, and poetry, to be sent into space aboard one
of the Columbus 500 solar sail race vehicles in 1993-94
and archived in duplicate at stations around the world.
Contact: |ames M. Ferren, 1716) 271-4320.

Space Science Seminar for Teachers ftom Developing
Countries-The State Education Commission of China
proposes to hold, in China in 1992, a special one-month
space science seminar for about 50 teachers from devel-
oping countries.

Spaceship Earth Teaching Classroom Proiect-'Using
this primary school teaching module, students and teach-
ers design their classroom as a spaceship or space colony,
with individual students taking on specilic roles (for ex-
ample, engineer, farmer, astronomer) and learning to
work together in operating the community. Contact: Dr.
Carol Rosin, ISCOS, l2l3l 225-1999.

" Spaceship Earth" Television/Video Guides-A teachels
guide written for grades B-12 and a viewer's guide suitable
for college students are available to accompany this PBS

broadcast and videocassette series. Contact South Carolina
Educational Television, {800ll 277 -0829 .

Space Technology Education Program (STEP)-This
lointprogram of NASA and the Environmental Research
Institute of Michigan (ERIM) seeks to improve second-
ary and university education through the use of telecom-
munications technologies, computer-aided instruction,
and the direct readout of satellite data in the classroom.
contact: ERIM, (313l' 99 4-1200.

Sri Lanka Science Students Association Activities-
This student $oup in Sri Lanka
is planning weekly space science
seminars, three space science
workshops, a poster contest and
exhibition, a science fair of stu-
dent projects, and an ISY Day of
lectures and discussions at the
Intemational Conference Hall in
Colombo.

Student Payload Rocket
Launchings-Thousands of high
school and college students will
build rockets to launch their
own science experiments during ISY
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1992 as part of a worldwide program of model rocket
competitions and grassroots launchings coordinated by
the Rocket Research Institute and its counterparts in
other countries. Contact: George S. |ames, 1202ll585-9472.

Student Satellite World Weather Watch-West
Chester University and Unionville High School in Penn-
sylvania are working to create by 1992 an international
network of students receiving environmental data di-
rectly from satellites and generating a "global mosaic" of
shared weather images. Contact: Nancy R. Mclntyre,
West Chester University, l2l5l 436-2393.

"Students Watching Over Our Planet Earth"
(SWOOPE)--This program, sponsored by the US Depart-
ment of Energy, contributes to ISY's Mission to Planet
Earth by having students measure water quality and
background radiation levels near their homes. Contact:
Roger Eckhardt, ,505ll 567-0396.

Teachers Information Network-In{ormation on ISY
is being included in this on-line computer database for
educators that is availabie to users of Apple's "America
Online" service and IBM's "PC Link" and "Promenade"
services. Contact: Quantum Computer Services, (800)
227-6364, ext.5275.

Textbooks and Electronic Systems for Satellite Educa-
tion-CEOSPACE, an Austrian satellite imaging firm, is
developing curriculum materials for primary/secondary
schools and universities-including materials using the
ISY global change encyclopedia and atlas-to introduce
students to the principles and applications of satellite
remote sensing.

"Together to Mars"-{reated by The Planetary Sociery
this is anintemationallSY essay contest for students 18 years
and younger on the theme of the human exploration of Marq
with student winners from around the globe participating in
rhe 1992 World Space Congress in Washington, D.C. Con-
tact: Barbara Bnining-La Be[e, (BlB) 793-5100.

UN International Training Course on Remote Sensing
in Education-The goal of this 1992 course in Stockholm
and Kiruna, Sweden, organized in cooperation with the
govemment of that country/ is to help educators from
developing countries gain a practical knowledge of re-
mote sensing so that they can introduce this technology
into their curricula.

"Visions of Explotation: Past, Present, Future"-The
international newspaper USA TODAY, in partnership
with NASA, has developed materials for students in
grades 3-8 that will rekindle their interest in science and
space exploration by challenging them to see space as the
new frontier. Contact: Michele Wickham, 1703lr276-5320.

"Whete Next, Columbus? " Curriculum Materials-In
conjunction with the opening of its ISY exhibit "Where
Next, Columbus? " the National Air and Space Museum
in Washington, D,C., will make avaiiable curriculum
materials that will help students and teachers examine
the future of space exploration and discovery. Contact:
Dr. Valerie Neal, (202) 357-2BZB.

World Timecapsule Fund-Written, visual, and audi-
tory in{ormation from individuals all over the worid wiil

be digitally recorded, preserved for posterity as a "history
of mankind," artd sent into space in the year 2000, with
US schools asked to contribute student essays during ISY.
Contact: Charles S. Smith, (512lr935-1206.

"A Year in the Life of Satellite Tracking"-Thousands
of high school students from around the world are col-
lecting weather satellite images of their home regions
taken on the first days of spring summer/ fall, and win-
ter to create a global mosaic illustrating the changing of
the seasons. Contact: Helen E. Martin, Unionviile High
School, (215l' 347 -1600.

Young Astronaut Educational Materials-"Explora-
tion and Discovery: The Intemational Space Year" will
be the theme of the Young Astronaut program during the
l99L-92 school year, when students in grades K-9 in
more than 25,000 US schools will receive monthly cur-
riculum materials and an educational video on ISY. Con-
tact: Young Astronauts, (202lr 682-1985.

Young Astronaut Reading Club-This nationwide
book club, featuring Young Astronauts engaged in sci-
ence fiction activities, will be introduced in celebration
of ISYinlanuary 1992. Contact: YoungAstronauts, (202)
582-1985.

Young Astronauts/Cosmonauts |oint Ptoiects-The
US Young Astronauts Council and the Soviet Young
Cosmonaut organization, COYUZ, are planning a series
of joint ISY celebration projects including educational
materials and joint publications. Contact: Young Astro-
nauts, 1202lr682-L985.

Youth Space Education Week-ISY themes will be
incorporated into the October 1992 version of this annual
event/ which focuses on space-related activities in the
schools. Contact: Youth Space Education Week, (316)
945-5943 or (3i3) 943-8880.

Boo/<s and periodicals
Astonomy Education Newsletter-The newsletter of

the Association of Astronomy Educators carries regular
articles on ISY. Contact: ChazE.Hafey, (804lr357-0LI7.

Blueprint for Space Book---:The Smithsonian Institu-
tion Press is publishing a book written by Frederick
Ordway and Randy Lieberman, with an epilogue by
Arthur C. Clarke, to go with the "Blueprint for Space"
traveling exhibit that compares science fiction and sci-
ence fact.

Ciencia HoielCiencia Hoy Special Issue-The Brazil-
ian Society for the Advancement of Science plans to de-
vote a February 1992 specral edition of its science maga-
zine, published for the general public in both Portuguese
and Spanish, to ISY and space science issues.

Copycat Magazine-This magazine for elementary
school teachers is producing a special issue on space/
inclufing information on ISY educational resources.

Collection and Distribution of Literature on Space
Science and Technology-To assist developing countries
in obtaining space-related publications, this joint project
of the United Nations and Italy's lrtemational Centre for
Theoretical Physics (ICTP) is designed to facilitate the
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"recycling" of donated scientific books and journais to
Third World libraries.

Dfuectory of Resources for Earth ObservationinEdu-
cdtiofl-NoAA will produce in 1992, in several 1an-
guages/ this comprehensive reference book for teachers
containing background information on environmental
satellites and lists of equipment manufacturers, training
programs/ curriculum materials, and schools already
using sateliite data in the classroom. Contact: Arlette
Washington, (301 ) 7 63-4690.

Educator's Guide for Building and Operating an
Environmental Satellite Receiving Station-In 1992, in
conjunction with its Direct Readout program, NOAA
will publish this manual contarnhg practical construc-
tion/operatrng advice and cumculum suggestions for use
o{ a satellite receiver in the classroom. Contact: Arlette
Washington, (301) 7 63-4690.

EURISY Newsletter-The European Association ior
the Intemational Space Year (EURISY) publishes a quar-
terly newsletter in English, French, and German on ISY
activities in Europe. The organization also plans to start
up a publication for young people by early 1992.

Final Frontier ISY Directory-The bimonthly space
magaztne Final Frontier is dedicating its |anuary/Febru-
ary 1992 issue to ISY and publishing a program guide that
lists major ISY activities. Contact: Final Frcntier, (6121

822-9600.
IEEE Publications-Various technical/professional

publications of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, such as Ttansactions on Geoscience and Re-
mote Sensing and Technology and Society magazine,
plan special issues and articles dedicated to ISY.

.hE'OS,EA Newsletter-This newsletter of the Satellite
Educators Association will spotlight ISY activities dur-
ing1992 and share curriculum ideas on the use of satel-
iites in the classroom. Contact: Nancy R. Mclntyre ,l2l5)
436-2393.

ISY Comic Book-TADCORPS, producers of a series
of quality educational comic books on space for children,
has created a special ISY comic called "Adventures on
Santa Maria and Future Ships Sailing the Oceans of
Space." Contact: "Dutch" von Ehrentned, 1202) 554-8677.

ISY Resource Compendium for Educators-The Na-
tional Science Teachers Association and the PBS Elemen-
tary/Secondary Service are producing this reference book
for K-12 teachers, listing hundreds of space-related class-
room resources-from pubiications, videos, and software
to training opportunities. Contact: l\{ichelle Ward-Brent,
PBS, (703) 739.st4s.

La Lettre spatiale du Qu4bec-This new space news-
letter, published by the government oi the Canadian
province of Quebec, will include regular articles on ISY
activities through l99l-92. Contact: Quebec Department
of Industry, Trade, and Technology, {514) 873-6332.

National Geographic World Magazine-Thrs publica-
tion for elementary school youngsters will include ar-
ticles on ISY student activities throughout 1992.

Robert T. McCall ISY Art Book-In conjunction with

space artist Robert T. McCall's ISY art exhibition in New
York, Bantam Doubleday Dell will publish a book en-
titied Robert T. McCall's Cosmic Horizons-A Celebra-
tion of the Intemational Year of Space, with accompany-
ing text by science fiction writer Ray Bradbury.

NASA Report to Educators-This NASA periodical
disseminates information about ISY. Contact: Sherri
McGee, 1202) 453-8344.

Scholastic llews Space Issue-This magazine for el-
ementary school students is producing a special issue on
space in lanuary 1992, including coverage of ISY activi-
ties.

Scientific American Supplement-An ISY/World
Space Congress supplement will appear in Scientific
American magazine's August 1992 edrtion, published
worldwide in six languages, including articles exploring
the newest internationai developments in space science,
technology, and policy.

Space Age Book-Random House will publish a com-
paruon book by author Chip Walter to go with the ISY
public television series "Space Age" being jointly pro-
duced by WQEDiPittsburgh and NHK/|apan.

Space Encyclopedia-The Progress Publishing House
in the Soviet Union wil1be producing a popular science
encyclopedia on space in 1992.

Spaceline Newsletter-The Institute for Security and
Cooperation in Outer Space (ISCOS) will publish a

monthly column on ISY inits Spaceline newsletter and
plans special issues devoted to ISY. Contact: Tom
Cremins, \202) 462-8886.

Space News ISY Section-An issue of this weekly
space periodical will include a special section on ISY ac-
tivities.

Spaceship Earth Book-Science writer Nigel Calder
has created a book to accompany the public TV series
"Spaceship Earth: A Global Geography," which is being
produced by South Carolina Educational Television in
partnership with European broadcasters.

Teaching Space Newsletter-Teaching Space, a quar-
terly newsletter for educators interested in bringing space
subjects into the classroom, is including coverage of ISY
events and activities in its issues.

Tennessee Teacher Space Issue-In conjunction with
its annual Tennessee Space Week celebration, the Ten-
nessee Education Association
will devote the February issue of
its magazine to space and in-
clude information on ISY re-
sources for teachers.

UN Booklet on Space Educa-
tion-A United Nations booklet
is being published to educate
policymakers, particularly those
in developing nations, on cur-
rent trends in space science and
technology, on its potential ap-
plications and benefits, and on
educational opportunities in- ISY
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volving space systems.
AYear in the Life of Satellite Tracking-Abook will

be published in 1992 containing the year-long global
mosaic of the best student-collected satellite images gen-
erated through this projec! which is being coorfinated by
Unionville High School in Pennsylvania. Contact: Helen
E. Martin, (215l' 347 -1600.

Public events and exhibitions
Acoustic Astronomy-Astrophysicist and musician

Dr. Fiorella Terenzi, who works in Italy and the United
States, is conducting research on computer music tech-
niques that allow astronomicaldatato be represented as

sound. She is exploring both the scientific development
of a sound-based classi{ication scheme for celestial ob-
jects and the performance of music using these tech-
niques. Contact: David Reisner, l2l3l 2O7 -3OO4.

AmetiFlora '92-This miniature world's {air and flo-
ral/garden exposition in Columbus, Ohio, running from
April through October 1992, wtll include a space pavil-
ion featuring science exhibits, a near-full-size model of
the US space shuttle, and a special-effects science fiction
production createdby George Lucas's [rdustrial Light and
Magic. Contact: SpacePort Systems Corporation, l2l3l
278-3900.

Astronomical Illustrations by Robert T. McCall-The
Society of Illustrators is planning ISY-dedicated art exhi-
bitions in 1992, highlighted by a one-man show of 75
works by noted space artist Robert T. McCall that will
take place in New York in September-November, with
an accompanying book celebrating ISY in art.

Australian ISY Activities-In addition to its participa-
tion in several SAFISY science projects, Australia is plan-
ning numerous ISY public activities, including museum
displays, media programs/ special postage stamps, and
school projects.

BISY92 Extribitions-The British organization BISY92
is organizing a comprehensive traveling display andper-
manent exhibitions at major toudst attractions in the
United Kingdom, designed to inJorm students and the
general public about the benefits of space technology.

BISY92 Lectute Series-BISY92 is planning a profes-
sional lecture series on space topics that will tour major
cities in the United Kingdom during ISY.

"Blueprint for Space: Science Fiction to Science
Fact"-The IBM Corporation is underwriting an exhibi-
tion of artworll rare books/magazines, and space artifacts
focusing on the theme of space travel in concept and re-
ality, with showings scheduled during l99l-92 at the US
Space and Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama, the
IBM Gallery in New York, and the National Air and
Space Museum in Washington, D.C.

Columbus 500 Space Sail Cup-At least three space
vehicles using sails propelled by the solar wind-includ-
ing one mission each from the Americas, Europe, and
Asia-willbe launched in 1993 or 1994 in an ISY-inspired
race from Earth orbit to the Moon and Mars. One of them
will carry the SpaceArc international time capsule of

essays/ drawings, music, and poetry. Contact: World
Space Foundation, (818) 357-2878.

EURISY Audiovisual Show-EURISY, the European
ISY association, is planning an ISY audiovisual show
designed to increase the interest of the general public in
space technologies, exploration, and Mission to Planet
Earth.

EURISY Dinner Debates-A series of. 1992 dinner
debates on space issues is being organized by EURISY,
with sites to include Scandinavia and possibly Eastem
Europe.

Exhibition on Disaster Prevention and Relief Technol-
ogy-An intemational exhibition oi space technologies
used in the prevention and relief of natural disasters is
being held in China in September 1991.

Galileo Encounter Events-The Planetary Society is
organizing activities in Pasadena, Califomia, for the De-
cember 1992 flyby of Earth by the Galileo spacecraft.
Contact: Susan Lendroth, (818) 793-5100.

Golden Gate Space Frontier Society Activities-This
San Francisco Bay Area chapter of the National Space
Society is planning a series ol 1992 events around Earth
Day, Space Day, and Columbus Day, including a lecture
series, TV and radio public service messagesi participa-
tion in an ecology fair, iund-raising events to benefit
school science programs, and nervsletter coverage of ISY
activities.

"The Home Planet" United Nations Exhibition-
From June to September l992,lIN Headquarters in New
York will host an ISY Mission to Planet Earth exhibit
that will give the public a high-tech "tol)r" of the best
images of our planet trom space, promoting a greatet ap-
preciation of the Earth as a global system and the role of
space technologres in environmental management.

INPE Visitor Center-BrazTl's National Space Re-
search Institute (INPE) will establish in 1992 a new per-
manent exhibition hallat its headquarters in Slo |os6 dos
Campos, including exhibits on global change, Amazonia,
and the use of space technologies to benefit the local,
national, and intemational community.

Intergalactic Sculpture-Sculptor Ezra Orion, in coop-
eration with the Israel Space Agency, plans to create an
intergalactic work of artby launching laser beams into
space from locations around the world inMay 1992.

International Exhibition of Space Art-The USSR
plans to host an intemational art exhibit dedicated to ISY,
which will begin in Moscow and then travel elsewhere.

Live Observation of Artificial Space Obiects-To en-
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courage public observation of orbiting spacecraft, the UN
and the Houston Museum of Natural Science are devel-
oping a manual, an electronic bulletin board, and view-
ing schedules of spacecraft passes over major cities, for
telefax distribution to planetariums worldwide. Contact:
Paul D. Maley, (713lr639-4532.

Mats Observer Launch Events-In conjunction with
the launch of the Mars Observer spacecraft, The Plan-
etary Society will conduct a vaiety of activities at the
Kennedy Space Center, including tours for society mem-
bers and events open to the public. Contact: Susan
Lendroth, (8 18) 793-5 100.

Milky Way Day-The Galactic Society is organizing
this event on August 7, 7992, designed to help young
people and community groups leam about astronomy
and the potential for exploration outside our own Milky
Way galaxy.

Mission to Planet Earth Day-On April 25, 1992, in
celebration of the traditional Eanh Da_v, public activities
will be organized around the theme oi N{rssion to Planet
Earth, including a program of er-ents developed by the
National Space Society and a giobal telecast.

Mobile Exhibition on the Soviet Space Program-The
USSR is planning a mobile exhibit highlighting the
achievements of the Soviet space eifon, rr-ith US visits
scheduled {or Washington, D.C., and \err York begin-
ning in August 1992.

"Our Sun-Earth Environment"-An exhibit explain-
ing the Sun's effects on the Earth and the nature oi the
heliosphere-the plasma of particles and irelds that ex-
tends out into space from our star-will open in 1992 at
the National Air and Space Museum in \\-ashrngton,
D.C., along with a traveling version for other museums.

Rover Expo '92-In September 1992, in conruncrion
with the World Space Congress j.n Washington, D.C.,
The Planetary Society will sponsor an ISY exposrtron and
demonstration of planetary robots and related rechnolo-
gies for space exploration. Contact: Susan Lendroth ,8 1 8 )

793-5r00.
Spaceweek 1992-This week-long celebration of

space/ heid every year on luly 15-24 in comme moratron
of the first Apollo lunar landing, will key.its 1991 actrvi-
ties to ISY. Contact: Spaceweek National Head.luarters,
l7r3) 333-3627.

"Star Trek: Federation Science"-The Oregon \1u-
seum of Science and Industry is developrng a traveli.ng
science exhibit for ISY that will visit at least ten US srtes
and be keyed to the 25th anniversan' oi the " Star Trek"
television series, expioring the scj.entriic challenges of
living and working in space todal- and rn the iuture. Con-
tact: Divonna Ogier, i5031 222-2828.

Tournament of Roses Parade-On fanuary l, 1992,
this annual parade in Pasadena, Califomia, will include
an ISY float produced by the Masons entitled "Voyagers
of Discovery" and depicting humanity's advancement
through space. ISY-related floats by other groups have
also been proposed.

"IJniversariums"-The United Nations wiil publish

a booklet describing and encouraging the establishment
of "universariums" in countries that do not yet have such
space science centers/ which include in one site such
public facilities as planetariums, cinemas, exhibit areas,
lecture rooms, and astronomical observatory equipment.

UN Monthly Lectures-Distinguished guest lecturers
from all comers of the world will give monthly lectures
at United Nations Headquarters in New York during
1992 on different topics related to ISY and outer space,
with particular attention to Mission to Planet Earth.

Western Amateur Asttonomers Activities-The
Western Amateur Astronomers, an association of some
70 amateur astronomy clubs in the western United
States, is planning ISY activities designed to encourage
people to observe the skies.

"Where Next, Columbus?"-The National Air and
Space Museum in Washington, D.C., will celebrate ISY
and the 500th anniversary of Columbus's first voyage to
the New World by opening a major new exhibit gallery
n 1992 that will examine the future of space exploration
and discovery over the next 500 years. Contact: Dr.
Valerie Neal, (202) 357-2828.

World Expo'9}--:This world's fair in Seville, Spain,
running from April through October 1992, wlll include
elements focusing on ISY themes. EURISY is planning an
ISY event during the exposition.

Coltlel'ences

AAAS Symposium on ISY-The February L992 anntal
meeting of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science (AAAS), convening in Chicago, will in-
clude a symposium on ISY as part of its series of discus-
sions on "Fantastic Voyages: From Columbus to Space."

Asia/Pacific ISY Conference-This major regional ISY
session will be convened in November 1992 in Tokyo on
the theme of remote sensing applications for developing
nations.

Conference of Museums of Cosmonautics-The
USSR plans to hold a nationwide ISY conference of space
museum officials in Moscow in November 1992.

Conlerence on Remote Sensing and the Economy-
The Soviet Union is planning for mid-1992 a scientific
con{erence on the most pressing problems associated
with the use of remote sensing methods to benefit vari-
ous sectors of the economy.

Delaware Valley ISY
Colloquium-The Greater
Philadelphia Section of the
American Institute of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics will hold
an ISY colloquium on space ex-
ploration in March 1992 at the
Franklin Institute, where stu-
dents, educators, and space ex-
perts will celebrate theDelaware
Valley's participation in ISY.
Contact: Clifford D. Reinert,
(2t513s4-2899. ISY
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European ISY Conf erence-A worldwide conf erence
on global climate change, dedicated to ISY and entitled
"Space in the Service of the Changing Earth," will bring
together some 1,200 participants in Munich, Germany,
on March 3G-Apl1rl4,1992, under the auspices of the Eu-
ropean Community, the European Space Agency, and the
German Space Agency (DARA).

International Aerospace Convention-This interna-
tional convention of aerospace professionals, educators,
and students wili be convened in Huntsville, Alabama,
in |uiy 1992 and supplemented by space camp and
teacher orientation programs. Contact: Debbie Roderick,

lz1sl sst-2230.
International Conference on Space Biology and Medi-

cine-The Soviet Union will host a world scientific con-
ference on space medicine and related research in 1992
in Moscow.

International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Sympo-
sium (IGARSS)-The May 1992 theme of this annual
conference, attended by 500-500 scientists and engineers
in Clear Lake, Texas, will be "International Space Year:
Space Remote Sensing."

International Space Education Symposium-This
week-long intemational meeting of space educators at the
secondary school level, dedicated to ISY and jointiy orga-
nized by the American Space School and the Satellite
Prolect in Wales, will convene in Britain in )uly 1992 and
focus on ISY's Mission to Planet Earth. Contact: Thomas
W. Becker, l3l4l 997 -0937.

International Symposium on Economic Benefits of
Space Activities-The Chinese Society of Astronautics
and the International Academy of Astronautics are
jointly sponsoring a meeting on the benefits of space tech-
nology in Beijing in October 1992.

International Symposium on the Exploration of the
Sun-On August 8-9, 1992, the USSR will host in
Dnepropetrovsk an international symposium on solar
processes affecting the Earth's environment and human
activity, based on the findings of international spacecraft
projects studying the Sun and Sun-Earth interactions
during the period of maximum solar activity.

ISPRS/ASPRS Congress-The Lrtemational Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) and its
American counterpart (ASPRS) will meet in Washington,
D.C., on August 2-14, 1992, and dedicate one of the
session's themes-"Mapping and Monitoring the Earth
to Document Global Change"-to ISY.

ISY Conference on Earth and Space Sciences Informa-
tion Systems-A conference will be hosted by the |et
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Califomia, on Febru-
ary 10-13, 1992, to promote intemational cooperation,
standardization, and planning for the 21st century in the
area of space-related information systems/ using ISY sci-
ence projects as a focal point,

"Marsville" Regional and International Conferences-
As the culmination of its year-long "Marsville-The
Cosmic Vi1lage" program of simulated student space
missions, the Challenger Center will convene 100 re-

gional conferences worldwide in May 1992 andan inter-
national conference at the Kennedy Space Center in |uly.
Contact: Richard A. Methia, ITOB) 683-9740.

1992 Planetary Congress-The Association of Space

Explorers, whose international membership includes
more than B0 current and former astronauts, will dedi-
cate its August 1992 Planetary Congress to ISY and fo-
cus on the theme "To Mars Together" at this Washing-
ton, D.C., meeting, held in conjunction with the World
Space Congress.

Pacific Ocean Remote Sensing Confetence-This
August 1992 session in Okinawa,lapan, dedicated to ISY
and conducted rn cooperation with SAFISY, will focus on
the use of satellite technologies in oceanography, meteo-
rology, environmental studies, and the management of
marine resources.

The Planetary Society Day-A day of space science
sessions for educators, sponsored by the Planetary Soci-
ety, wil1be a part o{ the March lgg}nattonal convention
of the National Science Teachers Association in Boston,
Massachusetts. Contact: Susan Lendroth, (818) 793-5100.

Press Seminars on Rain Forest Ecology-The Intema-
tional Science Writers Association is organizing a series
of annual press seminars on rain forest ecology, with the
first sessions planned for 1992 in Brazii in coniunction
with the ISY World Forest Watch project.

Satellites and Education Con[erence-ISY will be the
theme of the March 1992 session of this annual confer-
ence, designed for educators who use satellite data in the
classroom and hosted by West Chester University in
Pennsylvania. Contact: Nancy R. Mclntyre, l2l5l 436-
2393.

2nd Pacific ISY Conference-scientists and space
agency officials convened in October 1991 on Hawaii is-
land-the srte of the iirst Pacific ISY Conference that
launched ISY internationally-to develop proposals for
ongoing lnternational coordination of space scientific
activities that can begin during ISY and continue beyond
t992.

SOAR 1992-A SOAR (Special Opportunities for
Aerospace Resources) Forum on ISY will be held during
the March 1992 National Science Teachers Association
annual convention in Boston. Contact: NSTA, (2021328'
s800.

"Space and the Global Problems Confronting Man-
kind on the Threshold of the 21st Century"-This Soviet-
sponsored international conference dedicated to ISY will
bring together scientists and space specialists in Moscow
in 1992.

"Space Enough to Learn"-The University of Canberra
in Australia will host this intemational lsY conference
{or space science and technology teachers and museum
educators on |u1y 13-15,1992.

Space 92-This Intemational Con{erence on Engineer-
ing, Construction, and Operations in Space, sponsoredby
the American Society of Civil Engineers and dedicated to
ISY, will convene in Denver, Colorado, in May-|une
1992. Partrcipants will include elementary, secondary,
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and college students and teachers as well as engineering
and space professionals. Contact: Marie McGuinness,
l2r2l70s-7494.

Space Research Conference-IsY will be a major
theme and ISY space science activities will be included
in the Space Research Conference of European students,
to be held in the Netherlands in May 1992 under the
auspices of the Association des Etats G6n6raux des
Etudiants de l'Europe (AEGEE).

Space Technology Education Program (STEP) Sympo-
sium-This session for scientists and educators, cospon-
sored by COSPAR, will convene rn Baltimore, \Iar1-1and,
in August 1992.For ISY, this rvill be the irrsr interna-
tional STEP conference.

Technospace 92-This ISY conterence and erhrbition,
convening in Bordeaux, France, in October 1991 rttil
focus on the contributions of space to the bettermenr of
life on planet Earth, internationai cooperation and tech-
nology trans{er, and the financing of space programs.

Training Program in Geospace Physics for Scientists
in Developing Countries-A three-week school rn Octo-
ber-November 1992 at the hrtemational Centre ior Theo-
retical Physics in Trieste, Italy, will provide trarung tor
scientists from developing countries and explore rr-ar-s irr
which their institutions can better partlclpale rn and
utiiize data from future space physics missions.

UN International Seminar on Space Communications
Systems-This ISY-inspired meeting in 199.i, hoste d br
the government of Greece, will allow officials rn the sur-
roundrng region to assess telecommunication> apFhca-
tions of space technology.

UN Regional Conference on Space Technologl- for
Sustainable Development-This 1992 meetrn: .ospon-
sored by the govemment of Indonesia, is designeJ ro pro-
mote cooperation among Southeast Asian ani Pacific
Rim nations in expanding space science, technt-',1ogr-, and
applications programs.

UN Seminar on Space Communications-The USSR
is hosting a ten-day United Nations semilar rn Dubna
in September 1992, where up to 30 Third \\-orld represen-
tatives will familiarize themselves rrith re cenr deveiop-
ments in satellite communications tech-nolog-that are
applicable to such areas as rural education medicrne, and
disaster reiief.

UN Workshop on Remote Sensing-The LN Outer
Space Affairs Division and the Inremarional Centre for
Theoretical Physics are jointll organnng a maior work-
shop on remote sensing technolog in 1991 in Trieste,
Italy, with emphasis on the needs oi Thrd World coun-
tries.

UN Workshop on Space Science and Technology In-
formation-In conjunction rvith the LIN/ICTP project to
promote the distribution oi space science and technoiogy
literature to developing countries/ a workshop on "Bridg-
ing the Information Gap in Space Science and Technol-
ogy" will be held at the United Nations/ New York head-
quarters in 1992.

UN/COSPARAAF Workshop on Space Technologyin

Developing Countries-This session, held in August
1992 in conjunction with the World Space Congress in
Washington, D.C., will focus on how space-related tech-
nologies can be developed in Third World nations.

UN/ESA Africa Space Conference-An ISY-inspired
conference to be held in Nairobi, Kenya, in 1993, cospon-
sored by the United Nations and the European Space
Agency, will bring together Alrican decision-makers and
scientific leaders to establish priorities and programs
using space technologies to harness AJrica's natural re-
sources and safeguard its environment.

LrN/IAF Workshop on Space Programs for Developing
Countries-This October 1991 session in Montreal, or-
ganized by the UN and the International Astronautical
Federation in cooperation with Canada, is intended to
assist Third World nations in identifying and establish-
rng programs for space technologies that can help them
meet their development goals,

UN/ISPRS Workshop on Data Analysis Systems and
Applications-Developing country participants in the
August 1992 Congress of the Intemational Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS)in Wash-
ington, D.C., wi1l be able to attend this technical work-
shop addressing specific problems in the hardware, soft-
rvare, data analysis methods, and applications of remote
sensing.

World Congress on National Parks and Protected Ar-
eas-The fourth World Congress on National Parks and
Protected Areas, an intemational meeting of more than
1,000 park managers to be held in Caracas, Venezuela, on
February lLzl, l992,has invited ISY participation on the
theme of Mission to Planet Earth.

World Space Congress-The International Astronau-
tical Federation (IAF) and the Committee on Space Re-
search (COSPAR) of the International Council of Scien-
ti{ic Unions will meet iointly in a World Space Congress
dedicated to ISY, bringing at least 3,000 space experts to
Washington, D.C., on August 28-September 9, 1992.
Contact: Mireille Gerard, ,.20?' 646-7 450.

Young Astronaut National and International Confer-
ences-Thousands of Young Astronauts and Young Cos-
monauts from around the world will meet in |apan, Ko-
rea, the Soviet lJnion, and the United States in 1992
conferences dedicated to ISY. The year's major global
meeting will convene in Mos-
cow in lily 1992. Contact:
Young Astronauts, (202l, 682-
1985.

Pt'orused adiuilies
Academic Aerospace Corte-

spondent Program-VAKO
Soyuz, the USSR's All-Union
Youth Aerospace Society, plans
to coordinate this student core-
spondence project.

"Art of the Cosmos"-The
Intemational Association for the ISY
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Astronomical Arts has proposed an ISY traveling exhibit
that would include works by more than 50 artists from
14 countries. rAAA also plans to release a video entitled
"Artists in Space" to go along with the artists'works.

Discovery Constellation-Artist |ames Pridgeon pro-
poses an ISY space sculpture consisting of an orbiting set
of tethered reflecting balloons that would be visible at
dawn and dusk for a period of three months. In addition
to being a symbol of intemational cooperation, the ba1-
loons would be used to study the dynamics of tethered
satellites and would have associated educational mate-
rials.

"Earth Observation from Space as an Educational Re-
source"-The BAITIC Educational Center of the USSR's
Troitsk Institute of Innovation and Thermonuclear Re-
search (TRINITI)plans to coordinate this program on the
use of spacecraft data in the classroom.

Educational Television Ptograms ftom Mir-soviet
cosmonauts pian to broadcast educational programs from
the Mir space station during l99I-92.

International Art Competition-The Association of
Space Museums o{ the USSR wishes to sponsor an art
competition for children on space-related subjects.

International E-Mail Teleconferences-The BAITIC
Educational Center in the Soviet Union is organizing a
series of international computer teleconferences for sec-
ondary school students that would transmit electronic
mail via satellite during1992.

ISY Commemorative Stamps-More than 100 coun-
tries have been invited to design and produce their own
ISY postage stamp/ postmark, or commemorative enve-
lope in 1992.

ISY International Telecommunications Network-
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers pro-
poses to create an ISY Intemational Telecommunications
Network to improve the transfer of ISY project inJorma-
tion between di{ferent communications systems ({or
example, computers/ telecon{erences, satellites).

ISY Sculpture-New York sculptor Rhonda Roland
Shearer, an artist who incorporates envjronmental issues
into her work/ plans to design a special sculpture on the
theme of ISY's computer-ammated giobal change ency-
clopedia.

International Student Olympiad on Space Engineer-
ing-Co1lege students from around the world will partici-
pate in this ISY competition hosted by Moscow State
Technical University in |anuary-February 1992.

International Summer Aerospace Campus Program-
This annual summer program for Soviet students is or-
ganized by VAKO Soyuz, the All-Union Youth Aerospace
Society.

International Youth Congress-This proposed meet-
ing for college students, focusing on "Essential Problems
of Cosmonautics and Space Research," would be hosted
in 1992 by Moscow State Technical University in the
USSR.

Mir Experiments-In 1992 the Soviet Union plans to
car4/ on board its Mir space station a number of scien-

ti{ic experiments designed by yoprng researchers, college
students, and high school pupils from developing coun-
tries.

Moscow Auiation Institute fownal-- This Soviet sci-
entilic and technicalmagazine proposes to include ar-
ticles related to ISy and may also exchange articles with
US publications.

Music from the Galaxies-Astrophysicist and musi-
cian Dr. Fiorella Terenzi, who works in Italy and the
United States, proposes in 1992 to expand her work in
acoustic astronomy into a lecture and concert series,
where she will present compositions that transform the
radiation from other galaxies into sound by means of
computer music techniques. Contact: David Reisner,
l2r3l2O7-3004.

OURS-The Swiss-based OURS (Orbitmg Uni{ication
Ring Satellit el orgarization is negotiating with the Soviet
Union to launch the first in a series of OURS peace ring
sculptures from the Mir space station n 1992.

"Protection o[ Environment for Assuring Cleaner
Eath" (PEACE)--hdia has proposed an intemational lsY
mission featuring remote sensing instruments that
wouldbe particularly geared toward environmental stud-
ies in developing countries.
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The following agencies and organizations can sup-
ply more information on the items in this list:

NASA Educational Affairs Division-This office
of the National Aeronautics and Space Adrninistra-
tion (NASA) is committed to promoting excellence
in education through an emphasis on science and
technology. Contact: Sherri McGee, l2o2l 453 -8344.

NASA/ISY SpaceLink-NASA has established
an ISY mcnu on the agenJy's existing Spacelink
database of space information, which can be ac-
cessed by cornputer over regular telephone lines.
Contact: Sherri McGee, 1202) 453-8344.

US International Space Year Association-This
nonprofit organization was established with support
from NASA to provide information on ISY activi-
ties and encourage public participation. It publishes
ncws releases, a newsletter, and other informational
materials. Contact: US-ISY, 1202) 863-1734.

European Association for the International Space
Year (EURISY)-This Paris-based association, a
counterpart of US-ISY establishedwith support from
the European Space Agency (ESA), provides infor-
mation on European ISY activities. Contact:
EURTSY, (33) ( 1 ) 4s-ss-83-s3.

United Nations-The UN Outer Space Affairs
Division has produced a guidebook on ISY activities
sponsored and coordinated by the United Nations.
Contact: United Nations, l2l2l 963-1234.



Scientific and Technical Olympiad on Space Topics-
The Moscow Physical Technical lnstitute is organizing
this science competition for secondary school students
in the USSR.

SETI Mictowave Observing Proiect Educational Pto-
gram-The SETI Institute is planning an ISY program of
math and science curriculum materials centered around
the 1992 start of the Microwave Observing Project, where
students will search for signals from Earth spacecraft as

a test of future search techniques for extraterrestrial sig-
nals. Contact: Bob Amold, (415l'604-5989.

Solar Sailing Telecommunications Simulation-Uni-
versity School in Ohio proposes to link students around
the world via computer during 1992 to conduct a yeat
long simulation of ISY's Columbus 500 Solar Sail Race,

in which vehicles propelled by the soiar wind will voy-
age to the Moon and Mars.

Ttaining Workshops on Space Science Education for
Teachers in Developing Countries-This proposal, by the
Lrstitute for Science and Math Education at the Univer-
sity of the Philippines, is to organize regional training
workshops in developing nations to discuss what to
teach in space science and how to teach it.

United States Space Foundation Exhibits-The
United States Space Foundation is developing a pro-
posal for interactive educational exhibits on space
exploration that would be geared toward students of all
ages around the country.

Worldwide Space Research Educational Programs-
The European Space Agency (ESA) has proposed the
worldwide delivery via satellite of a variety of space
education programs.

"You Experiment in Space"-This competition for
secondary school students is being organized in the So-
viet Union.

"Youth for International Space Yeat"-An interna-
tional student congress in April-May 1992, hosted by
Moscow State Technical University in the Soviet
IJnion, has been proposed. o

Boshn UniuersiU $polt$or$ PR0tllYS

The Program in Mathematics for
Young Scientists (PROMYS)is a resi-
dential program designed for 50 am-
bitious high school students entering
grades 10 through 12. Held at Boston
University, the program offers a

lively mathematical environment in
which students explore the creative
world of mathematics. Through their
intensive efforts to solve a large as-

sortment of unusually challenging
problems in number theory, the par-
ticipants practice the art of math-
ematical discovery-numerical ex-
ploration, formulation and critique of
conjectures, and techniques of proof
and generalization. More experienced
participants may also study abstract
algebra and dlmamical systems. Each
participant belongs to a problem-
solving group that meets with a pro-
fessional mathematician three times
a week. Special lectures by outside
speakers offer a broad view of math-
ematics and its role in the sciences.
In addition, college-age counselors
live in the dormitories and are always

Bullelin [oal'd

available to discuss mathematics
with students.

Admission decisions will be based
on applicants'solutions to a set of
challenging problems included with
the application packet; teacher rec-
ommendations; high school tran-
scripts; and student essays explaining
their interest in the program. This
year's session will be held from |une
28 to August8,1992. Financial aid is
available. For application materials
and more information, wrire to
PROMYS, Department of Mathemat-
ics, Boston University, 1i 1

Cummington Street, Boston, MA
02215, or call 617 353-2563. Applica-
tions will be accepted lrom March I
until ]une 1,1992.

Film sel'ies: fie 0l'iuin and Euolulion 0l

fie Uniuer'$B

The astronomical sciences have
developed beyond all recognition
over the last 40 years. Until about
1950, astronomy meant optical as-
tronomy/ but since then a host of

new astronomies have developed,
each contributing essential facts
about the origrn and evolution of di{-
ferent classes of objects in the uni-
verse.

A new series from Films for the
Humanities & Sciences combines
this new knowledge derived from all
the drJferent types of astronomy into
a coherent picture of our present un-
derstanding of the origin and evolu-
tion of the universe. This series of
{ive films comes from the Royal In-
stitution Lectures in London, mak-
ing use of the foremost scientists in
their field who traditionally address
an audience of adults as well as
young people. With the assistance of
those in the audience/ experiments
are performed that explain and clarify
the subjects under discussion. For
rental or purchase information on
this series, or for a video catalog,
write Films for the Humanities &
Sciences, PO Box2053, Princeton, Nf
08543-2053, or call 800 257 -5126.
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Uel'monfiflcademy ol Science and

Iechnolouy UAST)
Vermont Technical College in

Randolph, Vermont, offers an un-
usual opportunity to high school se-

niors to complete their senior year on
a residential college campus/ where
they can pursue their interests in sci-
ence, engineering, mathematics, and
technology. Students in this program,
known as the Vermont Academy of
Science and Technology (VAST), en-
roll as freshmen in one of the Ver-
mont Technical College (VTC) engi-
neering technology programs/ or may
pursue a curriculum designed to
meet their specific interests and
goals. The Academy program features
guest speakers and field trips de-
signed to enhance students' career
planning. On completion of this one-
year program, VAST students may
remain at VTC to complete an
associate's degree in engineering
technology or applied science, or they
may transfer to a four-year institu-
tion.

Admission to VAST is determined
by means of an interview, recom-
mendations from appropriate school
personnel, and a written essay. Stu-
dents must also show a strong inter-
est or ability in high school math or
science and an overall academic av-
erage of 85 or higher. For application
materials and more information,
write to David Grundy, VAST Head-
master/ Vermont Technical Col1ege,
Randolph Center, VT 05051.

llamNlim College Summer Studie$ in

]ttlatltemrtic$

Mathematics students looking for
a summer of intense, demanding,
exciting, and productive study should
consider the Hampshire College
Summer Studies in Mathematics
{HCSSiM). Funded in part by the
National Science Foundation,
HCSSiM takes a unique approach to
teaching high school students math-
ematics. Students leatn " fLLn" math-
ematics-the kind mathematicians
don't usually get to until graduate
school. The program aims to get stu-
dents to discover and prove theorems

by themselves, noncompetitively.
They avoid the calculus and other
topics from the late secondary and
early college curricula, seeking in-
stead topics (such as number theory,
combinatorics, graph theory, chaos,
and the algebra and geometry of com-
plex numbers) that can engage stu-
dents in the discovery of mathemat-
ics and the ffeation of proofs. Faculty
from major colleges and universities

live in the program dormitory and
join students for meals and recre-
ational activities, as well as for seven
hours of classes and problem-solving
seminars each day.

The 1992 program will take place
from |une 29 to August 9 in Amhersq
Massachusetts. For application materi-
als and more information/ write to
DavidKelly, Director, HCSSiM, Flamp-
shire College, Amhersg MA01002.

Circle No. 5 on Reader Service Card
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Pnocnar,t FoR SncoxDARY
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Jutrc Z9-August 16,1992

lTt he Secondarv SchoolI Prooram of tlie Harvard
I Surimer School offers

qualified high school juniors and
seniors the opportunity to earn
coilege credit.

0ur curriculum includes courses in
astronomy. biology. chemistry,
computer science, mathematics,
phvsics, and statistics, as well as
in 4o other liberal arts fields.

The Summer School's international
student body has access to Harvard s
outstanding librarres. museums.
laboratories, and cultural events.

To receive a Secondary School catalogue and application caU (617) 495-3 192 or return
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briilge, MA 02138. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
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THINK

INDEPENDENTLY

Think about a stimulating change of pace.

lndependent schools offer competitive salaries, small
classes, college prep curriculum. Each year over 400
private schools nationwide list positions seeking
qualified science and math teachers.

IES, a non profit placement service that works
exclusively with private schools, will refer you to
positions that match your experience and career needs.
No placement fee to candidates. Positions available
K-12 in chemistry, biology, physics, IPS,
environmental and earth sciences and math.

Call Carol Compton at | 8OO 257-5102 for more info.
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M42
We'll examine the set of possible

remainders when a cube is divided br
9 and the set of possible remainders
when the sum of the squares of three
consecutive integers is divided b1- 9.
If we can show that the two sets oi
remainders are disjoint, then it iol-
lows that a cube can neYer be repre-
sented as the sum of the squares oi
three consecutive integers.

We can represent any three con-
secutive integers as n * 1, n, and n -
1 for some value of n. The sum of
their squares is then 3n2 + 2. We firsr
examine whether n is a multiple of 3
If it is, then 3n2 + 2 = 3(3k21 + 2 = 9k'
+ 2 for some k, so that the sum oi the
squares has a remainder of 2 when
divided by 9. If n isn't a multiple of 3
then n = 3k t 1 for some integer .k

and 3n2 + 2 : 3(3k+ 1)2 + 2 = 319kr -
5k + 1) +2=913k2!2k) + 5, which has
a remainder of 5 when divrded br 9

So the sum of the squares oi rhree
consecutive integers can onlr-har.-e a

remainder of 2 or 5 rvhen dn-ided 'or

9.

We now tum to the cube oi an ar-
bitrary integer. The integer can be
represented as either 3k (for a mul-
tiple of 3) or 3k + 1 (for a nonmultiple
of 3). In the first case, its cube has a
remainder of 0 when divided by 9. In
the second case, its cube can be writ-

ANSWERS,
HINTS &

SOLUTIONS
ten as 9(3k3 t 3k'z + k)+ l, and so has
a remainder of I or 8 when dividedby
o

Thus, the two sets of possible re-
mainders are disjoint, and the asser-
tion holds.

M43
\\'e can use the method discussed

Ln the article "Off into Space" in this
issue. A regular hexagon can be con-
sidered the projection of a cube along
a plane perpendicular to one of its
na:n diagonals. Indeed, if we hold a
-ubc so that two opposite vertices
.r-,tn.tde, tve'11 be viewing this projec-

F::..:; I can be viewed, with a
:rr-: :rr-ru: ur the imagination, ei-
::r-: .: e Jra5:am 1n space or as a dia-

=:::r :r: :::e plane. We'1I look at it as
a:.:i:i:: -n iface. We then see a

aLt: -..,-^::r '\'enex P closest to us and
::r. -::,- sr:e \-ertex Q directly behind
-: .:. :r:re crlon of this cube onto a

r-;. :.:en.hcular to PQ gives us the
-:-=::a, reralar hexagon. We see this
.. :::- :'ut.r'te oi the cube in figUre 2.
\-:ic: :hat three edges of the cube
-r--r, lri and PZ' project into the
tiuee ilagonals oi the hexagon and
tha: ihe same rs true of the (hidden)
eiiges Q.\-, QY and QZ.

Let's extend PX, PY, and PZ. By
the statement oi the problem, these
extensions will contarn three points
K, L, and M, which project into the
intersection points oi three pairs of
opposite sides of the inscribed hexa-
gon ArArA,AnArAoon the plane (the

figure shows points A1', A2', As', A4',
Ar', A6', which project into the corre-
sponding vertices of the inscribed
hexagon). If we pass a plane through
K, L, andM, then it's not difficult to
see that the cross section of the cube
along this plane must contain the
points Ar', Ar', Ar', Ao', Au', Au'. For
example, any point that projects onto
line ArArmust be on the plane deter-
mined by that line and by points K
and I. The intersection of this plane
with the "top" of the cube therefore
contains K, L, At, and A* Similarly,
L and M arc collinear with Au and Ao,
and M and K are collinear with A,
and Au.

Now let's extend QX, QY, arrd QZ
to intersect the plane of KLM in
points K', L' , and M'. Then the line
K'M' is the intersection of the plane
determinedby K', M, and Qwiththe
plane containing face PXZ of the
cube. So hne K'M'must contain point
Ar'. Similarly, this line contains
point A.'. In just the same way/ we

0l|[ilIllil/[]isrilrB$, lilrrTs & s0t lJIr0ils 7g



find that line KL' contuns points Ao'
and Ar', andlsne L' M contains points
Au' an.d Ar'. Proiection back into our
original plane shows that the pairs of
segments Ar'As', Ao'A5', and Au'Ar'
intersect along the diagonals of the
hexagon.

M44
Let's apply the "extremity rule"

(see Quantum, Nov./Dec. 199Q p. 8),

which prompts us-in a very general
form-to "consider the extreme
case." Here we choose from all the n
planets of the system the two that
are closest to each other. The as-
tronomers on these planets observe
each other's planet. If any of the re-
maining n - 2 astronomers also ob-
serves one of the two planets, then
there won't be enough astronomers
to observe the other n - 2 planets.

If, on the other hand, the chosen
planets aren't observed by anybody
except their own astronomers/ we
can simply discard them. Again let's
choose the two closest planets from
the n - 2 planets left and proceed as

we did above. Every time we discard
a pair of planets we'll still have some
odd number of planets left; but this
number can't decrease forever (it
can't be negativel, so sooner or later
we must come across a planet that no
astronomer observes. (V. Dubrovsky)

M45
The function flql is given by the

formula

where k = cot a. (The unit of time
here and throughout is one day for
the planet in question-that is, the
period of its rotation about its axis.)

[1 ,...or(Lt^,p), for o < 9 < cr,

r(q)=ln

lo, forcr<<p<4,

MP, = sp,,{; - e) = a.o,,r,

In figure 3, 4q) is graphed for both
the north and south latitudes.

The boundary between day and
night on the planet is a circle whose
center coincides with the center O of
the planet. This circle intersects the
geographic latitude gat thepoints Pr
and Prthat separate day from night
on this latitude. The length of day-
time at latitude g in our time units
{days) is equal to T = yfLn, where yis
the degree-measure of the are P rP rof
the latitude illuminated by the star-
that is, the size of the angTe P.MP,
where M is the center of the circle of
latitude (OM is the planet's axis). We
must find the minimal value of y.

Chord PrPralways passes through
the point K in which the plane of our
parallel of latitude cuts the perpen-
dicular to the plane of the planet's
orbit drawn through O. Since this
perpendicular and the plane of the
latitude always preserve their direc-
tions, point K remains fixed relative
to the planet. Clearly the shortest arc
P,P, corresponds to the shortest
chord PrP, ar;Ld the chord is shortest
when it's perpendicular to MK. In
this case

cos(y l2) = cos ZP.MK = MKI M4.

By definition of g and cr,

zPtoM=|-v, zMoK=!-o.

So ii R is the radius of the planet,
then

(since OM = R sin 9) and, finally,

- _ T _ arccos(tantp.coto)
2nfi

Of course, this formula is valid only
for g < cr. If g > o(, then during the
winter solstice (the shortest dayf all
of latitude q lies in the unlit atea, elrtd
the polar night sets in; so here flq) =

Figure 4

0. This area of the planet's surface is
painted black in figure 4.

Physius
P41

Let's select a star and write its ve-
locity in a coordinate system cen-
tered on the first nearby star. Accord-
ing to the statement of the problem,
the velocity of the seiected star rela-
tive to this first star is

v, : Grrr

where t, is the vector from the first
star to the one we've selected. In the
coordinate system centered on the
second star that the cosmonauts flew
to, the velocitv oi our star is

V.=V,-Vor

rvhere v: = ffio is the velocity of the
second star with respect to the first
one. Drawing vector r, from the sec-

MK = oMtar(;-")= Rsrnscotcr

Figure 3
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ond star to our star (fig. 5), it's easy to
see that

tr:1,-ro'

Accordingly, the velocity of the star

vr=o(r,-ro) =crr.

So the cosmonauts will again see
that all the stars are receding at a ve-
locity proportional to the distance to
these stars.

P42
(a) First let's determine the veioc-

ity of the descent module. We note
that the change in pressure Ap is con-
nected with the change in altitude M
according to the following relation:

Lp: -pg&, (1)

where p is the gas density. The equa-
tion oi state for an ideal gas implies
that p = rp/[)RT (where 7 is the gas

temperarure at the point where the
change 1n pressure is considered and
p is the gram molar mass of the gas).

Takrng ilto account that A.h = -v\t,
where r-rs the velocity of the descent
and At rs the duration of the descent,
we can rrrite expression (1) in the
form

-\D uvAr
..j= GL

P URT \/l

Knowrng the ratio LplLt-thatis, the
slope of the tangent at the final pornt
A of the graph (fig. 61, we can deter-
mine the velocity y from equation
(2). (It should be noted that since the
left side of (2) contains the ratro
Lpf p, the scale on the ordinate axts rs
immaterial). Having determined
lLplLtlpt :11720 s from the graph
and substituting g : 41 g mole ior
CO, we find that the velocitv of the
descent module of the spacecraft is

RT Lo
glL p\t

8.3ll(K.mole).7 102 K

of the problem. Given that the mod-
ule has a velocity of 18.4 m/s, it was
at an altitude ft = 15 km above the
surface of the planet 820 s before
landing-that is, this moment core-
sponds to t = 2,730 s. Using the rela-
tion (LplLtlp-', we can find the re-
quired temperature f at this point of
the graph from equation (2):

P43
The sum oi the readings of the

"npper" voltmeter V r and the
"lower" voltmeter V. equals the
battery's voltage-that is, the
"Iower" voltmeter will read 3 V. The
voltmeters are identical; this
means that the current of
the "lower" voltmeter is 1.5

times that of the "upper"
one-that is, the current of
voltmeter V" is equal to one
haff oi the "upper" voltmeter
current/ and so its reading
u,i1lbe 1 V.

P44
The phenomenon de-

scnbe d in the problem has to
do rr-ith the fact that the in-
dices oi refraction of light
beams and radio waves in
the Earrh's atmosphere are
ditierent. The path of a light
beam propagating from the
]loon rn the atmosphere de-
ua:es sl-rghtly kom a straight
Ile rhat is, it refracts); the same
rhng happens with radio signals, but
:he magnitude of the deviation will
be fuierent. So the trajectories of ra-
dro slgnals and light beams from the

A o larbitrart,units)

t (s)

Moon are different, which means
that the telescope must be pointed in
different directions for optical andra-
diolocation images of the Moon.

P45
Suppose the spacecraft is oriented

so that the sunlight falls on both the
reflective and black portions of its
surface (fig.7l. Light pressure arises
because the photons undergo a
change in their momenta when they
hit the surface. ff light hits the reflec-
tive surfacg it's reflected according to
the law of reflection: the angle of in-
cidence of a light beam equals the
angle of its reflection. It's not hard to
see that in this case the change in the
photon's momentum is avectorper-
pendicular to the spacecraft's sur-

face-that is, along its radius. Ac-
cording to Newton's second and third
laws the force acting on the space-
cra{t is equal to the change in the
photon beam's momentum per unit
time. The force is directed along the
spacecraft's radius. It doesn't cteate a
torque that tums the spacecraft about
its center.

Something different happens with
the pressure on the black portion of
the spacecraft's surface. As it absorbs
the Sun's radiation, the force acting
on the spacecraft is in the direction of
the beam. This force creates a torque
that turns the spacecraft so that its
reflective surface faces the Sun.

7, = Ev, ( !A!) 
= 

a2o r." R \apl.

6U

10 m/ s2.44.t0-3 kg lmole.TZO s

= 18.4 m/s.

Figure 7

p larbitrary units)

(b) Nowlet's solvethe secondpart Figure 6
2,000
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,/It's clear that the spacecraft will
also be in equilibrium when the
black portion of its surface faces the
Sun. But the equilibrium isn't stable.
If the spacecraft happens to turn
slightly relative to the Sun, it will
continue to rotate in the same direc-
tion.

Figure 9

844
A ballpoint pen can't be used in

the state of weightlessness because
the thick ink is pressed against the
ball under the action of gravity. (If
you've ever tried to write against a
wall or with the tip of the pen
pointed upward, you will have veri-
fied this fact.) The operation of a
fountain pen, on the other hand, is
based on capillary action. So a foun-
tain pen will work in a state of
weightlessness.

845
Answer: SPACE. The clue to the

cipher is given by the colors of the
figures: crimson, pink, gray, black,
yellow. Each figure denotes which
letter in the name of the color to se-
lect.

Atlittlde
l' Distance = ZxR -f- = ry '360 180'
2. Suppose the hands of the clock

are initially aligned at any position
(fig. 9a).In 60 minutes the minute
hand will be back at this position,
but the hour hand will have moved
on a bit (fig. 9b). As the minute hand
continues to move/ it will soon be
aligned with the hour hand again. Let
D be the number of degrees in the
angle formed by these two sequential
positions of alignment (fig. 9c). The
minute hand has moved through (350

+ D)', while the hour hand has moved
through D'. The minute hand rotates
through 360' in 60 minutes, so its
rate of rotation is 6'per minute. The
hour hand rotates through 360'in 12
hours, or 720 minutes, for a rotation

rate of 0.5' per minute. If I is the
number of minutes between succes-
sive alignments/ then from the rela-
tion (angularl rate x time = (angular)
distance, we have 0.57: D arrd 5T :
360 + D. Then 6T - 0.57 : 360, so ?
:36015.5 = 65 5ll1 minutes.

3. The reasoning here is exactly
analogous to that in exercise 2i the
only difference is in the rates of rota-
tion. Our observer at Quito rotates
through 350" in 24 hours for a rate of
15'per hour. The satellite rotates
through 350'in 8 hours for a rate of
45'per hour. Letting D be the num-
ber of degrees and Tthe time in hours
between successive overhead
sightings, the equations arel for the
observer, l5T = Dj for the satellite,
457 = 360 + D. Then 307: 360, and
the satellite wiil be directly o rerhead
agarn in T = l2 hours.

4. The longrtude in uni.ts of time
is 5 hours 27 minutes.

5. We leave this for you to do en-
tirely on your own.

5. For pitch , xo: X cos P - z stn P;

Yr= Yi Zp= Z cos P + x sin P.ForYaw,
Xv : Xcos Y+ y sin Y, y, : ycos Y-
x sin Y; Zy: Z.

0tl intu$[aco
l. The given configuration can be

regarded as the image of a trihedral
angle with three points on its faces.
Then the problem is to construct the
cross section of the angle by the plane
drawn through these points. (Here's
how it can be done. Construct a tri-
angle with the vertices on the rays
such that two of the given points-
say, A and B-lie on its sides. Let P
be the point where line AB meets the
extension of the third side of the tri-

t2 Ih / # \
\# I'

/<ry'g{3

Bnainleil$Bl'$
841

I ne answer rs

271
x 205

1355
542
55555

It follows from the very form of the
sum that the second digit of the sec-
ond factor is zero. The product has
the form 1111lm =271 . 4lm,where
m is the digit denoted by the Moon.
The numbers 271and 4l are prime,
so the first factor in the given sum is
27li to find the second we must
choose m so that 41m is a three-digrt
number whose second digit is zero.
The only suitable m is 5; then 4Lm =
205.

842
Practically nothing will change:

the fly won't be seen. But if it covers
a rather large portion of the lens, re-
mote objects will appear to be
slightly less bright.

843
During an eclipse the Moon cov-

ers the Sun almost completely. So the
Sun's radius is to the Moon's radius
as the Sun's fistance from the Earth
is to the Moon's distance from the
Earth (fig. 8)-that is, 387:1. So the ra-
tio of the volumes of the Sun and
Moon is approximately 3873:1.

82

slm= ESIEM=387

Figure B
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angle. Then the line joining P and the
third given point C contains the side
of the required triangle passing
through C.)

2. Consider the given configura-
tion as an image of a " spatial"
(nonplanar) quadrilateral ABCD with
points K, L, M, N on its sides. Then
the problem's condition, as well as

the statement, is equivalent to the
fact that these points lie in one and
the same plane.

3. The solution is quite similar to
that of the problem of an "articulate
quadrilateral" in the anicle: the given
hexagon can be represented as the
projection of a "spatial" hexagon
whose sides touch the circle at the
same points; the diagonals of the spa-

tial hexagon are the pairwise inter-
sections of three different planes
meeting at one point.

4. The proof virtually reproduces
that of the Altitude Theorem in the
article.

5. Construct a sphere with the
same center and radius as those oi
the gn-en circle. Let the perpendrcu-
lar through A to the circle's plane
intersect the surface of the sphere rn
points B and C. If XY is an arbitran-
chord through A, and M is the pornt
corresponding to this chord b1'the
condirron, then all the tangents fron:
M to the sphere form a cone u'hose
base is the intersection of the sphere
with the plar-e XYB.It follows tha:
MB ts one of these tangents, so -'rl
belongs to the plane tangent to the
sphere at B. The unknown locus ls

the straight line where this plane ar:o

the plane of the given circle rnter.ec:.
6. Let lines a, b, c, d be the gratls

of the motion ol A, B, C, D n r -.

t) coordinates in space. rr hele ire
(x, y)-plane is the plane on r' 1:Lc1: :.[e
pedestrians walk and : is rhe rrne
coordinate. Trn-o pedcsrnans meet u
and only if the correspondrng graphs
intersect. By the conditron an)'par ot
the lines a, b, c, d intersects except
the pair c, d.It follows that they lie
in one plane. So c and d intersect too
(these lines can't be parallel, since
their projections onto the (x, y)-plane
aren't parallel).

lGIlen
4. Comparing a comet's orbit with

the Earth's and using Kepler's third
law, we determine the semimajor
axis of the comet's orbit: c = 18.05
AU. The greatest distance from the
Sun is about 35.5 AU.

B

P

L-"/
Figure 10

6. See figure 10. While traveling
along the farther half of its orbit the
comet covers the area of the geomet-
nc figure SBAB'. The area of this fig-
ure ts rabfZ + b(a - rnl.

During the time of interest to us,

the rest of the total area nab is cov-
ered. Computation then gives us the
answer: 14.7 years.

Cornectiolt$
Mr. A. Dennard of Putaruru,

New- Zealand, wrote to point
out that Emest Rutherford (see

"A Strange Box and a Stubbom
Bnt" in the March/April issue)
\\-as a New Zealander, not a

Bnton. Though he was the off-
sprrng of British-born parents/
spent much of his career in En-

91and, and was buried in
\\-estminster Abbey iust down
rhe aisle from Newton/
Rutherford was born on a farm
rn the province of Nelson on
the South Island and received
lus early education (throughhis
master's degree) in New
Zealand. Our apologies to New
Zealanders everywhere. (And
1et this be a lesson to allitera-
tion-crazed headline writers! )

In the lasr issue, a passage in
the Toy Store was garbled. On
the inside back cover, second
column, the text reading "then
repeat the last move . . . one
more move" should be replaced
with "then make two more
moves according to the figure."
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TOY STORE

$ciunco tl$. Ihe Uf0

You may find it an Unidentified Flummoxing Object!

by Will Oakley

O! I'M NOT GOING TO GET
mixed up in the perennial dis-
cussion of whether extrater-
restrial aliens have ever vis-

ited the Earth. The UFO I'll tell you
about is nothing more than ap:uzzle
manufactured in Hungary in the
early 1980s. You can get an idea of
what it looks like from figure 1.
There may be some doubt about
whether it can fly, but it sure isn't
easy to identify, is it?

The UFO is one of the so-called
transformational puzzles that you
may have gotten to know from the
last installment of the Toy Store.
Like Rubik's cube, it has a number
of colored elements-l5 cylindrical
sections-that can be rearranged in
lots of ways by rotating four cylin-
ders, each consisting of four sec-
tions, and two horizontal layers,
each containing four half-cylinders
(or eight sections). Figure 1 shows
the correct position of the sections;
pay attention to the dots on the

Figure 1

84

faces of sections, which allow us to
discern sections of one color. The
problem is to restore the correct
arrangement of colors and dots af-
ter they've been randomly
scrambled. So it's very similar to
Rubik's cube and many other trans-
formational puzzles; the methods
of solving it are, in general, very
similar too. But one important fea-
ture makes the UFO tangibly easier
than the cube: a section of the UFO
can take oniy one position in every
location on the puzzle's frame,
whereas a smal1 "cubelet" of
Rubik's cube can be rotated i.n its
niche in two or three ways. So all
you have to do for the UFO is put
every section in its place.

Because of the unbelievable
popularity attained by the cube not
so long ago and the abundance of
math problems connected with it,
Rubik's cube became (along with
other transformational puzzles) an
object of great attention for math-
ematicians all over the world. They
developed a whole science-some
call it "cubology"-of how to solve
the cube and similar puzzles, how
to describe all their possible states,
and so on. It's not a gross exaggera-
tion to say that using a few
cubological "tools," we can solve in
practically no time almost any
transformational puzzle that was or
ever will be invented. The UFO
puzzle is an excellent visual aid for
demonstrating these tools: it's very

simple in structure, and you can
follow the explanations by just
looking at the illustrations or draw-
ing your own diagrams, though it
would be better, of course, to have
the toy for practice.t

When we begin solving a trans-
formational ptzzle, the very first
step is to try to do whatever is easy
to do. For the UFO the relatively
easy part is to put three of the four
cylinders in order. At this stage the
fourth cylinder is used as a sort of
assembly turntable for coupling
sections of the same color; the pairs
are then moved to their "home"
iocations. After this stage of work

lThe Quantum staff has not been
able to locate a store that sells the
UFO. Have any of our readers sighted
irl-Ed.

ur->
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is completed, we cair always turn
the fourth cylinder, still unordered,
so as to bring all four, or exactly
two of its sections, to their correct
places (it's not very obvious, but it's
absolutely true: you can check it by
simply sorting all the possibili-
ties-there are only 24 of them). So

we arrive at the problem of ex-
changing two sections of one cylin'-
der-and this is where the "sci-
enge" comes in.

We'll need some notations for
the sequences of turns of the
puzzle's parts and the rearrange-
ments they produce. For our pur-
poses three "elementary moves"
will be enough {shown in figure 1

and the schematic figure 2l: U-the
clockwise 90o turn of the upper
layeri F and R-similar turns of the
front and right cylinders; the core-
sponding counterclockwise turns
are denotedby [J-', F1, and Rr. If we
number the sections of the front
and right cylinders as in figure 2,
then the F-turn results in a 4-cycle

45
c=[F,u tRU]

I -+ 2 --> 3 -+ 4 --> l. conventionallv
denoted by (1, 2,'3, 4li and the R-
turn results in another 4-cycle 15, 5,

7, 8l'
The U-turn can be used to mix

the elements of these two disjoint
cycles: the process (sequence of
turns) U)RU yields the 4-cycle (3,

4, 5, 6l involving elements of both
F- and R-cycles; this is shown in
figure 2. This process/ as well as

any process of the form A-IRA,
where A is an arbitrary process, is
called the coniugate of R by A.
Conjugates are used to modify pro-
cesses: they preserve the general
structure of the initial process
(here, a  -cycLel but involve differ-
ent elements. As the abstract dia-
gram in figure 3a clearly shows, we
now have a chain of three 4-cycles
F, (J-IR(J, and R. Srch interlacing
cycles are the "blocks" out of
which we can construct more con-
venient and useful processes in a
rather routine way.

So the first step in solving a trans-
formational ptzzle is to find such
cycles or create processes producing
them (like tf RU here). The next
step is to examine their commuta-
tors-.that is, processes of the form
lA, Bl : ABA-tB-t. For the LIFO, the
commutator C = lF, U-IRU] =
Fu-tRtlF-rU-lRrU of two adjacent
cycles .1,2,3,4) and 13, 4,5,6) results
in a very simple permutation of sec-

tions, consisting of two pair ex-
changes--{2, 6l{3, 4l {fig. 3b}. (Actu-
ally, our readers have already seen
just this commutator: the processes
F and UrRU move sectiorts l, 2, ...,
6 in much the same way as quarter-
tums of two adiacent faces of Rubik's
cube move six corners of these faces,
and we looked at the commutator of
these turns in the previous Toy
Store.)

If we could get rid of one of the
two 2-cycles 12, 6l and (3, 41, we'd
obtain what we want: a single ex-
change of two elements. To annihi-
late an n-cycle we can simply re-
peat it n times: after the nth
iteration all its elements arrive
safely back at their initial places.
But we can't do it right away with
the process C because both of its

7=gps
Figure 4

cycles are of the same length 2 and
will simultaneously vanish after an
even number of iterations of C or be
retained if this number is odd. So

let's modify C by adding a third 4-
cycle R = 15, 7,8, 5) linked with (2,

6), thus turning the latter into a 5-
cycle: the process CR consists of 2-
cycLe (3, 4l and5-cycle (2, 7, 8, 5, 5l
(fig. 3c). Ail we need to do now is
repeat this process five times, wip-
ing out the S-cycle but preserving
the 2-cycle: the process 7: (CR)s

ffi1. al exchanges two sections 3
and 4, and we're done. The coniu-
gates of ? can be used to exchange
any two sections; for instance, sec-
tions 2 and 5 are swapped by the
process (RU)f(RU)-1 = RUTU-1R-l.

To sum up, here are the rules
that helped me do the UFO and
will help you solve any transforma-
tional przzle:

1. Find or create interlacing
cycles.

2. Examine their commuta-
tors to obtain processes
that move as few ele-
ments as possible.

3. Use iteration and conju-
gates to improve and di-
versify your processes. O

OUAIiIU[l/TOY SIOBI 85
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